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My (:Donna Marie) notes on the entire “Harry Potter” series 
Based on the U.S. editions 

IMPORTANT! THESE NOTES LIST ALL EVENTS THROUGH EVERY BOOK IN THE 7-BOOK SERIES. IF 
YOU INTEND TO READ THIS SERIES OR ARE IN THE MIDST OF READING IT, TAKE CARE NOT TO 
READ NOTES BEYOND WHERE YOU HAVE READ IN THE SERIES IF YOU DO NOT WANT YOUR 
EXPERIENCE SPOILED BY KNOWLEDGE OF FUTURE EVENTS IN THE BOOKS. 
  
For BOOK CLUBS: should you be reading the Harry Potter series, this may serve as a reference tool as 
you make your way through discussions of these very complex  books. 
 
For those of you who HAVE read the series: I hope you enjoy my notes. It’s amazing how, when you 
read them, the “whole” of each book resurfaces instantly! 
 
Here’s to hoping this amazing series finds its way OFF the “Banned Book List” and back into many 
school libraries! 
 
 

 
In 2005, immediately following the release of Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince, I joined the online book 
discussion groups on Barnes & Noble University (I really miss that!). Though I knew it would be fun, I had no 
idea how much I would grow as a reader and a writer. It turned out to be one of the most memorable and 

enjoyable times in my life! Once those sessions came to a close, a group of us had become friends and didn’t 
want to lose touch. We wanted to experience the anticipation and release of Book 7 together, so we formed a 
private yahoo discussion group. During the months prior to the release of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows 
in 2007, I reread the entire series and took notes for the purpose of reference while we continued theorizing. It 
would enable us to more quickly locate the details/clues/red herrings, etc. in all the books. 
 
Throughout my notes for books 1 through 6, the comments in parentheses are typically a reminder or 
clarification of information and sometimes my personal comments to my HP-theorizing buddies. I was not able 
to remember why my notes for “Chamber,” *Azkaban,” and “Goblet” were so sparse. I think my mindset was 
only to record information that was relevant to the group’s theories. Not sure. But you will also notice my notes 
became much more lengthy and detailed again, from “Phoenix” on. The notes for Book 7 were taken WHILE I 
was reading the book the first time. I left my side comments in this document, not only because it would be 

time-consuming to remove them, but because they show my thought process as a reader of this much 
anticipated book. I figure this could prove interesting, especially to a writer. It’s interesting to me, not just 
because it brings back memories of one of that special time, but it also reminds me of how I was thinking and 
why, in respect to our theories. I was right about some, wrong about some, and loved every minute! Thank 
you, J.K. Rowling and my theory-mongering friends :D 
 
Please note that, in deciding to share these notes with “the world,” I cleaned up the formatting and did my best 
to find typos and misspellings typically due to weariness, but this is a long document and I didn’t reread every 
line/word before posting here. There are bound to still be mistakes, and you can be sure I will hate discovering 
them when I DO reread, but hey—we can’t expect perfection with something like this!   
 
 
NOTE: All cover images were obtained from the Scholastic Book Store page on the Scholastic.com site, the 

direct source to obtain your copies of this amazing series in a variety of formats: 
 
http://store.scholastic.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/en/SearchCmd?storeId=11301&langId=-
11301&catalogId=16551&Ntt=harry+potter+series&N=4502  
 
PDF posted for download on http://writersideup.com September 25, 2014 

http://store.scholastic.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/en/SearchCmd?storeId=11301&langId=-11301&catalogId=16551&Ntt=harry+potter+series&N=4502
http://store.scholastic.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/en/SearchCmd?storeId=11301&langId=-11301&catalogId=16551&Ntt=harry+potter+series&N=4502
http://writersideup.com/
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Sorcerer’s Stone  
 

Chapter 1 – The Boy Who Lived 
 
1 – the first words…the first page…our first step into Jo Rowling’s magical world of  
      Harry Potter… 

   - introducing the Dursleys; Grunnings drills 
2 – McGonagall the cat, reading a map 
3 – all the odd people in cloaks 
4 – owls in broad daylight, swooping past Vernon’s office; Vernon overhearing the talk  
      of the  Potters and “Harry” 
5 – man in violet cloak telling Vernon that You-Know-Who is gone at last; McGonagall still at 4   
      Privet Drive, sitting on their garden wall 
6 – on the news: owls everywhere and shooting stars 
8 – Dumbledore appears on Privet Drive – description of Albus 
9 – he puts out the street lamps with the Put-Outer; McGonagall turns from a tabby cat into    
      herself 
10 – McGonagall saying it was Dedalus Diggle who carelessly created the rain of shooting stars;  
         Dumbledore and his lemon drops 
11 – Dumbledore tells McGonagall she should just call Voldemort by his name; she says  
         Dumbledore has powers Voldemort has but he’s too noble to use them 
12 – Dumbledore confirms the murders at Godric’s Hollow and Harry surviving 
13 – Dumbledore explains why Harry should live with the Dursleys, he mentions his letter to  
        them 
14 – Hagrid’s arrival on Sirius’s motorcycle; Hagrid told McGonagall where Dumbledore was 
15 – Hagrid describing Godric’s Hollow and the ride to Privet Drive; Hagrid crying over Harry 
16 – Dumbledore leaves Harry and the letter on the doorstep; Hagrid returns the motorcycle to  
         Sirius 

 

Chapter 2 - The Vanishing Glass 
 
18 – ten years later, descriptions of Dudley 
19 – it’s Dudley’s birthday; description of Harry’s cupboard 
20 – description of Harry 
21 – Harry cooks breakfast; Dudley complains about too few presents 
23 – they’re off to the zoo, Harry included, ‘cause Mrs. Figg broke her leg 
24 – more descriptions of Harry and odd, unexplained magical events 
27 – they enter the reptile house, Harry communicates with the snake 
28 – Boa constrictor from Brazil, the glass vanishes, the snake leaves 
29 – Harry remembers strange vision: blinding flash of green light and burning pain on his  
         forehead 
30 – Harry believes the Dursleys are his only family, but it seems strangers know who he is 
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Chapter 3 – The Letters from No One 
 
31 – during summer holiday, Harry would spend a lot of time out of the house to avoid Dudley and his gang 
32 – Dudley would be attending Smeltings; Harry would be attending Stonewall High; Dudley’s  
        uniform, including the Smelting stick; Harry’s dyed clothes for school 
34 – Harry’s first Hogwarts letter arrives to “The Cupboard Under the Stairs” 
35 – Uncle Vernon takes the letter; he and Petunia go ballistic over it 
37 – Uncle Vernon tells Harry to move to Dudley’s second bedroom 
38 – Harry’s second letter arrives to “The Smallest Bedroom”; one of my favorite images of the  
        series: “Uncle Vernon had to wrestle Dudley to the ground to get the letter from him, which   
        was made difficult by the fact that Harry had grabbed Uncle Vernon around the neck from  
        behind.  After a minute of confuse fighting, in which everyone got hit a lot by the  
        Smelting stick (lol), uncle Vernon straightened up, gasping for breath, with Harry’s letter  
        clutched in his hand.” 
39 – Harry sneaks down to the front door, steps on Uncle Vernon’s face (hehehe) three more  
        letters arrive 
40-43 – Uncle Vernon’s attempts to avoid the letters 
44 – the shack on the rock island: “Hut-on-the-Rock” 
45 – Harry forced to try to sleep on the floor, shivering; Hagrid arrives as Harry’s 11th birthday  
        chimes in 

 

Chapter 4 – The Keeper of the Keys 
 
47 – Hagrid enters the shack, he says Harry looks like his dad, has mom’s eyes (one of many  
        more times we’ll hear that), he bends Vernon’s rifle 
48 – Hagrid gives Harry a cake; the contents of Hagrid’s coat and pockets 
49 – Hagrid finds out the Dursleys told him nothing about the wizarding world – another funny  
        line about Harry thinking Hagrid’s remark about Harry “not knowing anything was going a bit  
        too far” – funny stuff lol 
50 – Hagrid tells Harry he’s a wizard 
53 – Petunia telling Harry they knew he was a wizard; she went on about Lily, James and  
        Hogwarts; Hagrid screaming at them over the “car-crash” lie 
54 – Hagrid begin explaining about Voldemort and his reign of terror 20 years before 
55 – says Dumbledore was only one Voldemort was afraid of; that he didn’t dare try taking the  
        school – THEN!; Godric’s Hollow murders on Halloween ten years before, Hagrid tells Harry   
        about his parents’ murders and the mystery of his survival; Hagrid blames the one killing  
        curse Voldemort used on Harry as the cause of the house being destroyed 
56 – Hagrid named some of the best witches and wizards of the age that Voldemort killed: the  
        McKinnons, the Bones, the Prewetts; Harry’s first recollection of Voldemort’s high, cold,  
        cruel laugh; Hagrid threatens Vernon with his “umbrella” wand 
57 – Hagrid tries to explain Voldemort’s disappearance, that there probably wasn’t enough  
        human left in him to die 
58 – Harry realizes he really is a wizard 
59 – Dudley’s pig’s tail—flash of violet light 
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Chapter 5 – Diagon Alley 
 
62 – Harry’s first time handling knuts when owl delivers Hagrid’s Daily Prophet 
63 – Hagrid tells Harry about Gringotts, says never mess with goblins, someone’d be mad to try  
        robbing Gringotts; mentions Dumbledore trust in Hagrid 
64 – Hagrid said he flew to the rock, but didn’t depart with a broom; he describes Gringotts,  
        the enchantments, dragons, etc. 
65 – tells Harry Fudge is Minister ‘cause Dumbledore didn’t want the job; he always asks      
        Dumbledore for advice; tells Harry he always wanted a dragon; Hagrid knitting 
66 – Harry’s list of school supplies: uniform, books, equipment 
68 – the Leaky Cauldron 
69 – Tom the bartender recognizes Harry, then everyone else; some in the Leaky: Doris  
        Crawford, Dedalus Diggle 
70 – Professor Quirrell in Leaky, stuttering; Hagrid says he’s usually trembling, says how     
        Quirrell met vampires, hag, never been the same since 
71 – they enter Diagon Alley 
72 – Eeylops Owl Emporium; Nimbus Two Thousand; the engraving on the silver Gringotts doors 
73 – the Sorcerer’s Stone is in vault #713 
75 – 17 silver sickles to 1 gold galleon; 29 bronze knuts to a sickle; Harry’s vault needs a key to  
        open (billowing green smoke); the high security vault #713 opened with the stroke of the  
        goblin’s finger, it melted away 
76 – if anyone but a Gringotts goblin tried that, they’d be sucked in and trapped inside (this may   
        matter in Deathly Hallows); Madam Malkin’s Robes for All Occasions 
77 – Harry first meets Draco Malfoy; Madam Malkin is right next door to Flourish and Blotts;  
         Draco strongly reminded Harry  of Dudley 
78 – Draco being his uppity self, insulting Hagrid, elevating purebloods 
79 – Hagrid tells Harry some of the best wizards and witches came from Muggle families; he  
         explains Quidditch 
80 – Hagrid says all the bad wizards were from Slytherin house; Flourish and Blotts; he tells  
        Harry underage wizards can only use magic in the Muggle World under special circumstance;  
        the Apothecary 
81 – Hagrid bought Hedwig for Harry’s birthday present 
82 – Ollivanders: Makers of Fine Wands since 38 B.C.; the wand in the window; Lily’s wand: 10 ¾”,  
        swishy, made of willow, nice for charm work; James’s wand: mahogany, 11”, pliable, more  
        power, excellent for transfiguration; the wand chooses the wizard 
83 – Voldemort’s wand: 13 ½”, yew, very powerful in the wrong hands; Hagrid’s wand: oak, 16”,  
        bendy 
84 – wand cores: unicorn hairs, phoenix tail feathers, heartstrings of dragons; will never get as  
        good results with another wizard’s wand; Harry’s wand: holly, phoenix (Fawkes) feather, 11”,  
       supple 
85 – “…how curious…how very curious…”; “—why its brother gave you that scar.”  “the wand  
        chooses the wizard, remember…I think we must expect great things from you, Mr.  
        Potter….After all, He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named did great things—terrible, yes, but great.” 
86 – Hagrid reassures Harry he’ll be fine 
87 – ticket to Hogwarts, first of September at King’s Cross 
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Chapter 6 – The Journey from Platform 9 3/4 
 
90 – Uncle Vernon agrees to take Harry to the station in London ‘cause they had to have  
     Dudley’s tail removed anyway 
91 – the Dursleys mockingly dropped Harry at the Platform for the 11 ‘clock Hogwarts Express 
92 – the Weasleys arrive 
93 – Harry and Ron meet for the first time (I’m tearing up here – it’s my 5th time reading this  
     book – and I think it’s cause I’m really fearing Ron’s going to die *sigh*); the Hogwarts Express 
94 – Neville, Lee Jordan, the twins helped get Harry’s trunk on board 
96 – Percy, the prefect 
97 – Ginny wanting to see “Harry Potter” 
98 – Harry and Ron get acquainted 
99 – Ron talks about his brothers 
100 – Scabbers; Ron has Charlie’s old wand 
101 – the goodies on the Hogwarts Express cart 
102 – Dumbledore on the Chocolate Frogs card (Nicolas Flamel; Grindewald); Ron is missing  
           Agrippa and Ptolemy 
103 – people on the cards, Harry tries Bertie Botts Every Flavor Beans 
105 – Hermione arrives at their compartment; Ron’s “fat rat yellow” spell 
107 – Charlie’s in Romania studying dragons; Bill’s in Africa doing something for Gringotts; Ron  
           mentions someone tried to rob a security vault 
108 – Draco learns Harry’s on the train; he comes to their compartment with Crabbe and Goyle 
109 – the first of many times Ron and Harry stand up to Malfoy; Scabbers bites Goyle 
110 – “And you’ve got dirt on your nose, by the way, did you know?” 
111 – they arrive at The Station; Hagrid takes the first years; first sight of Hogwarts castle  
           on the other side of the Black Lake; Harry, Ron, Hermione and Neville got into their boat 
112 – they glided across the lake, under the ivy, then up stone steps to the grass in front of  
           the castle; Hagrid finds Trevor for Neville 

 

Chapter 7 – The Sorting Hat 
 
113 – first entering the entrance hall at Hogwarts 
114 – in the small chamber McGonagall explains Hogwarts rules and the Sorting Ceremony 
115 – the ghosts enter the chamber, Nearly Headless Nick, the Fat Friar and mention of Peeves 
116 – first description of the Great Hall 
117 – Hermione first mentions Hogwarts, a History, the first Sorting Hat song 
118 – characteristics of each House 
119-121 – the Sorting 
121 – Harry’s sorting 
122 – Harry’s first real look at Dumbledore and the head table 
123 – “Nitwit!  Blubber!  Oddment Tweak!” 
124 – Bloody Baron with silver blood stains 
125 – Neville describing his magical background 
126 – Snape’s intro; the red herring stabbing pain in Harry’s scar (really Voldemort under  
           Quirrell’s turban) 
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127 – Dumbledore’s announcements, Quidditch tryouts with Madam Hooch; third floor corridor  
           on the right side is out of bounds 
128 – the Hogwarts School Song; Dumbledore LOVES music; the moving portraits 
129 – Peeves’s first appearance; the fat lady 
130 – first password: Caput Draconis; they arrive in their dormitory room, falling asleep quickly;  
          Harry’s dream of Quirrell’s turban talking to him, saying his destiny was to transfer to  
          Slytherin.  He told the turban he didn’t want to be in Slytherin, it got heavier and painfully  
          tight—then Malfoy laughed at him, turned into Snape whose laugh became high and cold, then  
          there was a burst of green light and he woke 

Chapter 8 – The Potions Master 
 
131 – there are 142 staircases at Hogwarts 
132 – describing Peeves the Poltergeist; Harry and Ron have their first run-in with Argus Filch  
           by the forbidden third floor corridor; Mrs. Norris 
133 – Filch knows all the secret passageways better than anyone except, perhaps, the twins;  
          description of the typical class schedule; Professor Sprout: Herbology; Professor Binns:  
          History of Magic; Professor Flitwick: Charms; Professor McGonagall: Transfiguration 
134 – Hermione was the first one to have success in Transfiguration, turning a match into a  
          needle; Professor Quirrell: Defense Against the Dark Arts; funny smell around his turban 
135 – Snape: Double Potions, head of Slytherin House 
136 – Harry’s first Potions Class; all the quintessential Snape stuff with “I can teach you how to  
           bottle fame, brew glory, even stopper death…” 
138 – Draught of Living Death; bezoar: saves from most poisons 
139 – Harry wonders why Snape hates him so much 
140 – Fang at Hagrid’s 
141 – Daily Prophet article: “Gringotts Break-In Latest” on July 31st, Harry’s birthday 

 

Chapter 9 – The Midnight Duel 
 
144 – looking toward first flying lesson; Harry thinking it was best Neville had never flown  
           ‘cause he was so accident prone 
145 – Neville’s Remembrall  
146 – Madam Hooch for first flying lesson with Slytherins and Gryffindors 
147 – Neville breaks his wrist falling off his broom 
149 – McGonagall sees Harry’s flying and catching the Remembrall after Draco threw it 
151 – she appoints Harry the youngest Gryffindor Seeker in a century 
153 – Malfoy challenges Harry to a wizard’s duel at midnight in the trophy room 
155 – (just pointing out that Harry breaks rules generally to defend someone or see justice 
          done in some way); Hermione follows Harry and Ron to the tower, trying to talk them out of it 
156 – they come across Neville in the corridor; he’d forgotten the new password: pig snout 
157 – trophy room is on the third floor; Filch and Mrs. Norris tipped off by Malfoy that they  
          were out of bed and down there 
160 – Hermione’s “Alohomora!” to open the door to the forbidden corridor; they encounter   
           Fluffy! 
162 – “We could all have been killed—or worse, expelled.”; Hermione points out that Fluffy was  
           guarding a trapdoor; Harry realizes the little package from vault 713 is under there 
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Chapter 10 - Halloween 
 
164 – Harry’s Nimbus Two Thousand arrives by owl from McGonagall 
165 – Malfoy thinks Harry’ll be in trouble for having it; Flitwick shows up and Harry says it was  
           thanks to Malfoy that Harry got it (hehehe) 
166 – the tension between Harry and Ron with Hermione is getting worse; Harry’s first time in  
           the Quidditch stadium 
167 – Harry’s first Quidditch lesson with Oliver Wood: 3 Chasers try to get the Quaffle  
           through one of 3 hoops for 10 points; 1 Keeper guards the goalposts (Wood); 2 Beaters block  
           the Bludgers (Weasley twins); 1 Seeker tries to catch the Snitch for 150 points and end the game 
169 – The Golden Snitch 
170 – Charlie Weasley was an excellent Seeker (it seems the Weasleys, in general, are a  
           talented lot) 
171 – Hermione, “Wingardium Leviosa!” 
172 – Hermione crying in the girls’ bathroom; description of the Great Hall on Halloween;  
           Quirrell runs in telling Dumbledore there’s a troll in the dungeons 
174 – Ron and Harry start following Snape toward the third floor; Troll: 12 feet tall; skin a dull,  
           granite gray; large lumpy body with coconut shaped head; short, thick legs and horny feet;  
           long arms and long ears; really stunk 
175 – after locking the door with the troll behind it, they ran back ‘cause it was the girls’  
           bathroom with Hermione in it 
176 – they succeed in downing the troll 
177 – McGonagall, Snape and Quirrell show up; Hermione lies to McGonagall (I’ve never really  
           understood how this kept the boys from getting in trouble because the truth was basically  
           the same thing: they went to warn/save Hermione; the only difference was that Hermione  
           said she went looking for the troll instead of saying she was crying in the bathroom) 
179 – from that moment on, Hermione Granger became their friend.  “There are some things  
           you can’t share without ending up liking each other, and knocking out a twelve-foot mountain  
           troll is one of them.” 

 

Chapter 11 - Quidditch 
 
180 – Harry’s first match: Gryffindor versus Slytherin; very cold in November 
181 – Hermione lent him Quidditch Through the Ages to read; Snape was limping (day before  
           the match) 
182 – Harry sees Filch handing Snape bandages for his bloody, mangled leg; Harry overhears  
           Snape saying he tried to get past Fluffy 
183 – Hermione sticking up for Snape, not believing Harry and Ron’s suspicions of Snape trying     
           to steal the stone 
184 – in the stands Ron, Hermione, Neville, Seamus and Dean (good artist) with flashing banner  
           (Hermione’s trick) of “Potter for President” 
185 – Marcus Flint, Slytherin Captain, sixth year; Lee Jordan commentates; Gryffindor  
           Chasers: Angelina Johnson, Alicia Spinnet and Katie Bell; Hagrid joins the group in the stands 
188 – McGonagall at Quidditch matches with Lee Jordan (too funny! LOL) 
189 – Harry’s broom lurches; he had no control over it 
190 – through Hagrid’s binoculars, Hermione spots Snape muttering, thinking he was jinxing the  
           broom; the Weasleys tried to rescue Harry 
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191 – Hermione knocks Quirrell over as she heads toward Snape; Harry regains control, catches  
           Snitch in his mouth 
192 – in Hagrid’s hut the trio tells Hagrid about Snape trying to get past the dog; he tells him  
           its name is Fluffy; Hermione no longer trusts Snape, explains that you have to keep eye  
           contact when performing a jinx 
193 – Hagrid stands by Snape; he slips and mentions Dumbledore and Nicolas Flamel 

 

Chapter 12 – The Mirror of Erised 
 
195 – Harry, Ron & twins staying at Hogwarts for the holidays 
196 – X-mas decorations in the Great Hall 
199- Ron teaches harry wizard chess 
200 – Xmas morning – Harry’s first “real” presents 
201 – Harry receives his father’s invisibility cloak 
203 – Harry’s fantastic Xmas dinner; Dumbledore being his light-hearted self 
206 – Harry, under his cloak, goes to the library’s Restricted Section 
207 – Harry discovers the Mirror of Erised “Erised stra ehru oyt ube cafru oyt on wohsi”  
           backwards = “I show not your face but your heart’s desire”. 
208 – he sees his family, stays there a long time 
210 – Harry brings Ron, Ron sees he is older, head boy, Quidditch Captain holding Quidditch Cup 
213 – Dumbledore with Harry in front of the Mirror of Erised; DD doesn’t need a cloak to  
          become invisible 
214 – DD “says” he sees a pair of thick, woolen socks 

 

Chapter 13 – Nicolas Flamel 
 
216 – Snape would be refereeing the Hufflepuff match 
217 – Malfoy did the leg-locker curse on Neville, Hermione countered it 
219 – Harry rediscovers Flamel’s name on the frog card; Hermione finds him in a book, mentions  
           the stone 
220 – info on the Sorcerer’s Stone, the Elixir of Life, Flamel 665 years old 
221 – Harry sometimes felt Snape cold read minds 
224 – Ron, Neville, Malfoy, Crabbe & Goyle fighting in the stands 
226 – Snape confronts Quirrell in the forest; Harry hears from a tree 
 

Chapter 14 – Norbert the Norwegian Ridgeback 
 
228 – Quirrell getting pale and thinner 
230 – Hagrid gets book on dragons from library 
232 – the teachers who helped guarding the stone: Hagrid, Sprout, Flitwick, McGonagall,  
           Quirrell, Dumbledore and Snape 
233 – Hagrid got a dragon egg from a stranger in the village 
234 – the egg hatched, Malfoy sees it 
236 – Norbert will go to Charlie someday 
237 – Charlie’s note telling them when they’ll pick up Norbert 
240 – Malfoy saw Charlie’s note in Ron’s book, so was in the tower waiting to catch them when  
           McGonagall caught him and didn’t believe him about the dragon 
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241 – Norbert’s gone; they forgot the cloak on the tower 
 

Chapter 15 – The Forbidden Forest 
 
243 – McGonagall gives Harry, Hermione, Neville and Draco detention 
246 – Harry overheard Quirrell talking to Voldemort thinking it was Snape 
248 – Filch leads them to the forest to meet Hagrid 
251 – Hagrid, Harry and Hermione went together and Draco, Neville and Fang in the other direction to find a  
           slain unicorn 
252 – they heard Quirrell/Voldemort but couldn’t see him; Ronan shows up 
253 – Ronan saying Mars is bright tonight, innocent first victims, Bane comes 
254 – Hagrid retrieves Draco, Neville and Fang due to Malfoy scaring Neville 
255 – now Harry’s with Malfoy and Fang and they found the dead unicorn 
256 – the cloaked figure slinks over, drinks unicorn’s blood, Harry’s scar pains him severely;  
           Firenze scares Quirrell away 
257 – Firenze carries Harry on his back; Bane was pissed 
258 – Firenze explains about unicoren blood, etc. 
259 – Firenze says he hopes the planets have been read wrong 
261 – Dumbledore anonymously returned Harry’s cloak 

 

Chapter 16 – Through the Trap Door 
 
263 – Harry continued getting pains in his forehead 
265 – the trio find out how Hagrid got the dragon and that he told the stranger how to get past  
           Fluffy with music 
267 – the trio want to see Dumbledore; he’s gone to London; they tell McGonagall it’s about the  
          Sorcerer’s Stone 
270 – Harry’s loyalty and goodness shine through with his determination to keep Snape from  
           getting the stone 
273 – Neville tries to stop the trio, Hermione body-binded him 
275 – the harp is by Fluffy; Harry plays Hagrid’s flute to keep Fluffy subdued 
277 – they drop down through trap door into Devil’s Snare 
279 – the flying keys—Harry gets the right one 
282 – they play the giant chess game 
283 – Ron gets knocked out 
284 – they passed an unconscious troll and into room with table of seven potion bottles 
285 – riddle to figure out the potions 
287 – Harry enters room with Quirrell 

 

Chapter 17 – The Man with Two Faces 
 
288 – Quirrell admits he tried to kill Harry at the match and Snape was muttering a counter  
           curse; he set the troll loose in the school; said the dog bit Snape’s leg in the forest 
290 – the true conversation between Quirrell and Snape in the forest 
291 – Quirrell says Voldemort’s with him wherever he goes, says how he met LV; “There is no  
           good and evil, there is only power.”; Harry in ropes tries to see into mirror 
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292 – LV speaks, telling Quirrell to use the boy; the stone appears in Harry’s pocket 
293 – Harry sees hideous LV in back of Quirrell’s head; tells Harry the univorn blood  
           strengthened him 
294 – “Your mother needn’t have died…she was trying to protect you.”; Quirrell couldn’t touch  
            Harry without blistering; Harry was blinded with pain from his scar 
295 – DD with Harry in hospital wing 
297 – DD had pulled Quirrell off of Harry; the stone was destroyed 
298 – DD tells Harry LV’s still out there 
299 – DD doesn’t tell Harry why LV wants to kill him, LV can’t understand love. Lily’s protection  
           of love is in Harry’s skin; DD tells Harry that James left the cloak in his possession 
300 – DD tells Harry that Snape and James hated each other just like himand Draco; that  
           James saved Snape’s life; Bertie Botts candy  
301 – “Alas—ear wax!” 
 
302 – “To the well-organized mind, death is but the next great adventure.”; Harry thinks DD  
            wanted to give him the chance to face Voldemort 
304 – Hagrid gives Harry the leather photo album of his family 
305 – DD gives: 50 pts. to Ron for the chess game 
                         50 pts. to Hermione for cool logic 
                         60 pts. to Harry for nerve and courage 
                         10 pts. to Neville for standing up to his friends 
            Gryffindor wins the House Cup 
308 – Ron invites them for the summer; Ginny pinting at Harry 
309 – the Dursleys don’t know Harry can’t use magic at home 
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CHAMBER OF SECRETS  
1992-93 School Year 
  

Chapter 1 – The Worst Birthday 
Chapter 2 – Dobby’s Warning 
Chapter 3 – The Burrow 
 
Chapter 4 – At Flourish and Blotts  
 
Pg 50-52: -black cabinet (vanishing cabinet) 
                   -opal necklace (cursed) 
                   -hand of glory (candle only visible to holder)  
Pg 56:       Weasleys vs. Malfoys  
Pg 63:       diary hidden in Ginny's transfiguration book 
 

Chapter 5 – The Whomping Willow  
Chapter 6 – Gilderoy Lockhart 
 
Pg 92:       Mandrakes - reverses transfiguration or a curse to original state; forms an  
                  essential part of most antidotes   
 

Chapter 7 – Mudbloods and Murmurs  
 
Pg 112:     Ron performs slug charm SILENTLY  
Pg 115:     Hagrid mentions DADA being jinxed 
 

Chapter 8 – The Deathday Party  
 
Pg 125:     Mrs. Norris   
Pg 127:     Filch - Kwikspell 
Pg 128:     Peeves broke vanishing cabinet 
Pg 130:     Nearly Headless Nick died on Halloween  
 

Chapter 9 – The Writing on the Wall  
Chapter 10 – The Rogue Bludger 

 
Pg 178:     I think Dobby & elves will be in Deathly Hallows  
 

Chapter 11 – The Dueling Club 
Chapter 12 – The Plyjuice Potion  
  
Pg 223:     Chamber opened 50 years ago, in 1943, Voldemort was a teenager, now about 
                   65 or 66 in CoS 
Pg 224:     Malfoys had their own Dark Arts chamber under the drawing room floor   
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Chapter 13 – The Very Secret Diary  
 
Pg 232:     Voldemort bought the diary on Vauxhall Rd., London   
Pg 233/4:  Harry felt like Tom Riddle was a friend he'd forgotten 
Pg 234 & 250: Ron compares Riddle to Percy twice 
Pg 242:     MISTAKE!  the befinning of Riddle's memory in the diary begins with Dippet in his  
                  office BEFORE Riddle was present 
 

Chapter 14 – Cornelius Fudge  
Chapter 15 – Aragog  
Chapter 16 – The Chamber of Secrets  
Chapter 17 – The Heir of Slytherin 
 
Pg 307:     Slytherin looked like a monkey 
Pg 310:     Voldemort grew stronger on Ginny's deepest fears and darkest secrets 
Pg 312:     Dumbledore was Transfiguration teacher (like McGonagall) 
Pg 315:     Fawkes' song made Harry's heart feel as though it swelled to twice its size 
Pg 317:    -the list of Voldemort's and Harry's similarities and LV's believing the counter  
                  charm of Lily's sacrifice was "lucky chance" 
Pg 319:     when the hat gives Harry the Gryffindor sword, it is because Harry asked it for help  
Pg 322:     Voldemort, because of his need to win and be the best, prefers that HE shows  
                  his power by being the ONE to kill Harry 
                  -the basilisk's fang, used by Harry, destroyed the diary horcrux -- again LV's  
                  OWN tools and arrogance cause his defeat 
 

Chapter 18 – Dobby’s Reward  
 
Pg 328:     Dumbledore seems to legilimens Harry's thoughts about the diary enchanting  
                  Ginny 
Pg 329:     evident that Dumbledore knew about the horcurxes then 
Pg 331:     the remarks about the sword 
Pg 333:     Voldemort put a bit of his POWER in Harry  
Pg 338:     a free elf's magic overpowers wizard magic (ex: Dobby vs. Lucius) 
Pg 339:     although Harry told Dobby never to save his life again, Dobby didn't agree and it  
                  wasn't a magically binding order  
Pg 340:     Dumbledore said Lockhart could possibly get his memory back  
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Prisoner of Azkaban  
 

Chapter 1 – Owl Post 

 
Pg 8    - Bill, curse breaker for Gringotts 
              Fleur also works for Gringotts - this may come in to play 
Pg 12   - the compass for broom in broom service kit may come in handy 
 

Chapter 2 – Aunt Marge’s Big Mistake 
 
Pg 16   - Black's escape on Muggle news 
 

Chapter 3 – The Knight Bus 
 
Pg 39   - Stan Shunpike heard Sirius Black thought he'd be second-in-command under  
              LV.  Maybe the rumor was actually about REGULUS Black! 
            - mentioned that Sirius laughed after the Pettigrew/muggle incident 
 

Chapter 4 – The Leaky Cauldron 
 
Pg 50   - Florean Fortesque's Ice Cream Parlor mentioned 
Pg 58   - what is there about Scabber belonging to Percy - how did that come to be? 
Pg 66   - did the Order and the Weasleys think Sirius was an official Death Eater?    
              Wouldn't he have the Dark Mark on his arm?  Wouldn't anyone have seen that  
              at some point? 
 

Chapter 5 – The Dementor 
 
Pg 89   - Madam Pomfrey's nickname is Poppy (I always forget that) 
 

Chapter 6 – Talons and Tea Leaves 
Chapter 7 – The Boggart in the Wardrobe 
Chapter 8 – Flight of the Fat Lady 
 
Pg 142 - Parvati Patil and Lavender Brown adore Trelawney (Is there something to  
             this? they are secondary characters that are in the books fairly often, so does  
             it matter?) 
Pg 155 - Lupin was the only one, other than Dumbledore, that Harry ever heard say  
             "Voldemort" 
 

Chapter 9 – Grim Defeat 
 

Pg 166 - no dementor will enter castle while Dumbledore is headmaster (I think they'll  
             be in the castle when Voldemort makes his way in though!) 
Pg 173 - Snape tells them to learn how to recognize and "kill" werewolves - he REALLY  
             hates Lupin! 
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Pg 179 - Voldemort and Lily at Godric's Hollow 
 

Chapter 10 – The Marauder’s Map 
 
Pg 186 - Whomping Willow planted the year Lupin arrived at Hogwarts (first year, 11  
              years old) 
Pg 187 - Lupin's description of Dementors 
Pg 195 - the Marauder's Map also "instructs" 
           - Harry didn't bring his invisibility cloak 
Pg 199 - the Honeyduke owners live over the shop.  What are their names?  Wouldn't  
             they know about the entrance from Hogwarts in their basement? 
Pg 204 - who were Dumbledore's spies who tipped him off about Voldemort after the  
              Potters? 
Pg 205 - the Fidelius Charm  
           - suspicions of traitor (actually Pettigrew) 
           - less than a week between the Fidelius Charm and Godric's Hollow murders 
Pg 206 - Hagrid reminisces about Sirius and the night at Godric's Hollow 
Pg 207 - Pettigrew 
Pg 208 - description of crater, Pettigrew's robes 
           - did they "assume" Sirius was quicker with his wand? 
Pg 209 - mention of Dementors having little effect on Sirius 
           - continue calling Sirius Voldemort's most devoted servant (really Pettigrew) 
 

Chapter 11 – The Firebolt 
 
Pg 212 - again saying the Dementors don't effect Sirius 
Pg 213 - Pettigrew described as resembling Neville (shows how Harry thinks of  
              Neville) 
Pg 223 - how was Sirius able to buy the firebolt without raising suspicions?  He was in  
              hiding?  Why wouldn't Gringotts question a note saying to take money from his  
              account? 
Pg 230 - Harry and Ron rose from the table together (Trelawney's prediction), but not  
              sure who rose first.  This actually makes me fear that one of them will  
              die, ONLY because all too often Trelawney's predictions end up coming to  
              fruition when we think they are baseless *sigh*  IF one of them dies, I  
              fear it could be Ron because, even more than Hermione, he's Harry's BEST  
              friend. 
 

Chapter 12 – The Patronus 
 
Pg 235 - says Harry has shortest lifeline ever 
Pg 240 - Harry hears his father at Godric's Hollow 
Pg 247 - explaining the Dementor's Kiss 
Pg 251 - Hermione's love of Arithmancy may play out 
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Chapter 13 – Gryffindor Versus Ravenclaw 
Chapter 14 – Snape’s Grudge 
 
Pg 285 - Snape tells Harry more about the day James saved his life 
Pg 287 - floo powder also works at calling someone TO you through a fireplace 
Pg 288 - Snape knew the Marauders' identities? 
Pg 289 - vampire essay 
 

Chapter 15 – The Quidditch Final 
 
Pg 303 - how can Sirius (as a dog) and Crookshanks communicate so well?  Is it  
              telepathic? 
 

Chapter 16 – Professor Trelawney’s Prediction 
 
Pg 323 - Trelawney's description of Hagrid and Buckbeak's sentence (starts out  
              accurate) 
Pg 324 - Trelawney's prophecy - Pettigrew must've safely hidden Voldemort's wand  
              BEFORE the incident with Sirius 
 

Chapter 17 – Cat, Rat, and Dog 
Chapter 18 – Moony, Wormtail, Padfoot, and Prongs 
 
Pg 351 - seven registered Animagi this century - McGonagall ws one.  Who were the  
             other six?  (in GoF it's Skeeter, can't remember more 'cause I haven't come  
             across anymore of them just yet).  Makes me think Snape must be an animagus  
             (a bat?). 
 

Chapter 19 – The Servant of Lord Voldemort 
 
Pg 363 - account of Sirius and Pettigrew 
Pg 365 - Sirius describing the chain of events at Godric's Hollow 
Pg 368-9 - Pettigrew and Sirius face off about details of that night 
Pg 370 - Voldemort was in hiding for "15" years?  Should be 13 1/2 since GH murders. 
Pg 371 - Sirius explains why the Dementors didn't affect him badly 
Pg 372 - how he escaped Azkaban, Harry finally believes him 
Pg 373 - why did Remus and Sirius suspect each other of being Voldemort's spy? 
Pg 374 - Pettigrew was a spy for a year before the GH murders 
 

Chapter 20 – The Dementor’s Kiss 
 
Pg 379 - Sirius asks Harry to live with him 
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Chapter 21 – Hermione’s Secret 
 
Pg 386 & 391 - Snape's bitterness and resentment toward Sirius and Harry shows to  
              the extreme here and can only see it from his perspective, refusing to listen to  
              reason. 
Pg 395 - sunset at 9pm?  (I guess it was late enough in the year?) 
 

Chapter 22 – Owl Post Again 
 
Pg 419-20 - too bad this Snape scene isn't in the movie -- it's hilarious! 
Pg 419 - mentions that you can't apparate/disapparate in castle 
Pg 386 & 423 - Snape desperately wants recognition from the Ministry 
Pg 427 - Dumbledore explains Pettigrew's life debt to Harry 
Pg 427-28 - the strong connection between Harry and his father shows in Prongs 
  
And there you have it -- Prisoner of Azkaban 
: Donna 
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Goblet of Fire 
 

Chapter 1 – The Riddle House 
 
12 - Memory charms can be broken by powerful wizards 
      - faithful servant at Hogwarts (Barty Crouch Jr.)  
 

Chapter 2 – The Scar 
 
17 - Harry remembers "Peter" when LV only called him Wormtail 
      - Harry's POV (point of view) was omniscient, not through LVs eyes 
 

Chapter 3 – The Invitation 
Chapter 4 – Back to the Burrow 
Chapter 5 – Weasleys’ Wizard Wheezes 
 
56 - Percy's in Dept. of International Magical Cooperation 
 

Chapter 6 – The Portkey 
 
62 - Bill mentions he brings Gringotts plenty of treasure 
 

Chapter 7 – Bagman and Crouch 
 
86 - Arthur naming wizards from the Ministry Depts. 
89 - Barty Crouch Sr. (BC Sr.) spoke over 200 languages 
 

Chapter 8 – The Quidditch Cup 
 
103 - Veela are Bulgarian? Isn't Fleur part veela?  I thought they were French. 
115 - Krum less coordinated on foot 
 

Chapter 9 – The Dark Mark 
 
124 - Winky said the bad wizards were high in the air 
126 - What was Bagman doing alone, deep in the forest, not knowing about what was  
          happening in the camp? (was it to do with the goblins?) 
128 - description of the Dark Mark 
132 - again Bagman has no clue to what's going on 
142 - the Death Eaters fled when they saw the Dark Mark 
 

Chapter 10 – Mayhem at the Ministry 
 
151 - the Weasley clock was a "grandfather" clock? 
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152 - Bill - also a "charm" breaker 
 

Chapter 11 – Aboard the Hogwarts Express 
 
159 - when BC Jr. took over Mad-Eye 
165 - Durmstrang is taught the Dark Arts at school 
 

Chapter 12 – The Triwizard Tournament 
 
176 - Sorting Hat's song 
181 - Bloody Baron - silver bloodstains - unicorn blood? 
 

Chapter 13 – Mad-Eye Moody 
 
213 - Moody's (BC Jr.) "Constant vigilance!" 
214 - Moody/BC Jr. recognizes Neville 
219 - Moody/BC Jr. has Neville for tea and gives him the book on plants 
220 - Moody/BC Jr. shows kindness to Neville 
 

Chapter 14 – The Unforgivable Curses 
 
232 - Harry was the only one strong enough to almost beat the Imperius Curse and got it  
          down pat after only 4 times 
244 - Beauxbatons is actually co-ed 
 

Chapter 15 – Beauxbatons and Durmstrang 
Chapter 16 – The Goblet of Fire 
 
278 - Moody/BC Jr.'s club leg is the right one, not the left (as in the movie) 
 

Chapter 17 – The Four Champions 
Chapter 18 – The Weighing of the Wands 
Chapter 19 – The Hungarian Horntail 
Chapter 20 – The First Task 
Chapter 21 – The House-Elf Liberation Front 
 
380 - Dobby and Winky are allowed to reveal Dumbledore's secrets IF they want to, which  
          they don't 
382 - Bagman is a bad wizard according to Winky, and I find him suspect more than  
          just because of his anxiousness for Harry to compete in the tournament, and his  
          gambling, taking money from the twins 
 

Chapter 22 – The Unexpected Task 
Chapter 23 – The Yule Ball 
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418 - did Dumbledore stumble upon the Room of Requirement? 
 

 
Chapter 24 – Rita Skeeter’s Scoop 
 
439 - info on Giants and Voldemort; Hagrid's mother 
441 - first hint of Skeeter being a bug (an unregistered animagus) 
443 - Krum can withstand sever cold, he was testing his strategy for the second task 
444 - Bagman with the goblins 
        - Bagman looked strained talking to the goblins (also strained before the Dark Mark appeared) 
        - Bagman acts suspiciously often, but is it ONLY due to gambling? 
449 - goblins and rebellions; strong against wizards 
454 - Aberforth - inappropriate charms on a goat 
 

Chapter 25 – The Egg and the Eye 
 
466 - Moody/BC Jr. snooping in Snape's office (Harry thinks it's BC Sr.) 
471 - Moody/BC Jr. had searched Snape's office 
472 - Snape's Dark Mark reacted when Moody/BC Jr. said "some spots never come off" 
474 - Snape didn't want to be suspected of causing Harry harm of any kind, his disdain  
          could be misinterpreted 
477 - Moody/BC Jr. confiscates the Marauder's Map 
 

Chapter 26 – The Second Task 
 
504 - Percy shows his love and concern for Ron 
505 - Fleur more concerned about her sister than her looks; she showed toughness 
506 - Fleur very fair-minded 
 

Chapter 27 – Padfoot Returns 
 
511 - Skeeter's article about Harry / Krum / Hermione 
515 - Snape reads article out loud in Potions purposely to embarrass Harry 
516 - Snape continues harassing Harry, accusing him of stealing from his stores.  It is very 
          obvious why Snape believes it's Harry that's guilty 
517 - threatens him with Veritaserum 
519 - Karkaroff shows Snape his Dark Mark getting clearer 
523 - Sirius trying to figure out what actually went down at the Quidditch World Cup (QWC) 
526-30 - Sirius explains all about BC Sr. and Jr. their natures, relationship and histories 
530-32 - more history of Snape, Voldemort, Death Eaters - packed with info 
531 - Sirius didn't know about the Dark Marks on the Death Eaters arms and wasn't aware  
          that Snape was a Death Eater 
533 - Berth Jorkins actually had an excellent memory and a notorious gossip 
534 - Ron comparing Percy to BC Sr., loving rules; Hermione insists Percy would never  
          throw his family dementors, Ron not sure if it meant his career 
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Chapter 28 – The Madness of Mr. Crouch 
 
543 - nifflers like sparkly things - Hagrid says they're handy treasure detectors 
550 - more about tunnels, treasure and nifflers (with the UK cover with treasure on it makes  
          me wonder if any of this will come into play in DH (Deathly Hallows) 
554-56 - BC Sr. out of the forest, confounded 
560 - Dumbledore ennervates Krum after he was attacked 
        - is the bird the first patronus in the books used for communicating to Hagrid 
561 - offhand remark of Snape turning into a bat!  Hmmmm (maybe he's one of the animagi?) 
 

Chapter 29 – The Dream 
Chapter 30 – The Pensieve 
 
589-90 - names given by Karkaroff 
592 - Bagman accused of being a Death Eater 
594-96 - BC Sr. imprisons BC Jr. 
599 - Bertha Jorkins in the pensieve; Harry tells Dumbledore his dream in Divination 
600 - Dumbledore tells Harry what he thinks of his scar, what it is 
602-3 - Dumbledore tells Harry about the Longbottoms 
 

Chapter 31 – The Third Task 
 
608 - Ron comments on them all becoming Aurors 
        - descriptions of some curses and charms 
615 - Molly and Bill Weasley show up as Harry's "family" for the third task 
616 - Fleur first notices Bill 
622 - obstacles in the maze: (623) dementor (boggart), (624) golden mist (upside down), (625) blast-ended  
          skrewts, (628) Sphinx/riddle, (631) spider attacked Harry, Cedric 
 

Chapter 32 – Flesh, Blood, and Bone 
 
638 - Cedric murdered 
641-42 - spell to rebirth Voldemort 
 

Chapter 33 – The Death Eaters 
 
646 - Voldemort talking of his parents 
648 - more than one Death Eater knew horcruxes existed 
        - LV asked if any of them thought Dumbledore was more powerful and swore allegiance 
          to him 
649 - gives Wormtail his hand; it has superhuman strength 
650-51 - Voldemort mentions the Lestranges released when Azkaban is broken, the  
          dementors will join them, they'll recall the banished giants, all devoted servants return  
          and creatures everyone fears 
          - mentions the different Death Eaters, plus the missing 6: 3 dead, one coward, one who  
          left forever, one most faithful servant 
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652 - the faithful one was definitely BC Jr. (not Snape, as some theorists still insist) 
652-57 - Voldemort explains the Godric's Hollow night, the old magic with Lily 
   - 653 - mentions his (horcrux) experiment working - keeping him alive 
   - 654 - he mentions inhabiting bodies  people and animals, though the animals didn't last 
            long - his possession shortened their lives (to me, this makes it clearer that Nagini isn't a horcrux) 
   - 655 - how Wormtail returned to him by rats mentioning LV, he met Bertha Jorkins 
   - 656 - unicorn blood and Nagini's venom made him semi-human 
657 - Voldemort assumed that Harry's blood would give him the same protection of Lily's 
        - mentions he's aware of the protection Harry has at the Dursleys' 
658 - his continued desire to prove he is stronger than Harry; said Harry survived by lucky  
          chance 
 

Chapter 34 – Priori Incantatem 
 
659 - Wormtail's silver hand rips through the ropes with one swipe 
660 - there were at least 30 Death Eaters in the graveyard 
664 - after the golden web of light enveloped Harry and LV, the song of the phoenix filled the 
          air (their cores) 
665 - Harry shows great strength of mind again, in forcing the bead of light into Voldemort's  
          wand, shows powerful instincts 
666 - they failed to put Bertha Jorkins in the movie at all 
668 - can't help but wonder how the "ghosts" knew what was going on and how James knew  
          of the portkey 
 

Chapter 35 – Veritaserum 
 
674 - Karkaroff fled because he betrayed so many Death Eaters - where did he go? 
675 - there's no one BC Jr. hates more than Death Eaters who walked free 
676 - Harry's name put in Goblet under name of a different school 
677 - mentions Harry's streak of pride and independence ruining things 
678 - BC Jr. thinks Voldemort would honor him if he killed Harry, but LV would actually be  
          totally miffed 
679 - Dumbledore, McGonagall and Snape all in Moody/BC Jr.'s foe glass 
681 - 7 locks to trunk, some contents: spellbooks; broken sneakoscopes, parchment and  
          quills; invisibility cloak - real Moody about 10 feet down 
684 - BC Jr. explains how he got out of Azkaban - he and his mother took Polyjuice Potion 
685 - BC Sr. subdued Jr. with the Imperius Curse 
        - Bertha Jorkins heard Jr. under cloak, confronted Sr. and he put too powerful a memory  
          charm on her 
686 - Winky convinced Sr. to let Jr. go to the QWC where he regained strength 
        - BC Jr. heard the Death Eaters attacking at the QWC, cleared his mind more,angered  
          him, Winky magically bound him to her and brought him to forest 
687 - the ministry wizards stunned Winky and BC Jr., breaking the bond and freeing him  
          from Winky; BC Sr. found Jr., Imperiused him and took him home afterwards 
        - Voldemort and Wormtail went to BC Sr.'s house to get Jr. having learned all of it from  
          Bertha, LV devised the whole plan 
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688 - LV Imperiused Sr., then completely releasing Jr., awakening himself again 
        - I still have a question about the cup portkey - are they automatically two-way?  
          because it should've been only a one-way ticket to the graveyard 
      - Dark Detectors - what are they?  Maybe a trip to the lexicon... 
689 - LV and Wormtail stayed at BC Sr.'s house, Wormtail wasn't watchful enough and Sr.  
          escaped 
690 -  BC Jr. tells Dumbledore (and others in the room) about the map 
691 - BC Jr. buried his father (as a bone) in front of Hagrid's cabin 
 

Chapter 36 – The Parting of the Ways 
 
694 - Sirius in Dumbledore's office - (his concern and love for Harry always makes me tear up) 
695 - the phoenix song is very soothing and strengthening 
696 - Dumbledore's gleam of triumph over LV having Harry's blood 
697 - mentions that the wand cores are from Fawkes 
698 - Dumbledore talks of Harry's extreme bravery 
699 - Sirius went with them to the hospital wing - the Weasleys were waiting (tearing up  
          again here) 
702-3 - Fudge brought the dementor to BC Jr., they performed the kiss,he can't give  
          testimony on his murders, Dumbledore informs Fudge that LV's back 
706 - Snape reacted when Harry mentioned Lucius being in graveyard 
        - Fudge COMNPLETELY denying LV and Death Eaters 
707 - Dumbledore warns Fudge to remove Azkaban from the control of the dementors - this  
          is foreshadowing to LV getting back the dementors, enabling all releases from  
          Azkaban (refer to page 650-51) -- this will include Lucius! (Dumbledore even says it in  
          the next paragraph!) 
708 - Dumbledore also warns Fudge about the giants 
        - Fudge is also a fan of "pure"bloods; he is a big "denial" man 
710 - Snape had to feel the Dark Mark burn hot when Harry was in the graveyard, so I would  
          bet he had to have told Dumbledore during the time Harry and Cedric disappeared  
          through the portkey 
712 - I thought Severus knew Sirius was an animagus - have to go back and check notes  
          from Azkaban... 
713 - Dumbledore and Snape had prearranged plans here -- I can't remember if what Snape  
          had to do (that DD was slightly apprehensive about) is something we ever found out in  
          OotP or HBP -- do any of you? -- I'm reading on... 
714 - oh man -- the tears continue to well here -- Harry and Molly *sobbing* 
 

Chapter 37 – The Beginning 
 
721 - Harry's suspicions of Snape (great red herring) 
722 - Dumbledore tells the student that Voldemort murdered Cedric (well, really Wormtail did  
          it on LV's order) 
723 - Dumbledore's wonderful speech about unity 
724 (& 716) - A MISTAKE! on page 716 it's stated it was a month after Cedric's murder; on  
         724 Dumbledore says it's a week 
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725 - Krum felt disdain toward Karkaroff 
727 - Hermione reveals the Rita Skeeter "beetle" 
729 - Draco said (referring to Ron and Hermione) that Mudbloods and Muggle-lovers will be  
          the first to go by Voldemort 
        - Harry, Ron, Hermione and the twins hex and jinx Draco, Crabbe and Goyle! LOL 
731-32 - twins tell about Bagman's gambling, paying them in leprechaun gold, owing money  
          to goblins, etc. 
733 - Harry gives twins his gold winnings 
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Order of the Phoenix  

 

 Chapter 1 – Dudley Demented 
 
2 – Mrs. Figg upset, always asking Harry for tea 
4 – echoing crack, cat running, Harry thinking someone apparated or  
      disapparated (Mundungus Fletcher) 
8 – Harry getting upset about Hermione and Ron seemingly together, Harry not  
      included, very secretive and elusive about when he could join them. 
9 – mention of his dreams of dark corridors, dead ends and locked doors 
10 – his scar often prickles uncomfortably 
13 – Harry having to walk with Dudley, walked past alleyway where Harry first saw  
        Sirius as a dog 
15 – Dudley and Harry arguing, the dementors arrive 
16-19 – the dementors’ attack 
19 – Mrs. Figg shows up 
  

 Chapter 2 – A Peck of Owls 
 
20 – Mrs. Figg mentions she’s a squib, mentions Mr. Tibbles the cat 
23 – Figg beats the crapola out of Mundungus! LOL 
26 – Ministry letter expelling Harry from Hogwarts, and wand will be destroyed and  
         has hearing on Aug. 12th at 9am 
28 – owl from Arthur telling Harry Dumbledore was at the Ministry, not to leave the   
        Dursleys and not to surrender his wand 
31 – Aunt Petunia slips and revels she knows about dementors at Azkaban 
36 – who sent the dementors to Little Whinging? (Umbridge) 
38 – Harry and Aunt Petunia sort of "connect" discussing Voldemort being back 
40 – Aunt Petunia’s Howler: "Remember my last, Petunia." 
  

Chapter 3 – The Advanced Guard 
 
44 – it was four days before The Order came to retrieve him 
47-49 – first intro to Nymphadora Tonks, Kingsley Shacklebolt, Elphias Doge, Dedalus  
        Diggle, Emmeline Vance, Sturgis Podmore & Hestia Jones 
51 – Harry’s too young to apparate, but why couldn’t they have done a side-along?  
        (Granted, I love this whole scene, so who cares? lol) 
52 – Tonks is a metamorphmagus 
58 – the note with the Order of the Phoenix headquarters address: 12 Grimmauld Place 
  

Chapter 4 – Number Twelve Grimmauld Place 
 
61 – Mrs. Weasley greets Harry, brings him to Ron and Hermione; shrunken elf heads on  
         the wall 
65 – Harry totally lets loose screaming in anger and frustration 
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67 – they explain to Harry what the Order is; the extendable ears 
68 – Hermione tells him they’ve been decontaminating the house 
69 – Fred and George apparate into the room 
70 – mention that Snape’s in the Order; Charlie’s in Romania trying to recruit wizards  
         into the Order; Percy being promoted, had it out with his parents, turned back on  
        his family, believes Daily Prophet; Percy is Jr. Assistant to the Minister 
71 – Fudge said anyone who’s in league with Dumbledore is fired from the Ministry 
73-4 – Harry being informed about the lies in the Daily Prophet, them not reporting the  
         dementors attack, etc. 
77 – Snape never eats with the Order 
  

Chapter 5 – The Order of the Phoenix 
 
79 – Sirius tells Harry he’s the last Black left 
80 – the parchments used in the Order meeting looked like the layout of a building (the  
        Ministry?) 
82 – Sirius complaining that he’s trapped in the house 
83 – Mundungus showing his greedy "thief" side, the twins making a huge mess, being  
       "themselves" 
85 – Bill talking about goblins, they might prefer to stay neutral, Mr. Weasley thins  
        they’d side with the Order because Voldemort murdered a goblin family in  
        Nottingham; Lupin says it depends on whether Voldemort offers them freedoms  
        they haven’t had for centuries; Bill said Ragnok (a leader?) is feeling very anti- 
        wizard because of Bagman 
86-87 – Sirius explaining how Mundungus is useful as a crook, but very loyal to  
        Dumbledore ‘cause Dumbledore helped him out once 
87-90 – Sirius and Molly arguing over Harry and his right to know 
92 – Lupin saying Dumbledore’s "shrewd" ideas usually turn out accurate 
93 – Fudge fears Dumbledore wants to overthrow him 
94 – mentioning how people’s ignorance makes them vulnerable to the Imperius Curse 
95 – all about Dumbledore being discredited and demoted in the wizarding world for  
        saying Voldemort’s back; Arthur said "If Dumbledore’s out of the way –  
        Voldemort’s got a clear field." 
96 – mention of Voldemort needing a weapon (the prophecy) 
97 – Lupin says underage can’t know of the dangers involved, only wizards out of  
         school can be in the Order 

 

Chapter 6 – The Noble and Most Ancient House of Black 
 
98 – The portrait in Harry and Ron’s room is invisible 
100 – mention of Ginny’s power as a wizard 
101 – description of drawing room 
102 – Buckbeak stays upstairs in Sirius’s mother’s bedroom 
103 – killing the doxies, George and Fred wanting their venom 
105-6 – mention of contents in cabinets: rusty daggers, claws, a coiled snakeskin, tarnished silver boxes   
           inscribed with languages 
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106 – Mundungus brings stolen cauldrons to 12 Grimmauld Place 
107 – description of Kreacher 
109 – Kreacher very aware of Harry Potter’s story 
110 – Sirius wanted to throw out the tapestry, Kreacher swore to protect it (seven centuries of Black Family) 
111 – Sirius ran away from home at 16, stayed with the Potters (James and grandparents), Sirius Uncle Alphard  
           left him money 
112 – Sirius explains about Regulus—his death around Harry’s birth year 
113-14 – Sirius explains other names on tapestry, including Malfoys, Bellatrix, etc. 
115 – Dumbledore Secret-Keeper for Order, all the spells on 12 Grimmauld Place 
116 – cabinet items didn’t want to leave cabinet, silver snuff box bit Sirius and "poisoned" his hand (Wartcap 
powder) 
         - more items: tweezer-spider, sinister music box, the heavy locket no one could open, ancient seals, 
Order of Merlin award to Sirius’s grandfather for services to the Ministry 
117 – gold ring with Black Family crest, Kreacher sobbed 
  

Chapter 7 – The Ministry of Magic 
 
122 – Tonks said Scrimgeour (1st time we hear of him) was asking her and Kinglsley funny questions 
125 – the telephone box visitor’s entrance for the Ministry of Magic Tel. # 62442 spells M-A-G-I-C 
127 – description of the main hall at the Ministry of Magic (the Atrium) 
129-31 – the floors of the M.o.M as they rose on the left 
132 – Arthur Weasley’s office 
134 – more floors of the M.o.M.,then down to court room # 10 
  

Chapter 8 – The Hearing 
 
138-39 – list of interrogators; Dumbledore showing up in his usual "cool" style 
141 – Amelia Bones extremely impressed by Harry’s corporeal Patronus 
143 – Mrs. Figg testifies for Harry 
146 – description of Dolores Umbridge 
146-51 – Dumbledore kicks some Wizengamot butt, clears Harry 
  

Chapter 9 – The Woes of Mrs. Weasley 
 
153 – Fudge and Percy completely ignore Harry and Arthur; Umbridge looks at Harry almost appraisingly 
154 – Fudge and Lucius doing private "business", Lucius had gold 
155 – Arthur telling Harry how well-connected Lucius is 
158 – the trio talking ab0out Sirius’s loneliness 
161-64 – Ron becomes a Prefect—the twins are hilarious! 
166-67 – Harry’s inner turmoil over not being Prefect; he realized how awful his thinking was and sincerely felt  
          happy for Ron 
169 – Moody mentions how authority figures always attract trouble, saying Dumbledore must think he can   
          withstand it 
171 – Mundungus getting Fred and George Venomous Tentaculas 
173-74 – Moody brought photo of original Order of the Phoenix, named everyone, including Longbottoms, if  
           they died etc.; Aberforth—Moody said he was strange and that was the only time he ever saw him 
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175 – Molly’s vision of Ron dead-a boggart-(I really hope this isn’t more foreshadowing), then Bill dead, then     
           Arthur then thetwins, then Percy, then Harry 
177 – Sirius reassuring Molly that Percy will come around 
  
 
 

Chapter 10 – Luna Lovegood 
 
179 – Harry had weird dreams (I wonder if Ron and Hermione wearing crowns means anything) 
181 – Sirius insists accompanying Harry to King’s Cross as a dog 
182 – Moody mentions Sturgis Podmore—2nd time in a week not showing up 
185 – Ginny likes Luna—Harry and Neville first meet Luna 
186 – Neville’s Mimbulus Mimbletonia 
187 – Harry’s thoughts after Cho sees them slimed with Stinksap shows he thinks Ginny’s a "cool" person 
188 – 5th-year Prefects: Gryffindor—Ron & Hermione, Slytherin—Malfoy & Pansy, Ravenclaw—Anthony  
           Goldstein & Padma Patil, Hufflepuff—Ernie McMillan & Hannah Abbott 
190-91 – Quibbler headlines: Fudge with gold for Gringotts (clue?); stuff on Sirius 
193 – Luna mentions her father’s the editor of the Quibbler 
194 – Malfoy’s comment about "dogging" Harry’s footstep (Sirius) 
196 – Hagrid not there when they arrived at Hogwarts; Harry’s first sight of thestrals (why hadn’t he seen  
           them before the 5th year? Is it because, although he witnessed his mother’s death, it wasn’t a clear  
           memory, but Cedric’s death was?) 
  

Chapter 11 – The Sorting Hat’s New Song 
 
204-7 – the Sorting Hat’s New Song 
205 – Sorting Hat said Slytherin took only purebloods to teach 
206 – the hat warns them of the external deadly foes putting Hogwarts in danger; telling the houses to unite 
211 – Umbridge interrupts Dumbledore at opening feast and gives speech 
218-19 – Seamus and Harry argue, Dean was neutral about Harry, Ron and Neville both stick up for Harry and  
           Dumbledore, both saying the Daily Prophet is rubbish 
  

Chapter 12 – Professor Umbridge 
 
223 – Hermione reiterates words of wisdom and knowledge from Dumbledore and Sorting Hat 
224 – Angelina is new Gryffindor Quidditch Captain 
226 – 5th year is O.W.L.s 
228 – Harry and Ron want to be Aurors, Hermione mentions S.P.E.W. 
231 – Ron and Hermione’s bickering definitely increased 5th year and Harry tells them so on page 235 
239 – first Umbridge class 
241 – Hermione challenges Umbridge’s course aims, starting the class on the same trend of questions 
245 – Umbridge says Harry’s lying about Voldemort’s return, gives him detention, Harry went ballistic on her 
248 – McGonagall "softly" reprimands Harry for not controlling his temper with Umbridge, and warns him to  
           be careful with her 
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Chapter 13 – Detention with Dolores  
 
257 –  
258 – Draco did a buck-toothed imitation of Hermione, though her teeth were straightened last year 
259 – Bowtruckle lesson (twig creatures) 
260 – Draco hints that he knows Hagrid’s off with giants 
262 – Luna is mocked when she told she believes Harry, then Ernie told Harry he also believes him 
264 – what’s Puddlemere Untied? Quidditch team? (Oliver Wood) 
 
265 – Umbridge’s outward appearance, taste and sugary voice are the extreme opposite of her severely cruel  
           and sadistic nature 
267 – the cruel quill branding "I must not tell lies" on the back of Harry’s hand for 7 hours! 2nd night – 7 hours,  
           3rd night - 2 hours ‘cause it finally remained on his hand 
272 – Harry finds out Ron wants to try out for Gryffindor seeker and Ron discovers Umbridge’s punishment,  
           totally horrified 
275 – Harry’s scar seethed with pain when Umbridge reached for him at the end of his last detention—I don’t  
           think it’s coincidence 
  

Chapter 14 – Percy and Padfoot  
 
282 – Harry glimpses a thestral again 
287 – Sturgis Podmore (article in D.P.) broke into Ministry at 1 am; he went to Azkaban (see pg. 182) 
290-93 – Ron’s first quidditch practice, Slytherins jeering 
296-98 – Percy’s horrible post to Ron—he’s proud Ron’s a prefect, tells him to sever ties with Harry, that  
           Umbridge is delightful, says Dumbledore may be out of Hogwarts, he mentions Sturgis, says it pains him  
           about his parents’ beliefs and actions 
300 –  
301 – Sirius appears in fireplace, doesn’t think Umbridge is a Death Eater, says the Ministry doesn’t want them  
           learning to defend against Dark Magic, fears Dumbledore’s forming an army 
  

Chapter 15 – The Hogwarts High Inquisitor 
 
306 – Umbridge becomes High Inquisitor of Hogwarts; also states that the Ministry appointed Umbridge to the  
           D.A.D.A 
306-8 – Daily Prophet article on Hogwarts, Umbridge and the Ministry 
308 – Griselda Marchbanks and Tiberius Ogden resigned in protest, backing Dumbledore; also—Marchbanks  
           linked to subversive goblin groups 
310-11 – Grades: O = Outstanding, E = Exceeds Expectations, A = Acceptable, P = Poor, D = Dreadful 
317 – Hermione tells Umbridge she disagrees with Slinkhard—she thinks jinxes are useful defensively; Harry  
           gets another detention ‘cause he said Quirrell had Voldemort possessing him 
325-28 – Hermione suggest teaching themselves Defense Against the Dark Arts and that Harry should be the  
           one to teach them 
  

Chapter 16 – In the Hog’s Head 
 
332 – Hermione mentions she’s still in contact with Victor Krum (he said Harry knew stuff he didn’t even  
           know); Ron was jealous, of course 
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335 – reading on the trio going to the Hog’s Head – the description of the sign (severed boar’s head with blood  
on white cloth) made me think of Aberforth again – what is it with Aberforth and animals? He does odd 
things concerning goats (and the bar smelled like them) and severe boar’s head. There’s definitely 
something to that aspect, but wht? Just bezoars? It also brings me back to the "Hog" and why JK chose a 
Hog: Hogwarts, Hogsmeade, Hog’s Head. What was Albus and Aberforth’s relationship like? Was 
Aberforth cruel to animals? Performing weird experiments? Is there meaning to his bar having cut0off 
the Hog’s head? Trelawney gave the prophecy in the Hog’s Head too. 

           -Hermione is suspicious as to who tipped off Filch, lying that Harry was buying dungbombs (Mrs. Norris  
acted like she was suspicious) and she was skeptical when Harry suggested Malfoy 

336 – the black-veiled woman amidst all the hooded and bandaged patron’s in Hog’s Head (Mundungus) 
337 – who showed up for the D.A. meeting at the Hogs Head: Neville, Dean, Lavender, Parvati, Padma, Cho,  

Cho’s friend Marietta, Luna, Katie Bell, Alicia Spinnet, Angelina, Colin & Dennis Creevy, Ernie, Justin         
Finch- Fletchley, Hannah Abbott, Susan Bones (Hufflepuff girl), three Ravenclaws: Anthony Goldstein, 
Michael Corner & Terry Boot, Ginny, Zacharias Smith (tall blond boy, Hufflepuff Quidditch), Fred, George 
and Lee. 

341 – Aberforth was listening in on them for what he could  
343 – I’m sorry, but the twins just crack me up! LOL 
345 – Luna mentions Fudge’s army – imaginary "heliopaths" 
347 – Ginny is going out with Michael Corner 
348 – Ron’s pissed Ginny is with Michael, not Harry; Harry’s not affected by it ‘cause he likes Cho, but realizes   
           Ginny was shy and broke out of it when she gave up on him. 
  

Chapter 17 – Educational Decree Number Twenty-Four 
 
351 – Umbridge’s notice that all Clubs, teams, etc., are disbanded 
355 – First inkling of Harry started to become attracted to Ginny 
358 – Hedwig was attacked (wing hurt), first mention of thestrals; McGonagall warns him Hogwarts  
           communications may be being watched 
361-2 – Neville tried to attack Malfoy for flippantly talking about St. Mungo’s 
365-7 – Trelawney was put on probation by Umbridge 
370 – Sirius (in fire) tells them it was Mundungus under the black veil because he was banned from the Hog’s  
           Head 20 years ago (but he still has dealings with Aberforth!), and Moody’s invisibility cloak was lost  
           when Sturgis was arrested 
372-3 – Umbridge knew someone was in the fireplace 
  

Chapter 18 – Dumbledore’s Army 
 
377 – Hermione thinking Sirius has gotten reckless, rethinking the D.A.D.A., Ron saying (like Sirius) she does  
           sound like Mrs. Weasley 
381 – first time Harry knew why his scar hurt—that Voldemort was angry because something wasn’t being  
           done fast enough Voldemort Occlumens)—says the last time (with Umbridge) Voldemort was pleased 
383 – scurvy-grass, lovage and sneezewort inflamed the brain to produce hotheadedness and recklessness  
           (confusing and befuddlement draughts) 
384 – Harry again dreams of corridor with black door, Dobby wakes him and has Hedwig, Dobby wearing all  
           Hermione’s hats, socks and scarves, says the other elves find them insulting and won’t clean anymore in  
           fear of finding them 
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386 – Dobby tells Harry about the Room of Requirement (yes, Dumbledore did stumble across it with chamber  
           pots), 7th floor opposite tapestry of Barnabus the Barmy being clubbed by trolls 
392 – Ginny names the "D.A." (Dumbledore’s Army) 
393 – Harry encourages Neville’s Expelliarmus Charm, though they weren’t dueling. I think this was the  
           beginning spark for his confidence 
396 – there are no Slytherins in the D.A. 
  

Chapter 19 – The Lion and the Serpent 
 
398 – Hermione hands out the galleons to the D.A., mentions that the Sorting Hat DID consider her for  
           Ravenclaw first (Terry Boot remarked about her brains) 
404 – Ron was a bit overcome by Hermione’s kiss on his cheek when she wished him good luck for his first  
           Quidditch match  
406-11 – Gryffindor/Slytherin Quidditch match with "Weasley is our King" 
413 – Malfoy provokes Harry and George to pounce on him; Fred was held back from it 
416 – Umbridge bans Harry and the twins from quidditch for life 
418-19 – Ron returns from walking, miserable, Hagrid’s back 
  

Chapter 20 – Hagrid’s Tale 
 
421 – Hagrid’s face is all chewed up, puts dragon steak on it 
424-34 – Hagrid tells of he and Madam Maxime with the giants 
426 – mad trolls on Polish border, disagreement with vampire in Minsk; 70-80 giants, 20-25 feet tall 
427 – Dumbledore said it’s the wizards’ faults that the giants were pushed way and ar dying out ‘cuase they’re  
           not meant to live together like that; the Gurg = chief, his name was Karkus; visitors must give gifts –  
           things like dead goats (hmmm – Aberforth?) 
428 – first gift: Gubraithian fire (everlasting) 
429 – second gift: goblin-made battle helmet, indestructible 
430 – Karkus was killed in fighting overnight, new Gurg - Golgomath 
431 – the dangled Hagrid by his feet, Olympe used magic on them to free Hagrid, they ran for it; then they saw  
           McNair welcomed by Golgomath 
432 – Hagrid and Maxime hidden in cave, giants against Golgomath also hidden in caves, Hagrid and Maxime  
           went looking for them to persuade them, had to avoid McNair and other Death Eaters who were looking  
           for H & M; the few giants they got through to were mostly killed by Golgomath, but Hagrid thinks there  
           may be some giants who’ll side with Dumbledore 
434 - Hagrid says his mother’s dead, that his face wasn’t messed up ‘cause he was attacked; Umbridge shows  
          up at Hagrid’s place 
  

Chapter 21 – The Eye of the Snake 
 
445 – in Hagrid’s first class back the thestrals appear in the forest; those who can see them: Hagrid, Harry  
           (why couldn’t he see them before the 5th year? Is it because he was too young to truly "witness" his  
           mother’s death and it wasn’t until after he saw Cedric killed that he was able?), Neville (who did Neville  
           see die?), Luna, a Slytherin boy 
446 – thestrals are good for long journeys, very clever, amazing sense of direction; Tenebrus, Hagrid’s favorite,  
           first born thestral in forest 
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452 – Harry’s elated at being invited to the Burrow for the Holidays, wishing Sirius could be there 
455-6 – Harry and Cho alone after D.A. in Room of Requirement talking about Cedric, Cho pointing out the  
           mistletoe… 
458 – Hermione guessed Cho kissed Harry 
459 – Hermione explains Cho’s mixed up feelings about Cedric and Harry; she tells Ron he has the emotional  
           range of a teaspoon! LOL 
460 – Hermione’s writing a very long letter to Viktor Krum (I think whatever this correspondence is, it’ll factor  
           into Deathly Hallows) 
462-5 – Harry’s "dream" as Nagini/Voldemort at the Ministry injuring Arthur Weasley 
  

Chapter 22 – St. Mungo’s Hospital for Magical Maladies and Injuries 
 
467 – In Dumbledore’s office, the silver instruments were silent rather than whirring and smoking as usual 
469 – portraits in Dumbledore’s office, Everard and Dilys, have their portraits hung in other important  
           institutions 
470 – Dumbledore strokes Fawkes, tells him "We will need a warning" and Fawkes vanishes; the snake from  
           the green smoke from the silver instrument divided when Dumbledore asked, "But in essence divided?",  
           Dumbledore had a look of grim satisfaction 
472 – Dumbledore made the kettle a Portkey ("Portus") 
473 – Phineas told to tell Sirius that Harry and the Weasleys would be arriving at 12 Grimmauld Place 
474 – Fawkes’ feather warning that Umbridge was aware the Weasleys were out of bed; told McGonagall to  
           head her off; Phineas was Sirius’s great-great grandfather; Harry and Dumbledore’s eyes meet—Harry’s  
           scar burned and he felt hatred, wanting to bite Dumbledore just before they left with the portkey 
475-7 – Harry tells the twins, Ginny and Sirius what he envisioned, only he didn’t say he was the snake in the  
           vision; Kreacher overhears it 
479 – Molly arrives to tell them Arthur’s all right, Harry tells only Sirius he was the snake, etc., Sirius thinks it  
           was aftermath, Harry refused to sleep; at breakfast Kreacher doesn’t answer when called (I think  
           Kreacher may have alerted the D.E.s to Harry’s vision which is how Voldemort became aware of it, not  
           necessarily that Voldemort himself was aware) 
484 – entering St. Mungo’s 
485-6 – the Floor Guide—ground floor through fifth floor 
488 – in Arthur’s hospital room, he mentions there was an unusual kind of poison in the snake’s fangs that  
           kept wounds open 
491 – Harry, Ron, Ginny and the twins overhear the conversation between Mr. and Mrs. Weasley, Tonks and  
           Mad-Eye, saying Dumbledore is worried about Harry, Moody saying Voldemort’s possessing him 
  

Chapter 23 – Christmas in the Closed Ward 
 
493 – Harry’s angst about Voldemort’s possessing him (so he thinks) and wants to run away to the Dursleys to  
           protect everyone else, but, through Phineas, Dumbledore tells Harry, "Stay where you are." 
498 – Harry avoided everyone, Hermione shows up at Grimmauld Place 
499-500 – Ginny reminds Harry that she knows what it’s like to be possessed by Voldemort which shows Harry  
           wasn’t possessed (Ginny being possessed will be a factor somehow in D.H., I think); Ron and Hermione  
           also comfort Harry by telling him the facts he didn’t think of 
501 – Sirius and lupin gave Harry a great set of books good for the D.A. 
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504 – Kreacher’s "den" is under the boiler of the kitchen (possibly the locket is there?); Bellatrix’s portrait in  
           front, Kreacher’s favorite—she’s probably the one he squeals to; he’s been missing since that night  
           Arthur was attacked 
507 – visiting Arthur on Christmas, he and Pye (trainee healer) tried to stitch his skin—Hermione mentions  
           that snake’s venom possibly dissolving the stitches (this will matter in D.H. too, I think) 
509 – they run across Lockhart on the Spell Damage floor 
510 – Healer saying there’s the sign of his memory coming back a bit—they end up in his ward for unintended  
           visit 
512 – the mention of the potted plant for Broderick, another patient and ugly plant with tentacles (Devil’s  
           Snare) 
512-15 – they see Neville with his grandmother after visiting his parents 

 
 

Chapter 24 - Occlumency 
 
516 – Kreacher says he3 was in the attic; Harry doesn’t believe him. (I think he was either off with Bellatrix or  
           Narcissa or doing something with the Death Eaters, or there’s some way of him communicating with  
           them from the house 
518 – Snape comes to Grimmauld to see Harry to tell him he’ll be teaching Harry Occlumency  
520 – Sirius and Snape face off—Sirius calls him Snivellus (lol), Snape calls Sirius a coward, tells him Lucius  
           recognized him at King’s Cross. Since Lucius recognized Sirius as a dog, did he know he was an animagus  
           from back in high school with Snape? 
522 – Healer Smethwyck found an antidote to Nagini’s venom 
523 – Sirius gives Harry the mirror. Because Sirius says it’s to use to tell him if Snape’s being hard on him,  
           Harry puts it out of his mind completely because he never wanted to put Sirius in danger over Snape 
528 – Cho hints about going to Hogsmeade with Harry, he’s thrown, doesn’t get it right away, then asks her to  
           go (it’s on Valentine’s Day) 
530 – first Occlumency lesson—Snape explains Legilimency and Occlumency to Harry 
531 – Snape explains how Voldemort almost always knows when someone is dying to him; only those skilled  
           at Occlumency can shut down the feelings and memories that contradict the lie. Distance and the  
           protective charmed walls of Hogwarts ensure safety for those within from the outside, but because of  
           the scar, the connection is outside those Legilimency rules, usually eye contact is necessary for  
           Legilimency (it’s an actual spell with a wand). He goes on to explain how the connection is working 
532 – even Snape doesn’t want Voldemort’s name used 
534 – Snape sees memories of Harry being picked on by the Dursleys (makes me wonder if Snape felt anything  
           for Harry at all, other than glad Harry suffered the same way he did)  
535 – Snape half-complimented Harry on his first try 
536 – Snape had sincere desire for Harry to learn, got very angry when he was allowing Snape access to things  
           he feared, handing him weapons; he stresses how important it is to not wear your heart on your sleeve  
           (something Snape is excellent at) 
537 – Harry realizes the door in his dream is the Department of Mysteries; those who work there are the  
           Unspeakables 
540 – Fred and George came up with an Invisibility Charm that extends beyond the object 
541 – Harry felt Voldemort ecstatic ‘cause something wonderful happened 
542 – Hermione said the Occlumency lesson probably weakened Harry’s defenses 
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Chapter 25 – The Beetle at Bay 
 
543 – Daily Prophet: nine wizards and one witch escaped from Azkaban (LV got the dementors to do it) –only  
           named Antonin Dolohov (killed Gideon and Fabian Prewett), Augustus Rookwood (leaked Ministry info  
           to Voldemort), Bellatrix Lestrange (torture of Longbottoms) 
546 – Broderick Bode strangled by potted plant at St. Mungo’s (Devil’s Snare); he was across from Mr. Weasley  
           in his room; Bode was an Unspeakable 
548 – Professor Vector? /Don’t remember a Prof. Vector 
550 – Susan Bones had many relatives killed during Voldemort’s previous reign 
551 – Umbridge also gave Lee Jordan detention (the bleeding hand too) 
553 – Neville working harder than everyone else in the D.A., though all of them were more intent after news  
           of the ten Death Eater’s escaping 
558 – while Harry and Cho are in Hogsmeade she mentions how there are no dementors searching for the  
           escaped Death eaters the way they did for Sirius; Harry realizes its significance 
 
559-63 – Harry not understanding Cho’s over-sensitivity and jealousy of Hermione, him not wanting to talk  
           about Cedric, he was totally nervous in the tea shop, Cho storms out ‘cause Harry has to meet Hermione 
563 – Harry sees Hagrid in the Three Broomsticks 
565-69 – Hermione blackmails Skeeter to write n article for the Quibbler of Harry’s version of the Voldemort  
           situation 
  

Chapter 26 – Seen and Unforeseen 
 
571-73 – Hermione explaining what actually happened with Cho, and Harry and Ron saying girls should just  
           say things outright 
575 – Ginny caught the Snitch (though Gryffindor lost), which Harry complimented her on; she said she’d  
           prefer being Chaser 
578-84 – the Quibbler article was released, Harry seemed to win many people over, including Seamus, Cho  
           apologized, Umbridge gave him detention 
584 – Harry dreams (envisions) being Voldemort talking to Rookwood about getting the "weapon". He  
           mentions Avery saying Bode would get it, but Bode fought Malfoy’s Imperius Curse 
588 – Hermione putting together the pieces about Bode and Devil’s Snare, said Malfoy probably imperiused  
           Sturgis too 
591 – Harry telling Snape that finding out what Voldemort says to his Death Eaters is Snape’s job – Snape  
           admits it is. Harry fought off Snape’s legilimens and ended up doing it to Snape, seeing a few of Snape’s  
           memories 
593 – Harry asks why Snape calls Voldemort the Dark Lord ‘cause he’s only heard Death Eaters call him that (in  
           one of the books, someone else from the Order called him the Dark Lord—I remember it standing out to  
           me, but can’t remember who it was. I hope I noted it! lol) 
594 – Trelawney is kicked out by Umbridge, but Dumbledore says she will still live at Hogwarts 
598 – Dumbledore hires Firenze as the new Divination Professor 
  

Chapter 27 – The Centaur and The Sneak 
 
601 – Firenze’s first Divination class; says his herd banished him 
604 – after class Firenze tells Harry to tell Hagrid to abandon his attempt, it’s not working (he didn’t tell Harry  
           and Ron it was Grawp) 
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606 – Cho’s patronus is a Swan, Hermione’s is an Otter 
608 – Dobby warns Harry that Umbridge knows about the D.A., he’s seized by her and Molfoy and brought to  
           Dumbledore’s office 
612 – Marietta brought in as witness; "SNEAK" written across her face in purple postules 
613 – Willy Windershins was the bandages man in the Hog’s Head (he also was the regurgitating toilets"  
           offender) 
614 – one of Dumbledore’s headmaster portraits is named Fortescue (spelled with a "c" instead of a "q", like  
           Florean Fortesque though); Percy being a real jerk 
615 – Shacklebolt modified Marietta’s memory 
616 – Marietta denies there were D.A. meetings 
618 – Pansy retrieved the D.A. list and gave it to Umbridge; Dumbledore the confessed HE organized the D.A.  
           so Harry wasn’t expelled and Dumbledore would be arrested 
620 – Dawlish the Auror was warned by Dumbledore that if he tried to take Dumbledore by force, he’d have to  
           hurt him (Dawlish is in the Order) 
622 – Dumbledore grabbed Fawkes’s tail and they vanished—can he disapparate from Hogwarts with  
           Fawkes’s aid? Seems so! 

 Chapter 28 – Snape’s Worst Memory 
 
625 – How did the school know what happened in Dumbledore’s office? Dumbledore’s office was sealed off to  
           Umbridge 
626 – Draco is part of the new "Inquisitorial Squad" 
627 – Fred and George threw Montague into the Vanishing Cabinet 
630 – Umbridge interrogating Harry 
631 – Fred and George’s attack at Hogwarts in honor of Dumbledore begins with fireworks 
635 – in his dreams, Harry gets further in, reaching the room filled with prophecies 
637 – Cho apologizes for Marietta, he’s irritated, then Cho gets really pissed when Harry says Hermione’s jinx  
           was brilliant 
640-49 – Snape’s "exam" memory (Flitwick taught D.A.D.A. back then), then the "lake" memory 
- 645 – James and Sirius begin harassing Snape; Lupin didn’t seem pleased and Peter was excited 
- 647 – the graying underpants—Lily had defended him 
- 648 – Lily tells James how horrible he is; Snape calls her a filthy Mudblood 
- 649 – Snape throws Harry from his office, totally angered 
650 – Harry mortified that his father really was arrogant 
  

Chapter 29 – Career Advice 
 
661-66 – Harry’s "Career Advice" appointment with McGonagall and Umbridge 
668-72 – Harry uses Umbridge’s fireplace to contact Sirius—he spoke with Sirius and Lupin about the whole  
               pensieve incident; they explained it all to Harry, Lupin said he’d talk to Snape about continuing to give  
               Harry Occlumency lessons 
673-5 – Filch thought he’d get whip Fred and George for the commotion (Umbridge’s orders), but they accioed  
               their brooms, announced that Weasley’s Wizzard Wheezes was open at 93 Diagon Alley. "Give her hell  
               from us, Peeves." 
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Chapter 30 - Grawp 
 
676 – the wonderful, contagious aftermath of the Weasley twins, also wreaking havoc on Umbridge  
           (YEA!),Peeves too 
680 – Harry confesses he gave the twins his Triwizard winnings 
681 – Harry never thought to reveal Snape’s worst memory 
682 – Harry’s dream in The Hall of Prophecy – row 97 
684 – last match of Quidditch season, Harry’s feelings for Cho have waned considerably 
685 – Hagrid pulls Harry and Hermione away from the match into the forest, tells them he saved Firenze’s life,  
           no longer on speaking terms with the centaurs; says the centaurs are the cleverest creatures in the  
           forest with lots of influence 
690 – they finally come upon Grawp 
696 – Hagrid introduces them 
698 – Magorian the centaur confronts Hagrid, Bane and others with him 
702 - Ron was the hero of the match—they won the cup! 
  

Chapter 31 – O.W.L.s 
 
703-6 - Ron glows from the Quidditch win, finds out why Harry and Hermione didn’t see his saves (Grawp),  
           Cho was a very sore loser 
707 – Griselda Marchbanks (head of Wizarding Examinations Authority) is friends with Neville’s grandmother 
711 – Marchbanks commented on Dumbledore’s abilities with a wand 
714 – during O.W.L.s, Harry was able to show off his skills in the D.A.D.A. O.W.L. in front of Umbridge,  
           including a patronus 
719 – during Astronomy O.W.L. Harry spots Umbridge and five others going to Hagrid’s 
720 – stunning spells (or whatever with red juts of light) seemed to ounce off Hagrid, not affecting him,  
           Dawlish was one of them (I’m starting to wonder if Dawlish is a spy) 
721 – they ALL attacked McGonagall at once without warning 
722 – Hagrid flees the grounds with Fang 
727 – during his History O.W.L. he dreams again, only of Voldemort attacking Sirius, Harry screaming,  
           awakening with his scar on fire 
  

Chapter 32 – Out of the Fire 
 
732 – Hermione trying to convince Harry that his dream couldn’t make any sense 
741 – Umbridge pulls Harry out of her fireplace (after Hermione’s scheme to use it to talk to Sirius—Ginny,  
           Luna and Ron helped); Kreacher saying Sirius won’t come back from the Dept. of Mysteries, his hands  
           were bandaged and he was gleeful, said he was now free to talk to his Mistress (Narcissa or Bellatrix) 
742 – the Slytherin Inquisitorial Squad had hold of Hermione, Ron, Ginny, Luna and Neville, and took their  
           wands 
746 – Snape denies knowing what Harry was talking about when Harry said, "They’ve got Padfoot." There was  
           no veritaserum left ‘cause Umbridge used it all with Harry last time 
747 – Umbridge admits sending the dementors after Harry last summer 
748-50 – Hermione made up story for Umbridge to keep her from performing the Cruciatus Curse on Harry,  
           and to lead them out of trouble; only Harry and Hermione lead Umbridge out of the school 
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Chapter 33 – Fight and Flight 
 
753-56 - the centaurs arrive in the clearing (about 50 of them); Umbridge insults them as Hermione expected  
           and they carry her off (muwahahahaaaaaaaaa!) 
756 – the centaurs were turning against Harry and Hermione 
757 – Grawp shows up looking for Hagrid 
759 – the centaurs attack, their arrows dappled his face, Harry and Hermione fled as Grawp chases the  
           centaurs 
760 – Ron, Ginny, Neville and Luna show up in the forest having battled the Slytherins and retrieved tall their  
           wands 
762-3 – the thestrals show up and will take the six of them to the Ministry 
 

Chapter 34 – The Department of Mysteries 
 
767 – they arrive at the Visitor’s entrance of the Ministry 
768-9 – there w2as no security at all at the Ministry 
771 – the first door Harry opens—long, rectangular room, lamps low on golden chains, a few desks, enormous  
           tank of deep-green water with brains floating in it 
772 – Hermione cleverly marked the door as they left the room 
773 – second room (Death Room) larger rectangular room, sunken center—a pit 20 feet below, tiers of stone  
           benches around the whole room; raised stone dais in center had stone archway with tattered black  
           curtain/veil fluttering 
774 – Hermione was very frightened but Harry was drawn tot he veil, he and Luna heard the faint whisperings,  
           Ginny and Neville were also entranced by the veil 
775 – third door wouldn’t open melted Harry’s knife 
776 – fourth door (Time Room) was the one in his dreams: dancing, sparkling light coming from crystal bell jar,  
           desks through the room, all kinds of clocks everywhere, hummingbird inside crystal jar; through that  
           room they entered the Hall of Prophecy: cavernous rows of shelves filled with glass orbs, scattered blue- 
           flame candles, the room was very cold 
779 – down row 97 they find Harry and Voldemort’s prophecy 
780 – the label read: S.P.T. to A.P.W.R.D. (Trelawney to Dumbledore); Dark Lord and Harry Potter—Harry  
           irresistible took it off the shelf 
  

Chapter 35 – Beyond the Veil 
 
781 – the Death Eaters show up—Lucius and Bellatrix talking mostly 
784 – the Death Eaters must believe Voldemort’s a pureblood 
786 – Harry finds out there was a prophecy 
787 – the D.A. blasts the shelves to escape 
788 – the list of Death Eaters (after Hermione sealed the door, being separated from Ron, Luna and Ginny):  
           Nott, Jugson, Bellatrix, Rodolphus, Crabbe, Rabastan, Dolohov, Macnair, Avery, Rookwood, Mulciber,  
           Malfoy 
790 – the baby-headed Death Eater 
792 – spell—streak of purple flame—at Hermione, Neville’s wand broken and his nose 
794 – Neville had been using his father’s wand! The wand didn’t pick him! Harry suspected the continuously  
           repairing cabinet contained Time-Turners 
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795 – back in the circular room, Ron, Luna and Ginny fall out of a door—Ginny’s ankle’s broken, Ron is giddy  
           from a spell, Luna is fine—they had been in a room full of planets 
798 – Ron accioed a brain and caught it, its tentacles wrapping around Ton; Ginny, Hermione and Luna were  
           down, only Harry and Neville left 
799 – Harry tried to escape into the Death Room (veil) 
800 – Bellatrix threatened to do to Neville what she did to his parents she did "Crucio" him 
801 – Sirius, Lupin, Moody, Tonks and Kingsley show up 
802 – Neville jabbed Macnair in the eye to save Harry (a life debt?) 
804 – the prophecy accidentally gets smashed 
805 – Dumbledore arrives—one Death Eater was petrified of him; Bellatrix hits Sirius square in the chest with  
           another jet of RED light and falls through the veil 
806 – Lupin says Sirius is gone 
  

Chapter 36 – The Only One He Ever Feared 
 
808 – Neville slid down each stone to reach Harry saying he was sorry about Sirius (can’t help but get choked  
           up here) 
809 – Harry chased Bellatrix as she fled; he ended up in the circular room and it seemed the room was waiting  
           for him to ask the way out  
810 – Bellatrix tells Harry you have to really mean an unforgivable curse for it to work 
811 – Bellatrix says she’ Voldemort’s most loyal servant, she learned the Dark Arts from him 
812 – Voldemort apparated into the Atrium 
813 – Voldemort’s Avada Kedavra was deflected by the leaping golden wizard made animate by Dumbledore;  
           the statue pinned Harry, shielding him 
814 – Voldemort and Dumbledore’s battle with the argument about death—Voldemort saying there’s nothing  
           worse than death, Dumbledore saying that that belief was Voldemort’s greatest weakness 
815 – Fawkes swallowed Voldemort’s curse to protect Dumbledore 
815-16 – Voldemort tries to possess Harry, Harry couldn’t tell where he ended and Voldemort began, they  
           were fused together, bound by pain; when Harry’s love/emotions for Sirius swelled, Voldemort left him,  
           grabbed Bellatrix and disapparated 
817 – Fudge witnessing /Voldemort and Dumbledore confronting him 
818 – Dumbledore orders Fudge to remove Umbridge from Hogwarts, to stop chasing Hagrid and that he is  
           again headmaster, then sent Harry by portkey to his office 
  

Chapter 37 – The Lost Prophecy 
 

820 – Harry’s guilt over Sirius’s death, blaming himself, thinking Hermione was right in saying he "loved to play  
           the hero". (my feeling is that’s not what it is—he has irrepressible curiosity and can be rebellious  
           because of it, and he wants to help or save people without considering his own peril, and when he feels  
           sure of something, he has a hard time listening to reason) 
822 – Dumbledore arrives back in his office; Harry could barely look at him 
823 – Dumbledore says the fact that Harry can feel such pain in his loss is his greatest strength 
824 – Harry lets loose his anger and grief, breaking the table and instruments 
826 – Dumbledore tells Harry that Sirius’s death was his and that he should’ve been more open with Harry;  
           Dumbledore says he is guilty of having forgotten what it is to be young 
828 – Dumbledore explains why Dumbledore wasn’t around Harry, wouldn’t look at him, wouldn’t teach him  
           Occlumency, said the couple of times they were in close contact, he saw a shadow of Voldemort stir  
           behind Harry’s eyes 
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829 – Dumbledore tells Harry that only the person/s the prophecies about can remove them from the shelf;  
           Harry mentioned Kreacher, Dumbledore told him Kreacher lied and has been serving more than one  
           master (Narcissa—Bellatrix too, I say) 
830 – Kreacher went to Narcissa! Dumbledore explains Snape’s reacting to Harry’s cryptic message in  
           Umbridge’s office, that Snape contacted Sirius immediately, then grew worried when he hadn’t  
           returned from the forest, then Snape notified the Order (note: Snape could never be at any of the  
           battles or he’d reveal his position to the Death Eaters); Dumbledore told Harry Sirius refused to stay put  
           at Grimmauld Place, left Kreacher to tell Dumbledore where they’d gone 
831 – explained that Kreacher was bound only by direct orders from Sirius, but other stuff he could reveal to  
           Narcissa; that Sirius cared for Harry most, and vice-versa, that Kreacher injured Buckbeak to be sure  
           Sirius wouldn’t be in the kitchen when Harry arrived in the fireplace 
832 – Harry got angry when Dumbledore criticized Sirius treatment of Kreacher 
833 – Harry then tried to blame Snape for many things, but Dumbledore stood by Snape, saying he trusted  
           him, mistakenly thinking Snape could overcome his feelings about James 
834 – Dumbledore says how the brethren statue represented a lie, and wizards’ arrogance is biting back at  
           them 
835-44 – Dumbledore explains why Harry’s life is the way it is, etc.: 
- 836 – he explains the charm that was sealed to protect Harry by Aunt Petunia taking him in. (In reading that  
           one paragraph of how she begrudgingly took him, but nevertheless did take him makes me realize  
           something: I am comparing Aunt Petunia to Snape here: they both live with very deep resentment and  
           hatred toward Harry’s parents and so treat Harry with that bitterness and resentment, but it doesn’t  
           mean they want Harry to be harmed or die! I think that "Remember my last", if it’s referring to the note  
           Dumbledore left on the doorstep, isn’t that he threatened Petunia, but made her understand that by  
           Petunia taking him in was the only way to keep him safe. Petunia may be many awful things, but she’s  
           not heartless.  
           -"Remember my last” is actually explained in the next paragraph! lol Why did anyone think Dumbledore  
           threatened her?) 
- 837 – Dumbledore says how proud he was of Harry when he faced Voldemort in his first year 
- 838 – Dumbledore says it was his love for Harry, wanting to protect him from more pain and stress, that kept  
             him from telling Harry everything so young 
- 839 – Dumbledore couldn’t bare adding the greatest burden (the prophecy) on Harry after his lifelong  
             struggles 
- 841 – the prophecy (I keep forgetting the Trelawney interview was a room above the Hog’s Head Inn!) 
- 843 – Dumbledore mentions the locked door in the Dept. of Mysteries which contains the same force Harry  
             has in huge quantities (compassion and love, of course) 
- 844 – Dumbledore tells Harry that the prophecy states one has to kill the other; also tells him why he wasn’t  
             prefect and Dumbledore cried 
  

Chapter 38 – The Second War Begins 
 
845 – the Daily Prophet article announcing the return of Voldemort and the revolt of the dementors 
848 – Harry, Ron, Hermione, Ginny and Neville in hospital wing discussing everything; Umbridge was there  
           too—Dumbledore was able to retrieve her from the centaurs without a fight 
851 – Malfoy confronts Harry, threatening that he’s going to pay for landing his father in Azkaban; Snape was  
           blaming Harry for the near-duel with Malfoy, but McGonagall came in just in time, back from St.  
           Mungo’s 
854 – Harry went to Hagrid who tried to console him. Nothing could and Harry grieved deeply 
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856 – I can’t help but cry this page; Umbridge chased by Peeves out of Hogwarts (well, laugh at THIS lol) 
857 – How can you not love McGonagall? Peeves borrowed her walking stick to beat Umbridge! lol Harry  
           rediscovers Sirius’s mirror 
858 – he broke the mirror 
862 – Luna is putting up the notice to get her belongings back; Harry felt very sorry for her 
863 – Luna tells him her mother died and that she’ll see her again, that they’re behind the veil 
864 – the D.A. attack Malfoy, Crabbe and Goyle on the train in Harry’s defense 
865-6 – Harry no longer cares about Cho, Ginny broke up with Michael Corner—he’s now going out with Cho,  
           Ron’s delighted hoping Ginny and Harry will get together, but Ginny is now with Dean Thomas 
867-70 – the beloved members of the Order are waiting at King’s Cross to have a word with the Dursleys, their  
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Half-Blood Prince  
 

 Chapter 1 – The Other Minister 
 
3 – the portrait speaks to the Prime Minister, requesting him to see Fudge 
5-10 – the Prime Minister recounting Fudge’s visits over the years 
12-15 – Fudge tells him they’re at war, that Voldemort has the Dementors, explains    
        about the incidents: the Brockdale Bridge; the Amelia Bones and Emmeline Vance   
        murders; the hurricane” caused by Death Eaters and probably giants; about his Jr.  
        Prime Minsiter, Herbert Chorley at St. Mungo’s, and that the mist is caused by the  
        Dementors breeding. 
16 – introduction to new Minister of Magic – Rufus Scrimgeour 
17 – Kingsley Shacklebolt is the Prime Minster’s secretary 
  

 Chapter 2 – Spinner’s End 
 
20 – Bellatrix zaps a fox thinking it’s an Auror in the brush (why would she think an Auror would be there?) 
21 – Bella says Voldemort is mistaken in trusting Snape, and that Narcissa is betraying him if she reveals  
         the plan 
22 – description of Snape’s sitting room, doors are hidden behind bookshelves 
23 – he mentions Wormtail is there, Voldemort placed him with Snape to assist him, Snape treats him like a  
         servant 
24 – Snape zapping Wormtail through the door – (I just love Snape’s sarcasm lol) 
25 – Bella’s accusations of why she doesn’t trust Snape 
26 – Snape says Voldemort told him to get the teaching job at Hogwarts; that he, like everyone else,  
         mistakenly thought Voldemort was finished 
27 – Snape mentions he never got the D.A.D.A. job 
28 – he explains why he thwarted Quirrell 
29 – Snape says he’s the one Voldemort thought left him forever 
30 – he explains why he can’t reveal where the Order’s headquarters is and why he never killed Harry 
31 – he mentions why Dumbledore trusts him, he lies that Dumbledore was shaken by the duel with  
        Voldemort and mentions Dumbledore’s injury (the ring horcrux), saying his reactions have slowed 
32 – Narcissa mentions the plan, Snape goes to the window 
33-35 – about the plan for Draco 
35-37 – the Unbreakable Vow 
  

 Chapter 3 – Will and Won’t 
 

39 – article “Harry Potter: The Chosen One?” 
40 – article “Scrimgeour Succeeds Fudge” – mentions rift with Dumbledore 
42 – Ministry of Magic pamphlet, “Protecting Your Home & Family Against Dark Forces” 
43 – note from Dumbledore saying he’s coming to Privet Drive 
44 – Dumbledore arrives and is the epitome of himself with the Dursleys 
48 – Harry notices Dumbledore’s blackened and shriveled hand 
49-50 – Dumbledore tells Harry that Sirius left him everything, but an enchantment could be on the house  
        with the possibility Bella would inherit it 
51 – Dumbledore continues to sarcastically teach the Dursleys manners lol 
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52 – it’s determined that 12 Grimmauld Place and Kreacher are Harry’s 
53 – Buckbeak’s renamed Witherwings and given to Hagrid 
54 – Harry is only one month younger than Dudley (Lily and Petunia were pregnant at the same time) 
55 – Dumbledore directly tells off the Dursleys for mistreating Harry 
56 – Dumbledore reminds them that Harry’ is protected at 4 Privet Drive until he turns 17 
  

 Chapter 4 – Horace Slughorn 
 

58 – Dumbledore reassures Harry that they probably won’t be attacked that night.  He says, “You are with  
       me.” (the prelude to the Cave chapter where the table turn and Dumbledore feels safe because he tells  
       Harry, “I am with you.” *sigh*…my heart… 
     - Harry side-along Apparates with Dumbledore for the first time 
59 – Dumbledore is happy about Harry’s scar not hurting, says it’s an indication of Voldemort’s performing  
         Occlumency against Harry.  Slughorn was in Budleigh Babberton 
62 – Dumbledore’s favorite jam is raspberry, he explains what Inferi are 
66 – Slughorn reminding Dumbledore he won’t take the D.A.D.A. job and that having brought Harry won’t  
         work 
68 – was Slughorn familiar with the ring for some reason?  Yes!  He recognizes it from having seen it on Riddle! 
69-72 – Slughorn’s conversation with Harry 
   - 69 – Slughorn says he never liked Umbridge, Harry agreed, of course 
   - 70 – Slughorn tells Harry that Lily was one of his favorite students; he mentions how the Black family were  
          all Slytherin, but Sirius turned out a Gryffindor, said for Harry not to hold it against Slughorn that he was  
          Head of Slytherin 
   - 71 – Dirk Cresswell (muggle-born) – head of goblin Liaison office, has inside info at Gringotts; pictures of  
          Slughorn’s ex-students, their names and status: Barnabus Cuffe, editor of Daily Prophet; Ambriose Flume  
          – Honeydukes; Ciceron Harkiss gave Flume first job; Gwenog Jones—Holyhead Harpies 
    - 72 – Harry pointing out the positive aspects of being at Hogwarts 
    - 73 – Slughorn thinking over how it would benefit him if he decided to teach at Hogwarts; Dumbledore was  
           reading magazines in the bathroom (knitting patterns) 
74-75 – Slughorn accepts the job, Dumbledore told Harry he did well; Dumbledore describes Slughorn’s  
         personality 
76 – Dumbledore and Harry’s conversation in the broom closet; Harry says if he’s going to die soon, he’ll take  
         as many Death Eater’s with him as he can, and Voldemort if he can manage it 
78 – Dumbledore tells Harry to confide in Ron and Hermione what the prophecy said; he tells Harry he wants  
         to give him private lessons 
79 – he wants Harry to always have his Invisibility Cloak with him 
80 – there’s high security at the Burrow while Harry’s there 
  

 Chapter 5 – An Excess of Phlegm 
 

82 – Tonks was with Mrs. Weasley at the Burrow, looking pale, ill and sad; refused dinner on weekend 
84 – Molly says Slughorn taught her and Arthur, that he started at Hogwarts around the same time as  
       Dumbledore    
     - Arthur promoted to head the Office for the Detection & Confiscation of Counterfeit Defensive Spells and  
       Protective Objects 
85 – all the hands on Molly’s clock were pointing to “mortal peril” (have to look through my notes to the one  
         place her clock was described ‘cause I don’t remember it being a grandfather clock!) 
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86 – Arthur’s dearest ambition is to find out how airplanes stay up; “Mollywobbles” is Arthur’s nickname for  
         Molly 
87 – Metamorph Medals (phony), backfired jinx in Elephant & Castle; Fred and George sleep above their store 
90 – Ron, Hermione and Ginny wake up Harry, start talking critically about Fleur 
92 – Fleur announces to Harry her engagement to Bill; she works part-time at Gringotts 
93 – Ginny calls her Phlegm; Hermione showing her jealousy of Ron’s reactions to Fleur 
94 – Ginny shows her jealousy with Harry too 
95 – Hermione says it seems your powers can be affected if you’re really depressed (Tonks) or shocked 
96 – great saying: Dumbledore said it’s far easier to forgive someone for being wrong than being right 
97-98 – Harry tells Ron and Hermione about the prophecy 
99 – Harry was deeply moved by the love and support and loyalty of Ron and Hermione 
100 – Hermione’s bruise from Fred and George’s punching telescope 
102 – Harry’s O.W.L. results 
104 – Harry had developed a deep desire to become an Auror, but didn’t get Snape’ requirement grade in  
          Potions 
 

Chapter 6 – Draco’s Detour 
 
105 –news of disappearances, odd accidents and deaths riddled the summer 
106 –Igor Karkaroff was killed; Florean Fortesque dragged off; Ollivander’s gone, the wand shop—empty, no  
          sign of struggle; Harry is Quidditch Captain 
108 –Bill retrieved Harry’s gold from Gringott’s; they take security car to Diagon Alley 
109 –the Leaky Cauldron is on Charing Cross Rd.; Hagrid was security, the Leaky was empty 
111 – against Mrs. Weasley’s better judgement, Hagrid and the trio split from Mr. & Mrs. Weasley and Ginny  
           on the postered and boarded up Diagon Alley 
112 – Draco in Madam Malkin’s 
113 – confrontation with Narcissa; foreshadowing of the plan against Dumbledore 
116 – they arrive at Weasley’s Wizarding Wheezes, (U-NO-POO!! LOL) 
117-18 – Fred gives Hermione a Daydream Charm for free, gave her cream for her eye  
119 – Shield Hats, Cloaks and gloves; Instant Darkness Powder; Decoy Detonators 
120 – Verity, a worker at W.W.Wheezes; Wonder Witch Love Potions 
121 – 10-second pimple vanisher, Pygmy Puffs 
123 – Harry, Ron and Hermione take off after Draco down Knockturn Alley 
125 – with extendable ears they overhear Draco talking to Mr. Borgin; Draco shows something to Borgin to  
          frighten/threaten him; he also says Fenrir Greyback will be paying visits to see that Borgin’s working on it  
126 – Draco’s even keeping the cabinet a secret from his mother 
127 – Hermione tries to get info from Borgin 
 

Chapter 7 – The Slug Club 
 

129 – Draco owns the Hand of Glory 
130 – Harry suspects Draco’s a Death Eater now and has the Dark Mark 
132 – Ginny trips Ron as he hoped for a kiss from Fleur as they departed the Burrow for King’s Cross 
134 – Harry tells Mr. Weasley about them following Draco to Borgin and Burkes, but Mr. Weasley didn’t think  
           much of it 
136 – more twinges of Harry’s developing feelings for Ginny 
137 – Harry, Neville and Luna find a compartment; Neville got a new wand the day before Ollivander vanished 
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138 – fourth year, Romilda Vane (uppity) insulted Neville and Luna 
139 – Harry thinks about Neville and the prophecy 
142 – Harry and Neville invited to Slughorn’s compartment for lunch; others wieth Slughorn: Ginny, Blaise  
           Zabini (Slytherin 6th year), two 7th years: Cormac McLaggen and Marcus Belby 
144 – Slughorn taught Marcus’s uncle, Damocles Belby, he invented the Wolfsbane Potion; Marcus’s dad and  
           uncle don’t get along; Cormac and his Uncle Tiberius went hunting with Bertie Higgs and Rufus  
           Scrimgeour 
145 – Zabini’s famously beautiful mother was married seven times, each one dying mysteriously, leaving her a  
            lot of gold 
146 – Ginny comes down on Zabini for insulting Harry 
147 – Slughorn weaving his web and name-dropping 
149 – Harry, under his invisibility cloak, on the luggage rack in Malfoy’s compartment 
150 – Zabini says he doesn’t think Slughorn’s interested in Death Eaters 
151 – Malfoy saying he may not be at Hogwarts for their 7th year, eluding to service of the Dark Lord 
153-54 – Malfoy paralyzes Harry, steps on his face and fingers and covers him with the cloak 
 

Chapter 8 – Snape Victorious 
 
156 – Tonks finds him and undoes the spell 
158 – she sends a patronus message to the school, says she’s stationed at Hogsmeade to give the school more  
           protection, along with Proudfoot, Savage, and Dawlish (the one Dumbledore attacked last year) 
160 – Severus escorts Harry from the Hogwarts gate, he criticizes Tonks’ new patronus, says it looks weak 
161 – Harry contemplating his hatred for Snape, liking to blame him for Sirius’s death 
162 – Harry entered the Great Hall not knowing his face was still covered in blood 
164 – first time Harry saw Trelawney at the start-of-term feast 
166 – announcement that Slughorn would teach Potions and Snape would finally reach D.A.D.A. 
167 – Harry actually said he hoped, with the D.A.D.A. jinx, that Snape would die 
169 – Harry told Ron what Draco said on the train; Ron still doesn’t agree with Harry’s suspicions 
170 – Grawp is now in a cave in the mountains (Dumbledore arranged it); Hagrid doesn’t know the trio won’t  
           be taking Care of Magical Creatures 
  

Chapter 9 – The Half-Blood Prince 
 
172 – Lavender Brown showing interest in Ron 
174 – McGonagall compliments Neville on his strengths and criticizes his grandmother, while discussing  
           N.E.W.T.s 
175 – Harry finds out the can take Potions as N.E.W.T. with Slughorn 
177-79 – their first D.A.D.A. class with Snape; he describes the Dark Arts, says Voldemort used Inferi before,  
           talks about non-verbal spells 
180 – Harry wises off to Snape, he gets detention, Hermione compares Snape’s description of the Dark Arts to  
           how Harry described them to the D.A. 
183 – Harry’s reaction to the scent of Amortentia (love potion) 
184 – Veritaserum is colorless and odorless; Amortentia has a mother-of-pearl sheen, steam rises in spirals,  
           smells like what attracts each individual (Harry: flowery smell) 
186 – Slughorn loves Hermione’s intelligence; Amortentia creates infatuation or obsession, not love 
187 – Felix Felicis looks like molten gold, makes you lucky; you cannot take it in excess, highly toxic in large  
           quantities 
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188 – Slughorn offers the Felix Felicis as a prize 
189 – Harry reads his first instruction from "Half-Blood Prince" 
191 – Harry wins the Felix Felicis due to the HBP’s instructions; Slughorn said Lily was great at Potions too 
192 – Ginny (and her flowery smell) arrives, scolding Harry for reading and following instruction in a book from  
           an unknown source 

Chapter 10 – The House of Gaunt 
 
195 – Harry discovers some HBP spells in the Potions book’ 
           ***Trelawney with old cards, muttering to herself 
196-216 – Harry’s first private lesson with Dumbledore-  
198 – Dumbledore saying he hopes the information they bather will help Harry to survive, that it has  
           everything to do with the prophecy; Bob Ogden’s memory in a bottle 
- 200 – signs on the lane: Great Hangleton, 5 miles; Little Hangleton (where the Riddles lived), 1 mile (6 miles  
             apart); he headed toward Little Hangleton 
- 201 – they arrive at the House of Gaunt; description of Morfin, speaking Parseltongue 
- 202 – description of Mr. Gaunt (Marvolo) 
- 205 - Merope 
- 207 – they see the ring with the Peverell coat of arms on Gaunt’s finger; Merope’s heavy gold locket that  
             belonged to Salazar Slytherin 
- 209 – they overhear Tom Riddle (Voldemort’s father) passing by the house, he was with Cecilia 
- 210 – Morfin tells his father likes Tom, the Muggle, but that he hexed Tom, which was why Ogden was there;  
             Gaunt attacked Merope 
- 211 – Ogden fled, ran into Riddle and Cecilia, Dumbledore and Harry returned to Dumbledore’s office, told  
              him Morfin was sentenced to three years in Azkaban, Marvolo only for six months; Harry now knows  
              he was Voldemort’s grandfather and Merope was Voldemort’s mother 
- 213 – Dumbledore explains, Merope’s affair (love potion), show she left the cottage, Marvolo returned and  
              subsequently died 
- 214 – Riddle and Merope were married for a year, he fled while she was pregnant 
- 215 – Dumbledore again says that learning about Voldemort’s and his family’s past has everything to do with  
             the prophecy 
- 216 – Harry notices the ring and asks Dumbledore about it (I think the Horcrux or its protection had to do  
             with the Peverell coat of arms which seems to no longer be on it. Who was the Peverell family?) 
 

Chapter 11 – Hermione’s Helping Hand 
 
219 – while Hermione goes on and on about how Harry’s become more "fanciable", Ron tries to impress her  
           with his marks from the brain attack at the Ministry and his height (hehehe) 
220 – Harry switched the covers on the old and new Potions books 
221 – Stan Shunpike arrested 
222 – Hermione mentioned that Dumbledore’s been gone a lot; Hannah Abbott’s mother found dead the day  
           before; more Lavender 
223 – Hermione jealous of Ron’s ego inflating from Lavender’s attention (just pointing out that Harry is a  
           natural leader and organized thinker, knowing how to take charge managerially) 
224 – the new Gryffindor Quidditch team 
226 – Ron makes Keeper for team 
227 – Hermione must’ve Confunded McLaggen to miss a goal 
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231 – mention of the Ministry saying all the Time-Turners were destroyed in the battle (doesn’t mean it’s true) 
232 – Hermione admitted to the Confunding 
234 – Hermione and Harry invited to Slughorn’s; Daily Prophet says Arthur searched the Malfoys’ again,  
           finding nothing 
 

Chapter 12 – Silver and Opals  
 
238 – Harry reading the Potions book and trying HBP’s made-up hexes and jinxes; Levicorpus (nvbl = non- 
           verbal) 
239 – Harry’s first successful non-verbal spell on Ron; (if Levicorpus was Snape’s own spell—how did James  
           perform it on Snape?) 
241 – Ron remembering the spell being used by Death Eaters at the Quidditch World Cup; Harry saying a  
           budding D.E. wouldn’t have been proud of being a Half-blood (HBP) 
245 – Aberforth (he wears glasses) and Mundungus outside The Three Broomsticks; dropped suitcase, they  
           saw a Black Family goblet 
248 – Harry bothered that they hadn’t seen Ginny ‘cause she was probably with Dean at Puddifoot’s; Katie  
           injured by Draco’s "weapon", the opal necklace 
250 – Harry recognizes it was the cursed necklace at Borgin & Burkes 
251 – Katie got it by the bathroom at the Three Broomsticks and was told to deliver it to someone  
           (Dumledore) at Hogwarts 
252 – McGonagall met them, took the scarf-wrapped necklace, then gave it to Filch to bring to Snape 
255 – Draco wasn’t at Hogsmeade that day 
256 – Harry points out that Dumbledore could’ve been the target of the necklace 
 

Chapter 13 - The Secret Riddle 
 
259 – Harry comments on Snape tending to Katie instead of Pomfrey; Dumbledore says Snape’s much more  
           knowledgeable in the Dark Arts 
260 – Harry asks if Dumbledore knew of his suspicious of Draco; Dumbledore doesn’t poo-poo Harry, he just  
           says he’ll investigate Katie’s accident 
261 – Caractacus Burke (founder of Borgin & Burke’s) tells of Merope and the necklace 
262 – Dumbledore explains that despair can sap one of their powers; he suspects this happened to Merope,  
           the comparisons between Merope and Lily’s courage and love for their sons 
263-275 – into Dumbledore’s memory when he was young, heading to young Tom Riddle 
- 266 – Tom Riddle’s history at the orphanage; Merope gave birth to Voldemort an hour after she entered the  
             orphanage then died an hour later, on New Year’s Eve, all Merope told Mrs. Cole were the details of  
             Tom Marvolo Riddle’s name 
- 267 – Riddle hardly ever cried as a baby; she says he scares the other children; Billy Stubb’s rabbit 
- 268 – Amy Benson and Dennis Bishop in the cave 
- 269 – Dumbledore meets the young Tom Riddle; Riddle was very suspicious and rude 
- 270 – Riddle suspects Mrs. Cole wants him in an asylum 
- 271 – Riddle showed remarkable skill/talent before he knew it was magic; said he knew he was special 
- 272 – Riddle’s lust, greed and arrogance apparent and innate 
- 273 – some contents in Riddle’s box: yo-yo, silver thimble, tarnished mouth organ 
- 274 – Riddle didn’t thank Dumbledore for the lent money; Dumbledore lets the insistent, independent Riddle  
             go to Diagon Alley alone; Riddle dislikes the commonness of his name, Tom 
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- 275 – Riddle was initially under the wrong impression that his father must’ve been the magic one, not his  
             mother; Riddle mentions that he’s a Parselmouth276 – Dumbledore tells Harry he felt Riddle was  
             someone he needed to keep his eye on; Dumbledore mentions Riddle’s penchant for frightening,  
             punishing and controlling, for cruelty, secrecy and domination 
277 – Riddle not wanting to be ordinary, connected to people, self-sufficient, friendless, a loner, says how his  
           Death Eaters who think they are close to Voldemort are deluded; mentions Riddle’s liking to collect  
           trophies taken from his victims 

 Chapter 14 – Felix Felicis 
 
280 – gnarled Snargaluff stumps, how they act 
282-83 – Hermione wanting to ask Ron to Slughorn’s Christmas Party; Harry’s misgivings about Ron and  
            Hermione dating, fearing they’d end up like him and Cho if they broke up 
284 – Harry having to ask Dean to replace Katie Bell for Quidditch (jealous because of Ginny) 
286 – Harry and Ron walk in on Ginny and Dean making out 
287-88 – Ron and Ginny have it out 
289 – Harry wrestling with his feelings for Ginny 
293 – Harry feigns slipping Ron some Felix Felicis 
294 – Malfoy too sick to play Quidditch – Harry’s suspicious 
300 – Ron snogging Lavender 
302 – Hermione was totally pissed bout Ron with Lavender and has the canaries attack him 
  

Chapter 15 – The Unbreakable Vow 
 
305 – Hermione warns Harry about Romilda Vane and other girls wanting to slip Harry love potion 
308 – Pince tries to take Harry’s Potions book from him; Harry says he always suspected there was something  
           between Pince and Filch 
311 – Harry asks Luna to Slughorn’s party 
313 – Hermione loudly announces she’s asked Cormac McLaggen to the party to irritate Ron 
314 – Harry mentions a vampire’s coming to the party; Luna says it’s Scrimgeour 
315-22 – Slughorn’s Christmas party 
- 315 – Edward Worple and his vampire friend, Sanguini 
- 319 – Snape eyeing Harry when Slughorn mentions Harry is gifted at Potions 
- 320 – Filch caught Malfoy lurking in an upstairs corridor 
- 321 – Snape looked both angry and afraid at Malfoy’s "capture", so Harry thought; Malfoy had dark shadows  
           under his eyes and grayish tinge to his skin; Snape took Malfoy out of the party; Harry followed 
322 – Snape and Draco’s conversation, Snape knowing Draco is learning Occlumency; Snape calls himself  
           Draco’s master, or is he referring to Voldemort? 
323-24 – Snape mentions the Unbreakable Vow to Draco; Snape trying to find out Draco’s plan 
  

Chapter 16 – A Very Frosty Christmas 
 

326 – Ron tells Harry that you die if you break an Unbreakable Vow 
327 – Fred said Percy one of the two world’s biggest prats – who’s number 2? lol 
328 – Harry said Snape’s not that good of an actor to have been faking his sincerity to help Draco 
329-37 – Christmas Eve at the Burrow 
- 332 – Lupin talking to Harry about why he trusts Snape, etc. 
- 333 – Lupin says it may have been on Dumbledore’s orders for Snape to question Draco 
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- 334 – Lupin tells Harry he’s been living with other werewolves; says nearly all werewolves are on  
             Voldemort’s side; Lupin’s spying; he tells of Fenrir Greyback specializing in children 
- 335 – that Voldemort uses Greyback as a threat; Greyback bit Lupin 
- 336 – Harry asks Lupin about the HBP; Lupin knows nothing 
338 – the "My Sweetheart" necklace for Ron from Lavender 
341 – Percy and Scrimgeour show up on Christmas Day 
343-48 – Scrimgeour’s conversation with Harry in the Burrow garden 
345 – mention of Gawain Robards, Head of Auror office; Umbridge told Scrimgeour Harry wants to be an  
           Auror 
346-48 – Harry tells off Scrimgeour; cuts up the Ministry; Scrimgeour realizing Harry’s Dumbledore’s man,  
            
  

Chapter 17 – A Sluggish Memory 
 
353 – Harry telling Hermione Snape said "your master"; Hermione reminded Harry that Draco threatened  
           Borgin with Fenrir 
354 – first notice of Apparition Lessons 
357 – touching conversation in Dumbledore’s office (well—it choked ME up! *sigh*) 
358 – Dumbledore had to jinx Dawlish ‘cause Scrimgeour had him tail Dumbledore; Harry tells Dumbledore of  
           Snape and Malfoy’s conversation 
360-63 – Dumbledore’s explanation of other Riddle things 
360 – Voldemort was unusually talented, good-looking, seemed polite, quiet and thirsty for knowledge,  
           winning over Hogwarts faculty, but never tried to fool Dumbledore 
362 – mention of the beginning of the Death Eaters at Hogwarts; Voldemort was obsessed with his parentage 
363 – in the summer of Riddle’s 16th year, he set off to find the Gaunts 
364-65 – Morfin’s memory of meeting young Voldemort 
- 365 – Morfin was wearing the black-stoned ring; Voldemort finds out his father was a Muggle; Morfin under  
           the impression Tom Riddle Sr. stole Slytherin’s locket 
366 – Voldemort stole the ring and murdered the Riddles that night with Morfin’s wand after he stupified  
           Morfin 
368-71 – Slughorn’s muddled memory (slightly congealed) of telling Riddle about Horcruxes; these took place  
            after he’d killed the Riddles, the ring was on his right hand 
- 370 – Lestrange and Avery were two of the other five boys; Riddle was a prefect 
372 – Harry is assigned to getting Slughorn’s real memory 
 

Chapter 18 – Birthday Surprises 
 
374 – Golpalott’s Third Law – how to make an antidote 
377 – Snape’s notes on Bezoars 
379 – Harry approaches Slughorn about Horcruxes 
381 – NO book in the library had info on Horcruxes and was only mentioned in one book with no info on them 
382 – Wilkie Twycross, the Apparition instructor, their first lesson 
384 – instruction on Apparition 
385 – Susan Bones was the first to Apparate (with a splinched leg) 
387 – Harry used the Marauder’s Map to locate Malfoy and he was with his cronies in the common room (this  
           pretty much poo-poos the idea that the map only shows people in motion, huh?) 
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388 – showing Crabbe and Goyle stationary (when Malfoy was in the Room of Requirement) 
389 – Ron’s birthday, March 1st 

390 – Ron eats the Chocolate Cauldrons 
392 – the love potion has Ron obsessed with Romilda Vane 
398 – Harry saves Ron with a bezoar after Slughorn screwed up 
 

Chapter 19 – Elf Tails 
 
399 - Fred and George are so successful, they were thinking of buying Zonko’s, in Hogsmeade 
401 – they talk about the poison in Slughorn’s bottle (the oak-matured mead he meant to give to Dumbledore  
           for Christmas) 
402 – Ron mumbles "Er-my-nee" in his delirium 
403 – Mrs. Weasley mentions Harry having saved Ginny, Arthur and Ron 
404 – Draco has already screwed up two attacks—(if Dumbledore knew at this point, why would he allow it?  
           Snape hasn’t told him of Draco’s plan? Of the Vow yet?) 
405 – Hagrid slips that Dumbledore’s angry with Snape 
           **** the overheard conversation between Dumbledore and Snape! (to me, this makes it unclear as to  
           what Snape has made Dumbledore aware of at this point) 
412 – before the Quidditch match, the girls with Malfoy seemed sulky and resentful (Crabbe & Goyle) as he  
           pulled them up a corridor 
414 – Luna commentates the Quidditch match LOL 
416 – LOL!! Harry wanting to kill McLaggen for cracking his skull comes under the heading "overexertion"  
           according to Pomfrey LOL! 
420 – Harry summons Kreacher to the hospital wing; Dobby is wrestling with Kreacher ‘cause he insulted Harry  
           Potter; Dobby knocks out Kreacher’s teeth lol 
421 – Harry tells the elves to tail Malfoy 
 

Chapter 20 – Lord Voldemort’s Request 
 

423 – Hermione talking to Ron again and Ginny had argued with Dean; the trio came across the girl by the  
          tapestry who dropped the brass scales (Crabbe or Goyle) 
428 - Dumbledore voiced his disappointment with Harry not having put more effort into retrieving Slughorn’s  
          memory 
431 – Dumbledore tells Harry that Voldemort’s first job after Hogwarts was working at Borgin and Burke’s,  
          having been turned down by Dippet to teach at Hogwarts. Dumbledore says Voldemort felt at home at  
          Hogwarts and may have felt there were more mysteries to unravel and stores of magic to tap there; that  
          he wanted to influence students 
432 – Professor Galatea Merrythought was still teaching D.A.D.A when Riddle graduated (he’d asked Slughorn- 
           we see it in his memory-the year before, if she was retiring) 
433-38 – Hokey’s memory of Riddle at Hepzibah Smith’s house 
- 434 – description of contents in house (Do we think Hokey was still within earshot when she went to get the  
           tray full of cakes in order for that to be a part of her memory?) 
           *** - 435 – Hepzibah had goblin-made suit of armor!!! (UK Deathly Hallows cover!) Burke offered her  
           500 galleons for it and had tried to get it before 
- 436 – the golden cup with two handles (engraving of a badger); Voldemort knew it was Helga Hufflepuff’s;  
           Hepzibah says it’s supposed to possess all sorts of powers 
- 437 – the heavy golden locket with Slytherin’s "S" mark; also has all kinds of powers attributed to it 
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- 438 – Hepzibah died two days later, Hokey accused of poisoning her; there’s no mention of whether or not  
           Voldemort succeeded in purchasing the armor for Burke, or mention that Hepzibah’s family noticed it  
           missing 
440 – on a winter’s night, ten years later Voldemort returns to Hogwarts (Dumbledore’s memory) to ask for  
           the D.A.D.A. position 
441 – Voldemort’s appearance was drastically transformed; Voldemort said he had traveled a long way to get  
           to Hogwarts 
443 – Voldemort says, "Greatness inspires envy, envy engenders spite, spite spawns lies." (great saying!) 
444 – Dumbledore believes love is more powerful than Voldemort’s kind of magic; Dumbledore named Nott,  
           Rosier, Mulciber and Dolohov as having traveled far with Voldemort and were at the Hog’s Head at that  
           moment (obviously Aberforth informed him) 
445 – Dumbledore refuses Voldemort 
446 – Voldemort thought to attack Dumbledore, but didn’t; that was when the position of D.A.D.A. was jinxed 

Chapter 21 – The Unknowable Room 
 
447 – Harry comes across the "Sectumsempra!" spell (For Enemies) 
448 – Hermione had Apparated twice so far, Harry-once, Ron, not yet 
449 – Roonil Wazlib, Ron tells Hermione he loves her *sigh* 
452 - through Dobby, the trio learns Draco’s using the Room of Requirement 
456 – Harry is obsessed with Draco and the Room of Requirement and Hermione keeps reminding him to  
           persuade Slughorn for the memory 
457 – Mundungus is sent to Azkaban for impersonating an Inferius during a burglary; Octavius Pepper  
           vanished; 9-year-old boy tried to kill his grandparents (Imperius) 
462 – Moaning Myrtle revealing things about Draco 
465 - Tonks shows up at Hogwarts to see Dumbledore sees Harry outside Room of Requirement 
466 – Ron Apparated at Hogsmeade, all but half an eyebrow 
 

Chapter 22 – After the Burial (Aragog’s) 
 
470 – Aragog died, Hagrid asked the trio to be at the burial 
472 – Ron and Hermione tell Harry to use Felix Felicis to get lucky with Slughorn 
473 – the Montgomery sisters little brother was attacked by a werewolf when their mother refused to help  
           the D.E.s, the boy died (Fenrir bit him) 
474 – Harry noticing Draco looking thinner, still grayish skin 
477 - Harry takes Felix Felicis 
480 – Harry bumps into Slughorn, tells him about Aragog’s death 
484 - Aragog’s burial after Slughorn got his acromantula venom 
485 –  
486 – Hagrid keeps a supply of unicorn hair (don’t know if that will matter) 
487 – Hagrid gave Slughorn the unicorn hair 
488 – Harry recounts his parents’ murders to Slughorn, he’s deeply moved thinking of Lily’s death 
491 – Slughorn gives Harry the memory 
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Chapter 23 - Horcruxes 
 
493 – Dumbledore just arrived back at Hogwarts as Harry was returning to the Common Room; Harry went to  
           his office 
494 – into Slughorn’s real memory 
496 - Riddle says he came across the term "Horcruxes while reading, but didn’t understand it. (Hermione had  
          searched the whole library and only found it mentioned in one book, so would that be where he read it?  
          I highly doubt it) 
497 – Slughorn explains Horcruxes to Riddle (NOTE: chances are, Voldemort’s first Horcruxes were made with  
          his father and possibly grandparents; if so, the murder occurred at a separate time and the Horcruxes  
          were made later since Riddle already had the ring, but didn’t know how to make a Horcrux yet) 
500 – Dumbledore mentions the diary Horcrux, how it was a weapon as much as a safeguard 
503 – discussion of Voldemort’s number seven and the possibilities of what these Horcruxes might be; the  
           piece in his body, the last piece to kill; the diary and the ring Horcruxes have been destroyed 
504 – there are "traces of magical concealment"; Dumbledore was aware of this which helped him find the  
           ring. (Harry will have to learn what these traces are to help him find the other four); Voldemort liked to  
           collect trophies, preferred objects with a powerful magical history (the goblin-made armor must also  
           have a powerful history, but it wasn’t explained to us) 
505 – Harry guesses the locket and the cup; Dumbledore guesses the other two are from Gryffindor and  
           Ravenclaw; Dumbledore mentions that the only "known" Gryffindor relic is the sword and it’s safe  
           (Maybe the armor was Gryffindor’s? We already know that goblin-made armor is indestructible, so it  
           obviously has powerful magic, or perhaps it was Ravenclaw’s and my theory that the sword may become  
           a Horcrux may still happen?) 
506 – Dumbledore suspects Nagini is a Horcrux (though I don’t believe that); says he believed Voldemort  
           wanted to make his last Horcrux with Harry’s death 
507 – Harry sums up the possible Horcruxes; Dumbledore says Harry can accompany him if he searches out a  
           Horcrux 
508 – Dumbledore believes Voldemort can’t feel a Horcrux being destroyed; Lucius didn’t know the diary was  
           a Horcrux 
509 – Dumbledore says it will take uncommon skill to kill Voldemort 
510 – Dumbledore’s wonderful account of how Voldemort has created his own worst enemy 
511 – Dumbledore said Harry is protected by his ability to love, tells him how rare he truly is, points out the  
           power of a whole soul; Dumbledore says Harry has got to kill Voldemort, but not because of the  
           prophecy 
512 – Harry finally understands that it is not the prophecy that dictates him having to try to kill Voldemort, but  
           Harry’s feelings about Voldemort’s reign of terror 
 

Chapter 24 - Sectumsempra 
 
513 – Harry tells Ron and Hermione about getting the memory and going with Dumbledore when he sets off  
           to get a Horcrux 
514 – Ron and Lavender split up; so did Ginny and Dean 
518 – Katie Bell’s back so Dean’s off Quidditch; it takes six months to brew Felix Felicis, so Slughorn made that  
           batch well before knowing he’d be at Hogwarts teaching Potions 
521 – Aaaah! Professor Vector is Arithmancy! Couldn’t remember that! Harry sees Draco and Myrtle in the  
           bathroom 
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522 – Harry and Draco battle in the bathroom—Sectumsempra  
523 – Snape quickly and caringly healed Malfoy’s wound; dittany helps avoid scarring 
524 – Snape ordered Harry to get all his school books 
525 – Harry’s feelings about the HBP, not knowing it was Snape 
526 – Harry finally got into the Room of Requirement 
         - contents he sees in the R.o.R.: broken and damaged furniture, thousands of books, winged catapults,  
           Fanged Frisbees (so we know Filch uses it too), congealed potions, hats, jewels, cloaks, dragon eggshells,  
           corked bottles, rusting swords, a bloodstained axe, an enormous stuffed troll, the Vanishing Cabinet,  
           blistered cupboard in which he hid the Potions book behind a cage—he put the tarnished tiara, and wig  
           on the bust of the ugly warlock on top of the cupboard 
528 – as punishment, Snape gives Harry detention during the last big Quidditch Match of the year for the Cup 
530 – Ginny sticks up for Harry and argues with Hermione 
532 – Snape has Harry go through boxes of old Hogwarts offenses 
533 –  
 

Chapter 25 – The Seer Overheard 
 
538 – Hermione trying to say the HBP is Eileen Prince 
539 – Harry has to admit Draco healed thanks to Snape 
540-42 – Draco had hurled Trelawney out of the R.o.R. after using the Instant Darkness Powder 
543 – "The Lightning-struck Tower" tarot card—calamity, disaster coming nearer all the time 
544 – Trelawney recounts her first interview with Dumbledore 
- 545 – Harry now knows it was Snape who overheard half the prophecy 
546 – Harry storms into Dumbledore’s office, Dumbledore tells him he thinks he’s found a Horcrux 
548 – Harry goes ballistic with Dumbledore about Snape 
549 – Dumbledore explains about Snape, the prophecy and his remorse 
550 – Dumbledore put no weight in Malfoy’s apparent success and put retrieving the Horcrux first 
552 – Harry orders Ron and Hermione to keep an eye on Malfoy and Snape with the Marauder’s Map, to get  
           any D.A. together that she can and gives them the Felix Felicis for Ron, Hermione and Ginny 
553 – Dumbledore says he fakes going to Rosmerta’s or Hog’s Head as cover 
554 – they run into Rosmerta, then Apparate near the Hog’s Head to the ocean 
 

Chapter 26 – The Cave 
 
555 – description of cliff and rocks—almost impossible to climb or descend 
557 – description of tunnel (I wonder when high tide is in England that low tide would be at night, and  
           obviously Riddle and the children had to swim into the cave at low tide, or do we think Riddle  
           transformed the tunnel to be small for concealment purposes, and it may have been bigger when they  
           were young?) 
558 – Dumbledore "feeling/reading" the magic to find the entrance to the inner chamber (this scene very  
           reminiscent of Lord of the Rings with Gandalf at the entrance to the Mines of Moria 
560 – Harry kindly offers his blood to open the entrance, but Dumbledore said Harry’s blood is worth more  
           than his own (very key comment here, showing Harry’s value and the fact that Dumbledore considers  
           himself more dispensable than Harry, or Snape, for that matter); the darkness in the lake cavern was  
           somehow denser than normal darkness 
561 – "Accio Horcrux!" made something appear, then disappear back into the lake (the Inferi) 
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563 – the boat comes up from the water; magic leaves traces, sometimes very distinct; Tom Riddle has a  
           "style" Dumbledore knows so the traces are obviously distinct 
564 – Dumbledore says because Harry is underage and unqualified that his magic won’t register with the  
           enchantment of the boat 
565 – the Inferi under the water, also very reminiscent of L.O.T.R. 
566 – Dumbledore’s comments about death and darkness 
568-69 – Dumbledore’s assumptions of the killing nature of the liquid and Voldemort’s reasoning 
569 – Dumbledore explaining that Harry may have to force the drink to Dumbledore 
570 – again, Dumbledore states how valuable Harry is in comparison to himself, which is saying a LOT; he  
           starts drinking the potion 
571 – Dumbledore’s dreamlike murmurs from the effect of the potion 
572 – I want to know what Dumbledore did wrong, IF this is a memory of his own. I don’t think he’s babbling  
           someone else’s words, but it’s possible it could be a torturous hallucination. So this is either a HUGE clue  
           or a HUGE red herring! Also, this whole scene shows very clearly (again) how Harry can push himself  
           through any situation when he has to 
574 – the potion/ magic, once finished to the bottom of the basin makes the drinker thirsty for water, but  
           unable to successfully conjure water that doesn’t’ vanish, forcing the need of the water in the lake, then  
           summoning the Inferi 
575 – men, women and children Inferi 
576 – Dumbledore puts the locket in his robes 
577 – Harry has trouble keeping his head and sometimes tends to panic; Dumbledore is so confident and laid  
           back, he never panics  
578 – OK, now THIS is when my heart starts really aching, from here to the end of the book, with intermittent  
           teats. Deathly Hallows is going to be SO heartrending *sob*…one of the best moments in the series, in  
           my opinion: 
          – Harry: "We’re nearly there…. I can Apparate us both back…. Don’t worry…." 
          Dumbledore: "I am not worried, Harry," said Dumbledore, his voice little stronger despite the freezing  
          water. "I am with you." *tears* 
 

Chapter 27 – The Lightning-Struck Tower 
 
580 – Madam Rosmerta sees Harry and Dumbledore Apparates back to Hogsmeade 
581 – she tells/shows them the Dark Mark above Hogwarts that had appeared only minutes before she came  
           down to them 
582 – Dumbledore tells Rosmerta to notify the Ministry 
583 – the Dark Mark hung over the Astronomy Tower; Dumbledore tells Harry to fetch only Snape 
584 – Dumbledore immobilizes Harry, Draco disarms Dumbledore 
585 – the D.E.s intended for Dumbledore tot be drawn to the tower by the Mark which is why Draco went up  
           there ahead of the others; Dumbledore tells Draco he’s not a killer, he tells Draco hi knew he tried to kill  
           him all year, almost killing Katie Bell and Ron instead 
587 – Draco thought of using the Vanishing Cabinets himself, no help 
588 – this conversation makes me wonder if Dumbledore actually did know that Snape’s vow included  
           protecting Draco…hmmmmm…; Draco also states that Snape is Voldemort’s favorite; Dumbledore  
           realizes Rosmerta was under the Imperius Curse 
589 – Dumbledore knew the D.A. used the coins to communicate 
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590 – when Malfoy said the Dark Mark worked to lure Dumbledore, Dumbledore says "Well…yes and no."  
           Hmmm…; Draco thought one of the Order was dead; the fighting voices sounded as if they were on the  
           spiral staircase (do we think there was any fighting between the D.E.s on the staircase since they were  
           the only ones in the stairwell at that time, or did they just sound close? I wonder why JK described it this  
           way) 
591 – Malfoy says Voldemort will kill him and his whole family if he doesn’t kill Dumbledore; Dumbledore tells  
           Draco he knew of Draco’s mission 
592 – Dumbledore says the Order can hide Draco, to fake death, and his mother too (I have a feeling this is  
           what Snape will do with Draco – hide him and maybe fake his death somehow, maybe Narcissa too?);  
           Dumbledore tells Draco that Draco is at Dumbledore’s mercy, not vice-versa, as Draco thinks (I think this  
           statement is referring to Dumbledore’s already having decided to be sure it would be Snape to kill him,  
          saving Draco from becoming a killer) 
593 – the D.E.s on the tower: Amycus, Alecto, a third not named, and Fenrir (he had Bill’s blood on his chin);  
            Malfoy didn’t invite Fenrir 
594-95 – the barrier had been created—Snape was the only one of the Order able to come up; Dumbledore  
           begs Snape (to kill him) 
596 – Snape kills Dumbledore and blasts him over the ramparts 
 

Chapter 28 – Flight of the Prince 
 
597 – Harry, now freed of Dumbledore’s spell, hexes the unnamed D.E. 
598 – Harry enters the fight at the bottom of the stairs, sees Snape and Malfoy leave; two bodies in pool of  
           blood, Ginny fighting Amycus 
599 - Ron, McGonagall, Lupin and Tonks fighting other D.E.s, Neville on floor 
 
601 – Harry sees the blond D.E. on the grounds, then Snape and Malfoy far ahead; Hagrid came from his cabin;  
           Harry fearing they’d get Hagrid too (crying again here) 
602 – Harry catches up and tries to hex Snape; Snape yells for Draco to run; Harry tries to Crucio Snape; the  
           blond D.E. sets Hagrid’s cabin on fire; Harry tries again, he calls Snape cowardly 
603-   Snape still telling Harry he needs to keep his mouth shut and his mind closed; Snape again protects  
           Harry from pain and death 
604-   Harry tries to use Sectumsempra and Levicorpus against Snape; Snape tells Harry he’s the Half-Blood  
           Prince; Harry calls him a coward again; Snape goes ballistic; Buckbeak attacks Snape 
605 – Snape escapes 
606 – Harry tells Hagrid Snape killed Dumbledore 
608 – Harry and Hagrid approach Dumbledore’s spread-eagled body 
609 – the opened locket with the note from R.A.B. 
 

Chapter 29 – The Phoenix Lament 
 
612 – Ginny leads Harry to the hospital wing, tells him about Bill; the large blond Death Eater was flinging the  
           Killing Curse everywhere during the battle, killing a D.E.; the Felix Felicis saved Ron, Hermione and Ginny 
613 – Neville was asleep in the Hospital wing; Bill was slashed horrifically, Ron, Hermione, Luna, Tonks and  
           Lupin were there with Pomfrey; Harry thought Pomfrey should be able to heal Bill the way Snape healed  
           Draco (makes me wonder if something similar will happen where Harry’s hurt severely and Snape will  
           save him the same way); Lupin doesn’t think Bill will be a true werewolf 
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614 – Harry tells them Dumbledore is dead and how it happened 
615 – McGonagall said they all wondered bout Snape, but Dumbledore trusted Snape always, she was  
           shocked; Tonks said she thought Dumbledore knew something about Snape that they didn’t; the effect  
           of the Phoenix song 
616 – McGonagall tells of Dumbledore believing Snape’s repentance was genuine; Harry told them it was  
           about Snape telling Voldemort the prophecy; McGonagall said she sent Filch to fetch Snape, that Snape  
           didn’t know the D.E.s were coming 
617 – Dumbledore told the Order he was leaving for a few hours that night; Remus, Bill, Tonks and  
           McGonagall were patrolling the school; Harry told them how the D.E.s got in 
618 – Draco had his Hand of Glory (gives light only to the holder and got past Ron, Ginny and Neville with the  
           Instant Darkness Powder; Ron, Ginny and Neville ran into Lupin, Bill and Tonks right after the D.E.s got  
           in; Gibbon set off the Dark Mark, then got hit by the Killing Curse from the big blond D.E. (this all  
           happened as soon as Dumbledore and Harry returned to Hogsmeade) 
619 – Hermione and Luna were outside Snape’s office; it was nearly midnight when Flitwick came down for  
           Snape; Snape only stupified Flitwick (could’ve killed him if he was really a D.E.) and told Hermione and  
           Luna to take care of Flitwick (this kept the girls safe) 
620 – they all recount the battle from beginning to end: there was no sign of Snape battling anyone before he  
           ran through the barrier; Neville and Lupin were thrown back 
621 – Mr. & Mrs. Weasley and Fleur arrive in the hospital wing 
622 – Mrs. Weasley assumes Fleur will no longer want to marry Bill because he’s scarred 
623 – Fleur lets Molly have it; Molly caves in to Fleur, realizing Fleur really loves him and mentions the aunt’s  
           tiara (which is goblin-made, btw), they hug and cry; Tonks lets loose on Lupin 
624 – they realize it was Lupin that Tonks was in love with 
625 – McGonagall is now headmistress; she and Harry go to what is now her office, not Dumbledore’s 
626 – Dumbledore’ portrait on the wall, sleeping 
627 – Slughorn very upset that it was Snape who killed Dumbledore; McGonagall said she wasn’t sure the  
           school should reopen next year; Sprout said it should 
628 – McGonagall telling Hagrid she values his opinion as Dumbledore did; Harry asks about Dumbledore’s  
           funeral; Harry says the students should stay for the funeral (Slughorn was agitated by it) 
630 – Harry’s invisibility cloak was left on the Astronomy Tower 
631 – Harry tells Ron the Horcrux was a fake 
632 – Fawkes had stopped singing, it is only stated that Fawkes left Hogwarts, not the world completely 
 

Chapter 30 – The White Tomb 
 

633 – Seamus refused to go home before the funeral; the Beauxbatons carriage arrives, the wizarding world  
           showing up before the funeral 
634 – the weather was mockingly beautiful; Bill resembled Moody only with both eyes in place, he seemed the  
           same except for liking very rare steaks 
635 – Harry thinks about his awaiting journey to find the Horcruxes 
637 – Hermione found out that Eileen Prince was Snape’s mother: Eileen Prince married Tobias Snape—Snape  
           also has a pureblood mother and a muggle father like Voldemort does 
638 – Harry thinking he was also "taken in" by Snape—through the Potions book; Harry calling Snape "evil",  
           Hermione saying that’s a strong word 
639 – the morning of the funeral 
640 – Harry feeling pity for Draco, wondering where he was now 
641 – the funeral set by the lake on a beautiful summer’s day; Tonks and Lupin holding hands, her hair is pink  
           again; the seats were filling; the list of people Harry recognized (Aberforth was there) 
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642 – Neville and Luna the only D.A. that responded to the call; Fudge was sincerely saddened; the merpeople  
           sang their despair 
643 – Hagrid carried Dumbledore’s body, Grawp was there (civilized) 
644 – Dumbledore’s death really hits Harry; the centaurs come to pay their respect too 
645 – Harry realizing that the last and greatest of his protectors was gone; the white flame, the phoenix in the  
           white smoke, then the white marble tomb, the centaurs shoot arrows as a tribute 
646 – Harry explains to Ginny why they have to stop seeing each other 
647 – Ginny saying she never really gave up on Harry; Ron comforted Hermione; Harry walks way from them  
           around the lake; Scrimgeour catches up with him 
648 – the excellent scene where Harry tells off Scrimgeour 
650 – Harry tells Hermione he’s not going back to Hogwarts, that he might go to Godric’s Hollow after the  
           Dursleys 
651 – Ron and Hermione tell Harry they’re going with him wherever he goes –  
652 – reminder of Bill and Fleur’s wedding 
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Deathly Hallows – my notes, analysis 

 

Chapter 1 – The Dark Lord Ascending 
 
1 – Snape and Yaxley walking to the Malfoy Mansion 
2 – the Dark Mark gains them entrance as though the metal gates of Lucius’s mansion  
      were smoke; they enter a room off the elaborate entranceway  
3 – a figure hangs over the table; Voldemort at head of table seats Snape to his  
      immediate right; Snape reveals where Harry will be (info from an unnamed source) 
4 – Yaxley said Dawlish (the one DD fought with) said differently 
5 – hopes to take down the Ministry before Harry’s moved to a house of someone in the Order; Imperius on  
      Pius Thicknesse; planning to assassinate Scrimgeour 
6 – Voldemort admits Harry’s alive due more to his errors than to Harry’s triumphs 
7 – Voldemort says he must be the one to kill Harry, Wormtail must keep prisoner quiet; Voldemort asks  
       Lucius (now out of Azkaban) for his wand 
8 – Lucius’s wand: elm, dragon heartstring 
9 – Voldemort taunting the Malfoys; Bella swooning over Voldemort; Nagini by Voldemort 
10 –  
11 – Charity Burbage (Muggles teacher at Hogwarts) 
12 – Voldemort killed her, calmly, and Nagini swallowed her 
  

Chapter 2 – In Memoriam 
 
14 – Harry cut himself on Sirius’s mirror; he needs to learn how to repair wounds, at bottom of his trunk:  
         cracked Sneakoscope, mirror fragment, phony locket, Cedric/Potter badge 
15 – items Harry would leave behind, ones he’d take with him 
16-20 – Daily Prophet article on Dumbledore; also Burbage "resigning" from Hogwarts; Elphias Doge met  
         Dumbledore as children; Percival (DD’s father) killed three Muggles 
   - 17 – Dumbledore was brilliant, knew Nicolas Flamel (alchemist), Bathilda Bagshot (magical historian), and  
         Adalbert Waffling (magical theoretician) 
   - 18 – Aberforth was a fighter; their mother, Kendra, died on the eve of Albus and Elphias’s trip 
   - 19 – Albus’s sister, Ariana died a year later; Albus was devastated; the death made him and Aberforth  
         estranged for a time 
   - 20 – Dumbledore dueled and triumphed over Grindelwald in 1945 
21 – Harry regretting knowing so little about Dumbledore (*sigh* I’m crying already!); Harry thinking about  
         Dumbledore’s comment about what he saw in the Mirror of Erised 
22 – Daily Prophet article: Dumbledore: the Truth at Last? – Rita Skeeter’s biography on Dumbledore 
25 – Skeeter says Dumbledore dabbled in the Dark Arts in youth and wasn’t tolerant; Aberforth convicted of  
         misuse of magic 
27 – says Dumbledore was underhanded, that his relationship with Harry was sinister, that she and Harry were  
         close 
29 – Harry sees a bright blue flash from the mirror 
 

Chapter 3 – The Dursleys Departing 
 

30 – The Order is offering The Dursleys protection after Harry’s 17th birthday and Vernon doesn’t believe the  
         Dursleys are in danger 
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34 – Vernon wants Kingsley to protect them, but it would be Hestia Jones and Dedalus Diggle35 – Dudley  
         agrees The Order should protect them 
40 – Dudley expressing gratitude for Harry saving his life (am I just tired or is this surprisingly touching that I’m  
         sitting here crying?) 
42 – Dudley may end up playing an unexpected heroic part in this, ‘cause of a life debt thing maybe? 
 

Chapter 4 – The Seven Potters 
 
43 – the Dursleys went with Dedalus and Hestia while Harry waited for Moody 
44 – Harry reminisces about Privet Drive 
45 – Hagrid, Ron, Hermione and others appear in the backyard (brooms, motorcycle, thestrals), Fred &  
         George, Bill, Arthur, Moody, Tonks, Lupin, Fleur, Kingsley, Mundungus (no Ginny) 
47 – at 17 Harry loses all his Mother’s protection, not the house itself 
48 – Moody says they’ll bait Voldemort and the Death Eaters with seven Harrys 
52 – Hermione saying how awful Harry’s eyesight is (I just made a connection that maybe there’s something to  
         do with the fact that he has Lily’s eyes but VERY poor eyesight?) 
53 – which "Harry" was paired with whom 
54 – Hagrid had Sirius’s bike with Harry in the sidecar 
55 – the Death Eaters’ attack; Harry loses his firebolt56 – Hedwig may be dead, they knew it was the real Harry  
         (by his voice?) 
59 –  
60 – Voldemort can fly without a broom or anything 
61 – Harry’s wand acted of its own accord 
62 – HAGRID!!! 
 

Chapter 5 – Fallen Warrior 
 
64 – They landed at Tonk’s house; Hagrid’s alive!!!! 
67 – silver-backed hairbrush portkey 
68 – Ron and Tonks, Arthur and Fred, didn’t return when planned 
69 – Lupin carrying a wounded George, his ear is missing 
70 – Lupin thinks "Expelliarmus" gave him away, tried to tell him he needed to use more forceful spells 
72 – Hermione and Kingsley return; last thing Dumbledore said to Kingsley and Lupin: "Harry is the best hope  
         we have. Trust him." 
73 – Travers also out of Azkaban, Snape took off George’s ear with "Sectumsempra" 
74 – Arthur and Fred return uninjured; George still joking 
76 – Ron and Tonks return 
77 – Bill and Fleur return, unhurt 
78 – Mad-Eye’s dead ;(, Dung Disapparated (maybe he’s the spy? But Bill doesn’t think so) 
83 – Harry’s wand acting of its own accord (is it possible one of the DE’s made that happen? Snape wasn’t near  
         them, otherwise I’d say he made the wand act to save Harry) 
84 – Harry sees Voldemort torturing Ollivander 
 

Chapter 6 – The Ghoul in Pajamas 
 
88 – Molly tries to find out what the trio are up to; Molly and Ginny have the same color brown eyes 
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89 – Harry slips to Ginny that they’re off to kill Voldemort 
90 – the Burrow is now headquarters 
92 – they want to disguise Harry for the wedding 
93 – Arthur has the scraps of Sirius’s bike 
94 – Ron’s hopes that Mad-Eye survived 
95 – Ron saying he doesn’t trust Mundungus 
96 – Hermione packing books, packing Mad-Eyes polyjuice potion, sending her modified parents to Australia  
        (this makes me fear it’s foreshadowing; that spoiler said she’ll die) 
99 – the ghoul to pose as Ron 
100 – Hermione says Voldemort might be keeping an eye on Godric’s Hollow 
101 – Dumbledore had removed the books on Horcruxes (probably when he knew Voldemort made them)  
           from the library – Hermione retrieved them! (she is brilliant!) 
103 – remorse can put the pieces of a soul back together *** 
104 – to destroy a Horcrux you have to use something so destructive the Horcrux can’t repair itself; she  
           mention s the basilisk fang (I think of Nagini here because her venom was almost incurable, but a healer- 
           can’t remember the name-found a cure for Arthur 
105 – the Horcrux can possess someone if they are too close emotionally, as Ginny was to the diary 
107 – Apolline and Monsieur Delacour and Gabrielle arrive 
109 – Harry’s birthday is the day before the wedding 
 

Chapter 7 – The Will of Albus Dumbledore 
 
112 – Harry dreaming and muttering "Gregorovitch"; Ron mentions the Chudley Cannons "Gorgovitch" 
113 – Ron’s birthday present to Harry: "Twelve Fail-Safe Ways to Charm Witches" 
114 – the Weasley’s gave Harry Molly’s brother Fabian’s watch, Harry hugged her with all his heart *sigh*;  
           Hermione: a new Sneakoscope; Bill and Fleur: enchanted razor, The Delacours: chocolates, Fred and  
           George: big box of W.W.W merchandise 
115 – Harry’s first time in Ginny’s bedroom 
116 – Ginny and Harry’s passionate birthday kiss interrupted by Ron 
117 – Ron upset over Ginny’s feelings getting hurt again by Harry 
118-19 – they decorated for Harry’s birthday, Molly made a "Snitch" cake 
120 – the pouch from Hagrid on Harry’s neck on the US cover! (well, the face I saw is meaningless! lol wonder  
           why she painted the folds that way) 
121 – Mr. Weasley’s patronus is a weasel; Scrimgeour arrives 
123 – Scrimgeour’s there because of Dumbledore’s will 
125 – Dumbledore left Ron (Ronald Bilius Weasley) his Deluminator (Put-Outer)  
126 – Hermione Jean Granger got "The Tales of Beedle and The Burd"; Harry James Potter was left his first  
           Snitch 
127 – a Snitch remembers the first person that touches it 
129 – Dumbledore also leaves Harry the Sword of Godric Gryffindor 
130 – fantastic show down between Harry and Scrimgeour 
132 – in the moleskin pouch: the Marauders Map; Sirius’s mirror4, the R.A.B. locket 
134 – on the Snitch: I open at the close. 
135 – Beedle’s Tales are children’s stories 
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Chapter 8 - The Wedding 
 
137 – Harry disguised as a Muggle boy, calling him "cousin Barny" 
139 – Xenophilius Lovegood, Luna’s father 
140 – the Lovegoods’ comments on gnomes 
141 – Auntie Muriel (tiara) is 107 years old 
143 – Viktor Krum was invited by Fleur 
144-46 – why do I always cry at weddings? (though I’m already crying quite a bit and I’m only on page 147!) 
147 – Krum says Lovegood is wearing Grindelwald’s sign 
149 – Harry remembers Gregorovitch is a wandmaker 
152 – Harry talks to Elphias Doge 
153 – Aunt Muriel butts in 
154 – this conversation makes me think of Dumbledore’s mumblings in the cave; Muriel said Dumbledore’s  
           sister was a squib, kept locked up in a cellar 
155 – that his mother was Muggle-born, but pretended otherwise; that squibs were usually sent to Muggle  
           schools 
156 – Muriel’s cousin Lancelot was a Healer at St. Mungo’s; Harry compares his treatment as a child to  
           Ariana’s (perhaps this is why Dumbledore wanted to shield Harry from pain even more so) 
157 – Bathilda Bagshot (historian Albus knew) witnessed the brawl at Ariana’s funeral; Aberforth said it was  
           Dumbledore’s fault Ariana was dead (suicide?); Muriel said she thinks Ariana killed their mother 
158 – Bagshot and the Dumbledores lived in Godric’s Hollow (James and Lily probably stayed at Dumbledore’s  
           house—there may have been the portrait for communication there, as we suspected!) 
159 – Kingsley’s patronus: a lynx— Scrimgeour is dead. The Ministry has fallen. They are coming. 
 

Chapter 9 – A Place to Hide 
 
160 – the enchantment on the Burrow was broken; Death Eater’s appeared at the wedding 
161 – Hermione got them to Tottenham Court Road and had Harry’s cloak and clothes for the boys 
162 – Undetectable Extension Charm on her small, beaded bag; she packed every thing they needed! YEA,  
           Hermione!!!! 
163 – Harry feared for everyone at the Burrow, especially Ginny 
165 – Death Eater’s attack (one: the large blond) in the cafe 
166 – blond is Thorfinn Rowle, dark-haired D.E. is Dolohov 
168 – they think Harry’s trace was put back on him somehow and are going to Grimmauld Place 
170 – inside Grimmauld, Moody’s voice said "Severus Snape?"; then a ghost of Dumbledore rose from the  
           carpet, appearing to attack 
173 – Arthur’s patronus telling them the family’s safe 
174 – Harry sees Rowle being tortured and Draco being used to do it 
 

Chapter 10 – Kreacher’s Tale 
 
177 – signs that someone had definitely been at Grimmauld Place searching for something 
178 – Harry’s first time in Sirius’s bedroom 
180 – a letter from Lily to Sirius written when they were hiding at Godric’s Hollow; Bathilda visited them  
           almost everyday; the letter was written was just past Harry’s birthday, it mentions Dumbledore still has  
           James’ cloak 
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182 – the torn photo of baby Harry on a broom chased by James; he put the letter and photo in his pouch 
186 – R.A.B.—they realize it was Regulus 
187 – in Regulus’s room; he was a Seeker 
188 – drawer contents including recently smashed ink bottle 
189 – Hermione remembers the locket 
190 – they rush to Kreacher’s cupboard, it wasn’t there so Harry summons him 
191 – Mundungus stole it along with tons of other stuff 
193 – Regulus joined Voldemort at 16-years-old 
194 – Voldemort used Kreacher to drink/test potion, left him on the island, then Kreacher Disapparated back  
          ‘cause elf magic is different than wizard magic 
196 – Regulus went to the cave with Kreacher, told Kreacher to change lockets, go home and destroy it,  
           Regulus drank potion, was pulled in water by Inferi (Regulus understood that he couldn’t Disapparate,  
           but Kreacher could) 
198 – Hermione’s words about how house elves are treated finally sunk, making Harry r4ealize it wasn’t really  
           Kreacher’s fault he was grouchy and bitter 
199 – Harry gives Kreacher the fake locket 
 

Chapter 11 – The Bribe 
 
203 – Remus comes to Grimmauld 
205 – Remus worried about how the Death Eater’s knew they had Apparated to Tottenham Court Road, said it  
           was impossible the trace was still on Harry 
206 - Lupin tells them what happened with the Death Eater’s at the wedding, the Ministry is theirs 
207 – Daily Prophet article: a pic of Harry—"Wanted for Questioning about the death Albus Dumbledore" 
208 – Daily Prophet is under Ministry control; says Scrimgeour resigned (his murder secret) and replaced by  
           Pius Thicknesse (Imperiused) 
209 – the Ministry is gathering up Muggle-Borns, having to register saying they had to "steal" magic 
210 – Voldemort/Ministry making Hogwarts mandatory for all witches and wizards, must prove to be  
           pureblood 
212 – Lupin tells them Tonks is pregnant (I knew this when I read that Tonks was radiant and Lupin was sullen,  
           but didn’t note it!) 
214 – Harry and Remus argue 
216 – Harry examines photo of the Dumbledores 
217 – Daily Prophet article: "Exclusive Extract from the Upcoming Biography of Albus Dumbledore" 
218 – says Ariana never came out after age 7 
219 – Kreacher r4etruns with Mundungus 
221 – I actually LOLed here! Kreacher hit Mundungus with a saucepan over the head, then asked to do it once  
           more for luck! ROFLMAO! 
222 – Umbridge blackmailed the locket from Mundungus 
 

Chapter 12 – Magic is Might 
 
225 – big change in Kreacher, the now-  
           HEADMASTER! (well, the room had to let him in, right?! AND we know he’s talking to Dumbledore! So,  
           even though nothing so far is showing him as good, we must keep the faith! This is the only clue in this  
           book so far!) 
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226 – Alecto Carrow: Muggle Studies; Amycus: D.A.D.A.; same day as first day of school, Sept. 1st 
228 – Hermione puts Phineas’s portrait in her handbag 
229 – Harry’s been scoping out the Ministry, they want to get into it; Maintenance wears navy blue robes 
233 – Harry sees Voldemort kill woman who knew Gregorovitch 
237 – at Ministry entrance they stun then polyjuice from Mafalda Hopkirk 
239 – they give Reg Cattermole Puking Pastilles, he wasn’t wearing his maintenance robes; Harry became a  
           large man—Albert Runcorn 
241 – they entered the Ministry through toilets 
242 – horrible black stone statue of witch and wizard on top of naked Muggle men, women and children 
243 – Yaxley confronts Ron/Cattermole, mentions his wife (Muggle-born) is being interrogated 
245 – mention of Dirk Cresswell, Goblin Liaison 
 

Chapter 13 – The Muggle-Born Registration Commission 
 
246 – Hermione/Mafalda goes to courtroom with Umbridge 
247 – Harry/Runcorn runs into the Minister 
249 – looked like Moody’s eye in the wood of Umbridge’s door 
252 – Arthur Weasley’s file: he’s being tracked; Harry finds Skeeter’s book on Dumbledore 
254 – Harry and Ron meet again in left; Mr. Weasley steps on 
255 – Percy came on, didn’t speak to his father; Arthur holds back Runcorn, confronts him about Cresswell  
           who is in Azkaban because Runcorn tracked him down; Harry told Arthur he’s being tracked 
257 – the hall to the courtroom is lined with Dementors 
259 – silver, long-haired cat patronus protecting the judges from the despair of the Dementors 
260 – the locket’s around Umbridge’s neck! 
261 – Harry stupefying Umbridge and Yaxley 
262 – Harry saves Mrs. Cattermole from the Dementors 
263 – Hermione duplicates the locket, takes the real one; the only spell Hermione has trouble with is her  
           patronus 
264 – Harry, as Runcorn, tells the other Muggle-Borns to leave the country if they can everyone leaves  
           following the patronuses 
265-66 – Harry/Runcorn gets the Muggle-Borns out, but then the real Reg Cattermole shows up, Yaxley’s there 
267 – they Disapparate to Grimmauld but there’s a problem—a flash of purple light, everything went dark 
 

Chapter 14 – The Thief 
 
268 – they instead landed in a Forest 
269 – Ron was badly splinched, Hermione had Essence of Dittany, a chunk from his upper arm was missing 
270 – Yaxley had grabbed hold of Hermione; he probably got into Grimmauld Place 
272 – Hermione protected them with enchantments, they slept in the tend that the Weasleys had at the  
           Quidditch World Cup 
274 – Ron fretting over the Cattermoles, tender moment with Hermione 
276 – they could almost feel the Horcrux beating; Harry put it around his neck 
279 – Harry sees Voldemort torturing Gregorovitch, hanging upside down; through Gregorovitch he sees a  
           handsome, young, blond man who was the thief (probably of a certain wand) 
282 – Harry said the blond was familiar to him 
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Chapter 15 – The Goblin’s Revenge 
 
284 – they Disapparated to the outskirts of a small town and pitched tent in woods 
285 – Harry couldn’t make a patronus because of the Horcrux; Hermione now wore it, they would take turns 
287 – they moved again to a field near a farm 
290 – after debating about Horcruxes and what and where they could be, they ruled out Hogwarts (hmmm)  
           and went to London; places of grandeur to hide a Horcrux like Hogwarts, the Ministry or Gringotts  
           (hehehe the treasures and the armor) 
294 – the arguing over food increasing; goblins show up at river 
295-99 – overheard conversation: 
- 295 – Griphook and Gornuk, Ted (mellow voice) is Tonks father, Dean Thomas!! 
- 296 – Dirk Cresswell, he stunned Dawlish on the way to Azkaban, the goblins are neutral by hiding for their  
             own safety; Gringotts is not only goblin-run now 
- 297 – two kids tried to steal the Gryffindor sword out of Hogwarts; the goblins took something from Snape;  
             the sword was in Snape’s office; caught Ginny and friends with it on the staircase 
- 298 – ***the Gryffindor Sword in Snape’s office was a fake; the real one isn’t in Gringotts (I feel sure now the  
              armor has to be Godric Gryffindor’s!) Ginny and friends were cruelly punished 
- 299 – Ted believes Snape killed Dumbledore Dirk doesn’t know, Dean says he believes Harry’s the Chosen  
             One; the Quibbler’s now printing real, true stories, unlike the Daily Prophet, everyone’s wondering  
             where Harry is 
301 – they use the portrait of Phineas Nigellus 
302 – Neville and Luna helped Ginny; Snape punished them by sending them into the Forbidden Forest with  
           Hagrid 
303 – Dumbledore can only travel outside of the location to another portrait of himself 
304 – Dumbledore used the sword to break open the ring! The sword impregnated with basilisk venom! (this  
           is another way that Voldemort has had a hand in destroying himself!!!) 
306-9 – Ron complaining to Harry about how little progress they seem to be making –Ron and Harry’s  
           relationship seems scarred 
310 – Ron Disapparated 
 

Chapter 16 – Godric’s Hollow 
 
311-12 – the aftermath of Ron leaving; Harry hoping Ron returned to Hogwarts, but he didn’t; he watched  
           where Ginny was with the Map 
314 – from things Phineas told them; Snape seemed to be facing a constant low-level mutiny from hardcore  
           students (D.A.) (why haven’t they asked Phineas about Grimmauld Place, if anyone’s there?) 
316 – Grindelwald’s mark is hand-drawn in "The Tales of Beedle and Bard" 
318 – Godric’s Hollow in ‘A History of Magic" 
319 – Godric’s Hollow: Godric was born there; first Snitch was forged there 
322 – Hermione and Harry Apparated to Godric’s Hollow 
324 – there was a statue of Harry and his parents 
325 – Kendra and Ariana’s tombstone: "Where your treasure is, there will your heart be also." 
326 – Hermione spots Grindelwald’s mark on a tombstone that she thinks says "Ignotus" 
328 – Lily and James’ headstones; Lily was two months older than James: "The last enemy that shall be  
           destroyed is death." 
329 – Hermione conjured a rose wreath, Harry placed it on the grave 
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Chapter 17 – Bathilda’s Secret 
 
330 – Hermione saw something/ someone in the bushes by the graveyard 
332 – the remains of the cottage where Voldemort killed Lily and James, most of it was intact except the upper  
           right 
333 – the memorial sign popped up; signatures on it; a figure comes up the lane to them, having followed   
           them 
335 – they entered Bathilda’s house; the locket beat more so 
336-37 – the photos in Bathilda’a house included the thief (perhaps Adalbert Waffling, the theoretician,  
            mentioned in Doge’s memoriam? Or Flamel? Or Doge?) 
339 – in Bathilda’s bedroom Harry’s scar prickled, the Horcrux twitched, the room dissolved, Voldemort’s  
           voice yelled ‘Hold him!", then he was back in the room 
340 – Bathilda became a snake (out of her neck) and bit Harry 
341-42 – Hermione and Harry battled the snake 
- 342 – Voldemort showed up just after they leapt through the window and Disapparated 
342-45 – Voldemort’s memory of the night of the murders 
- 344 – James didn’t have his wand, there was no battle, Voldemort just killed him; Lily had no wand either 
346 – Harry was unconscious for several hours, Hermione got them back to the tent; Hermione had to use the  
           Severing Charm to remove the Horcrux off Harry’s chest 
347 – he explained Bathilda and the snake 
348 – Harry’s wand broke! 
 

Chapter 18 – The Life and Lies of Albus Dumbledore 
 
352 – Hermione took the Skeeter bio of Dumbledore from Bathilda’s house, there was a note in it from  
           Skeeter 
353 – the thief was Grindelwald 
353-59 – the book’s chapter: "The Greater Good" 
- 355 – Bathilda, Albus and Aberforth say it was a backfired charm that killed Kendra; Grindelwald is Bathilda’s  
             great nephew; he was big in the Dark Arts, educated at Durmstrang; both Dumbledore and Grindelwald   
             were brilliant 
- 358 – Grindelwald was at Dumbledore’s house when Ariana died; he left the next day 
- 359 – sounds like possibly Albus, Grindelwald or both of them were experimenting and Ariana died 
362 – Harry resenting that Dumbledore never told all this to him and believing that Dumbledore loved him,  
           though Hermione knew he did 
 

Chapter 19 – The Silver Doe 
 
364 – they moved to the Forest of Dean where Hermione had camped once with her parents; Harry felt more  
           alert than usual 
365 – Harry had the feeling something was different that night 
366 – the silver doe appears, it feels familiar, he knew it came for only him, overwhelming instinct told him  
           wasn’t Dark Magic 
367 – the doe leads him to the Gryffindor Sword in the pool, when she vanished he felt fear, her presence  
           meant safety 
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370 – Harry in the freezing pool; the Horcrux chain chokes him 
371 – Ron jumped in and saved Harry, the Horcrux and the sword 
374-77 –  
379 – Harry and Ron hug after the ordeal; "You’ve sort of made up for it tonight," said Harry. "Getting the  
           sword. Finishing off the Horcrux. Saving my life." "That makes me sounds a lot cooler than I was," Ron  
           mumbled. "Stuff like that always sounds cooler than it really was," said Harry. "I’ve been trying to tell  
           you that for years."; they return to the tent 
380-81 – Hermione goes MORE than ballistic on Ron 
385 – Ron found them because of the Deluminator, he explains how it worked 
386 – Ron gave Harry the wand he got from the Snatchers 
 

Chapter 20 – Xenophilius Lovegood 
 
388 – (I could swear that a doe patronus has been mentioned in the series, but don’t know if I put it in my  
           notes or if it’s on the Lexicon) 
389 – using Voldemort’s name breaks enchantments, it’s how hey found them at Tottenham Court Rd. 
390 – Ron’s hope that the doe patronus was from Dumbledore, but his was a phoenix 
392 – the new wand for Harry seemed less powerful than his phoenix feather wand yet felt intrusively familiar,  
           like having someone else’s hand sewn to the end of his arm (Pettigrew’s?) 
395 – the triangle eye was on the Godric’s Hollow tombstone before Grindelwald; Hermione wants to see Mr.  
           Lovegood 
398 – they find the Lovegoods’ house 
400 - Mr. Lovegood’s reception was hesitant and cowardly 
401 – Hermione says the horn given to Luna as a present from a boy is highly dangerous; that it’s actually an  
          Erumpent horn, not from a Crumple-Horned Snorkack 
403 - bizarre headdress invented by Mr. Lovegood, modeled on a bust of Rowena Ravenclaw 
404 – on the tiara it says: "Wit beyond measure is man’s greatest treasure."; the triangle eye is the sign of the  
          DEATHLY HALLOWS! 
 

Chapter 21 – The Tale of the Three Brothers 
 
406-09 – Lovegood explains that believers seek the Deathly Hallows; Hermione reads "The Tales of the Three  
           Brothers" (this makes me think of the Potters’ tombstone); he keeps looking out the window 
409 – the symbol: the line = the Elder Wand, the circle = the Resurrection Stone, the triangle = the Cloak of  
           Invisibility (maybe Grindelwald stole the wand, Nicolas, had the Stone and Dumbledore had the cloak? – 
           farfetched, I know) 
412 – does Harry have the wand? From the Snatchers?; Lovegood names some of the people in the trail of the  
           wand; Hermione asks about the Peverell family and the Hallows (the Peverell emblem was on the ring  
           Horcrux!) 
413 – the name on the gave in Godric’s Hollow: Ignotus Peverell; Lovegood says the Three Brothers are:  
           Antioch, Cadmus and Ignotus Peverell, the original owners of the Hallows 
417 – the paintings of Harry, Ron, Hermione, Ginny and Neville on Luna’s ceilings framed with the word  
          "friends" repeatedly (tears again *sigh*) 
418 – Luna wasn’t there, though Mr. Lovegood said she was 
419 – the Ministry took Luna, Mr. Lovegood thought they’d give her back if he turned in Harry; Ministry arrives  
          and Lovegood’s spell hits the Erumpent horn, creating huge explosion 
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420 - Selwyn and Travers enter, don’t believe Lovegood 
423 – Hermione Disapparates them out of there 
 

Chapter 22 – The Deathly Hallows 
 
427 – Hermione says the Peverells are now extinct in the male line 
428 – Harry remembers Marvolo Gaunt and the ring, that they’re descendants (I knew it!) 
429 – Harry suggests the ring’s stone was the Resurrection Stone; Harry wondering of Hallows vs. Horcruxes is  
           the answer to the prophecy 
430 – Harry believes he’s the ancestor of the third Brother, Ignotus Peverell, (which would make him and  
           Voldemort related!) 
432 – he believes the Hallows are real and he may have two and that Voldemort may not realize the wand is a  
           Hallow (I think LV may know) 
436 – Harry’s vision through Voldemort became blurred; he blames his wand breaking; Ron now taking charge 
437 – "Potterwatch" 
438 – Lee Jordan is the announcer at Potterwatch; he’s called "River" 
439 - Ted Tonks and Dirk Cresswell are dead, Gornuk killed, Dean and Griphook may have escaped; family of  
           five Muggles killed in Gaddley; remains of Bathilda found in Godric’s Hollow by Dark Magic 
440 – Kingsley is known as "Royal"; comments on the "Wizards first" thinking 
441 – Lupin is "Romulus" 
442 – Mr. Lovegood imprisoned; Hagrid on the run after "Support Harry Potter" party; Fred is "Rapier" 
444 – Fred: "…he can move faster than Severus Snape confronted with shampoo" LOL!!!! 
445 – Harry said "Voldemort" and Snatchers with Greyback and Scabior show up 
 

Chapter 23 – Malfoy Manor 
 
446 – Hermione purposely disfigured Harry’s face, making him unrecognizable 
449 – they were tied up with Dean and Griphook 
451 – the Snatchers discover the sword; Harry saw Voldemort gliding toward a gigantic building (black  
           fortress) saying "So close…" 
453 – they realize it’s Harry 
455 – they were Disapparated to the Malfoy mansion 
457 – Narcissa, Lucius and Draco; Harry could see his distorted reflection 
459 - Draco said he wasn’t sure if it was Harry, Draco was reluctant to say it was Hermione and Ron too 
460 – Bella wanted to take credit for Harry’s capture; Bella ordered Lucius not to summon Voldemort because  
           of the sword 
463 – she ordered Greyback to take them to the cellar, all but Hermione; they began torturing her with  
           questioning, Ron goes nuts 
464 – Luna and Ollivander were in the cellar 
466 – Harry emptied his pouch and saw the blue eye in the mirror again 
467 – Bellatrix insisted they got the sword from the vault (probably her vault that’s on the cover of the UK  
           edition); Dobby Apparates into the cellar! (he was sent by someone in the mirror!) 
469 – Lucius heard the crack and sent Wormtail to the cellar 
470 – they tackled Wormtail, Harry cashed in on the life debt 
471 - Pettigrew’s silver hand turned on him and strangled him instead of Harry; Griphook lied and said the  
          sword was a fake; Bella summoned Voldemort 
472 – Ron with Wormtail’s wand, Harry with Bella’s wand, fought them 
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473 - Bella had Hermione by knife point; they surrendered the wands; the chandelier fells on Hermione and  
          Griphook 
474 – Dobby dropped the chandelier; Ron took Hermione 
475 – Harry took Dobby and Griphook; they landed near the sea; Bella’s knife was in Dobby’s chest! 
476 –  
 

Chapter 24 – The Wandmaker 
 
478 – Voldemort was torturing those at Malfoy’s mansion; Harry dug Dobby’s grave; he could finally block out  
           Voldemort willingly, as he grieved for Dobby; Dumbledore would’ve said it was love, not grief 
479 – Dean and Ron helped Harry dig; they dressed Dobby in their clothes (so much crying here, my God!) 
480 – Dobby’s burial (such heartache) 
481 – Here lies Dobby, a Free elf. 
482 – Ginny escaped being taken from Hogwarts; the Weasleys have been moved to Muriel’s with Arthur is  
           Secret-Keeper; Bill is Secret-Keeper of his house 
483 – Harry thinks about the blue eye in the mirror; thinks of Dumbledore; Harry kept thinking about the  
           things Dumbledore foresaw (Ron with the Deluminator, Wormtail, the life debt, what did he see in  
           Harry?) 
485 – Harry needed to talk to Griphook and Ollivander 
486 - Griphook was the goblin who showed Harry to his vault in his first year; he commented how unusual  
          Harry was, burying the elf and saving a goblin 
487 – Harry wants to break into Lestrange’s vault (UK cover!) 
490 – Griphook will think about helping them; Harry takes the sword 
491 – Harry explains why he thinks a Horcrux (armor?) is in the vault (at some point Harry has to wonder  
           about Fortesque’s abduction, right?) 
492 – they see Mr. Ollivander, he tells Harry he knows of no way to repair his wand; identifies the other two— 
           Bellatrix’s: walnut, dragon heartstring, 12 ¾", unyielding; Draco’s: hawthorn, unicorn hair, 10",  
           reasonably springy; a wand’s allegiance can change if taken/earned 
494 – Ollivander continues to explain all the details behind "the wand chooses the wizard" 
495 – Ollivander doesn’t know why Harry’s wand snapped the borrowed wand in half (Ollivander always refer  
           to Voldemort as the Dark Lord) 
499 – Harry believes Dumbledore took the Elder Wand after he dueled with Grindelwald 
500 – Harry says Hermione was right: he had to get the Horcruxes, that Voldemort knew the wand was at  
           Hogwarts 
501 – Voldemort at Hogwarts destroys Dumbledore’s tomb, the wand was buried with him 
 

Chapter 25 – Shell Cottage 
 
503 – Harry keeps questioning his decision that the Horcruxes were more important to pursue than the  
           Hallows 
505 – Griphook will help them if he can have the Gryffindor Sword 
509 – they spent weeks planning the break-in to Gringotts 
511 – Luna still believes it was a Snorkack horn 
512 – Fleur gives Ollivander Muriel’s tiara to return to her 
513 – Bill returns to Shell Cottage to tell them the family is fine at Muriel’s; Lupin arrives 
514 – he announces Tonks had the baby boy: Teddy Remus Lupin; he asks Harry to be the godfather 
517 – Bill warns Harry on dealing with goblins 
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Chapter 26 - Gringotts 
 
520 – Bellatrix’s wand doesn’t feel right to Hermione; Draco’s works OK for Harry 
521 – Hermione would transform into Bellatrix before they left Shell Cottage 
523 – Hermione was transformed, then she altered Ron’s appearance 
524 – Harry, Ron, Hermione and Griphook Disapparated to the Leaky Cauldron 
525 – Diagon Alley was almost barren due to early hour, most shops closed, posters of Harry as the  
          "Undesirable Number One" everywhere; a bandaged man begged Hermione/Bellatrix to say where his  
           children were 
526-27 – Travers is there, says he was surprised to see Bella out of the Malfoy Mansion 
528 – Ron is fictional Dragomir Despard; Travers is also going to Gringotts, makes offensive comment about  
           Goblins 
529 – Harry confunded the two guards to enable them all to pass by the Probity Probes 
531 – the goblins were alerted of a possible imposter, but Harry Imperiused the goblin and Travers to get past  
           the wand identification 
533 – Harry made Travers follow them and hide; they heard yelling from the main hall, they need Bogrod to  
           control the cart 
534 – they reach the waterfall; it washes away all enchantment; Hermione and Ron look like themselves again 
535 – they encounter a dragon 
526 – the dragon is partially blind; the entered the vault 
537 – the door closed them in; there were Gemino and Flagrante Curses on the treasure, making them  
           multiply and become harmful so they couldn’t touch anything 
538 – the cup is there! 
539 – Harry can touch things with the sword, the enchanted treasure was hot (I think maybe Voldemort will  
           somehow use the armor since it seems it’s not a Horcrux?); the goblins and wizards arrive 
540-41 – the treasure expanded profusely, the sword and cup flew, Griphook recovered the sword and took  
           off through the crowd of goblins and wizards 
542 – they climb onto the dragon to escape; helping it fly out using gouging spells (Defodio!); they enlarge the  
           spaces for the dragon to fly through 
543 – they took off from Diagon Alley 
 

Chapter 27 – The Final Hiding Place 
 
546 – the trio jumped off the dragon’s back into the lake and safely reached shore 
548-51 – Voldemort leaves Potter stole the cup; he slaughtered everyone around him with rage, Bella Lucius  
           escaping 
- 550 – Voldemort thinks of the places where the Horcruxes are: the lake, the shack and Hogwarts and Nagini!  
           (I never believed she was a Horcrux!) 
- 551 – Voldemort will check the Gaunt’s shack first 
553 – they Disapparated to Hogsmeade 
 

Chapter 28 – The Missing Mirror 
 
554 – they Apparate into Hogsmeade and are detected immediately and pursued 
555 – the Death Eater couldn’t summon Harry’s cloak (it MUST be the Hallow) 
556 – the trio unable to Disapparate, the dementors come, Harry uses his patronus 
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557 – Aberforth pulls them into the Hog’s Head 
558 – Aberforth convinces them it was his patronus, a goat, and that he and his cat broke curfew  
           (Caterwauling Charm) 
559 – Aberforth has Sirius’s mirror, he sent Dobby 
560 – Harry bought the mirror from Dung, Dumbledore told him what it was, and to keep an eye on Harry;  
           Hagrid is with Grawp in a cave in a mountain near there 
562 – Aberforth said he and Albus grew up learning secrecy and lies from their mother; he tried to convince  
           Harry not to follow Dumbledore’s plan for him (he having his poor opinion of his brother) 
564-67 – Aberforth tells what happened with Ariana 
- 564 – at 6-years-old, Ariana was attacked by three Muggle boys, the same three their father, Percival, was  
             put in Azkaban for 
- 565 – their mother and mostly Aberforth took care of her; their mother was accidentally killed by Ariana 
- 566 – when Grindelwald came, Albus didn’t pay quite enough attention to Ariana, according to Aberforth,  
             they all ended up fighting and Ariana accidentally got killed 
- 567 – Harry tells Aberforth about Dumbledore’s murmurs in the cave to let him know how much agony                   
             Dumbledore felt over it 
568 – Harry seems to get through to Aberforth that the Order is not defeated 
569 – Aberforth sends Ariana’s portrait to do something; she walks straight down a tunnel in the painting; he  
           explains how heavily guarded Hogwarts is now 
570 – Ariana returns with Neville; behind the portrait is a real tunnel; Neville steps into the room 
 

Chapter 29 – The Lost Diadem 
 
571 – Neville says others are coming 
572 – Harry thanks Aberforth for saving their lives twice; Aberforth answers that he might not be able to do it  
           a third time 
573 – Neville tells them about Hogwarts and the Carrows 
574 – Alecto and Amycus, how and what they teach; Neville stands up to them, said he noticed how it used to  
           give people hope when Harry did it 
575 – they’re still using the coins to communicate; Michael Corner was tortured for releasing a chained first  
           year 
576 – Dawlish is in St. Mungo’s and Neville’s Gran is on the run and sent a letter to Neville saying she’s proud  
           of him (tears); they arrived to an ecstatic reception at Hogwarts 
577 – the tunnel led to the Room of Requirement 
578 – Neville’s the one who really figured out how the Room of Requirement works; some of the D.A there:  
           Neville, Seamus, Lavender Brown, Parvati an Padma Patil, Terry Boot, Ernie Macmillan, Anthony  
           Goldstein and Michael Corner 
579 – Voldemort found the ring was missing 
581 – Dean and Luna come; the D.A. thought Harry’s return meant revolt, Ron tells them it’s to get rid of  
           Voldemort 
582 – Ginny, Fred, Gorge and Lee enter, then Cho 
584 – the diadem!!! The tiara!!! (maybe Harry will need the Potions book and it will lead him again to the  
           tiara?) 
586 – Luna and Harry off to look at the diadem on the Ravenclaw statue 
588 – in the Ravenclaw common room Harry examined the statue and fell when Alecto Carrow caught them  
           and summoned Voldemort 
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Chapter 30 – The Sacking of Severus Snape 
 
589 – Luna stunned Alecto and woke up the Ravenclaws 
590 – Amycus at the entrance to Ravenclaw, he can’t get in 
591 – McGonagall shows up! 
593 – Amycus spat in McGonagall’s face and Harry Cruciated him YEA!!!!! 
595 – McGonagall Imperiused and rope-bound the Carrows 
596 – McGonagall will gather the other teachers to defend the school; Harry said all the students will leave the  
           school through the tunnel to the Hog’s Head 
597 – Snape appears from behind the suit of armor as McGonagall (Harry and Luna) was running 
598 – Minerva and Snape battle, then come Flitwick, Sprout and Slughorn 
599 – Snape had jumped and flew, looking "bat-like" 
600 – they prepare to defend Hogwarts and keep Voldemort out for and long as possible 
602 – McGonagall says to Slughorn that Slytherin must decide upon its loyalties; she tells Filch to fetch Peeves 
603 – as Harry and Luna returned to the Room of Requirement, there was now Kingsley, Lupin, Oliver Wood,  
           Katie Bell, Angelina Johnson, Alicia Spinet, Bill, Fleur and Mr. and Mrs. Weasley (Charlie has yet to  
           appear) 
604 – Ginny wants to stay 
605 – Harry shakes his head "No", Percy shows up!!! 
606 – …crying…………….. 
607 – Ginny will stay in the Room of Requirement; Hermione and Ron went to a bathroom (Myrtle?);  
           Voldemort at Hogwarts gates 
 
Chapter 31 – The Battle of Hogwarts 
 
609 – Voldemort’s voice heard in Great Hall 
610 - Voldemort said to surrender Harry, they had until midnight (30 min.); Pansy said to grab him; all of  
          Gryffindor, Ravenclaw and Hufflepuff stood to protect him; McGonagall said the Slytherins would leave  
          first, then Ravenclaw, etc.; all Slytherin left, a number of older Ravenclaw remained, even more of  
          Hufflepuff and half of Gryffindor 
611 – Kingsley announces where everyone will be stationed 
613 – Zacharias Smith trying to get out of the school first (creep) 
614 – Harry asks the Gray Lady, she was VERY annoying! 
616 – the Bloody Baron killed Helena Ravenclaw (the Gray Lady) then killed himself 
617 – she hid the diadem in a hollow tree in Albania 
618 – Hagrid crashes through a window after Harry figures out when Voldemort must’ve hid the diadem 
620 – Harry remembered the tiara on the statue in the Room of Requirement 
622 – Aberforth’s in the castle too now 
623 – Ron mimicked Parseltongue to get into the Chamber of Secrets to retrieve the Basilisk’s fangs; Hermione  
           stabbed and destroyed the Hufflepuff Cup 
624 – Ginny, Tonks and Gran were in the Room of Requirement; Gran went to join Neville in the fight; Tonks  
           went to join Lupin 
625 – Ginny left the Room of Requirement; Ron remembers they need to tell the elves to evacuate; Hermione  
           gave Ron a HUGE kiss for that, he responded ;)  
626 – they came out of the Room of Requirement, Grawp was there, also Ginny, Tonks, then Aberforth saying  
           the Death Eater’s brought giants; Aberforth said Remus was fighting Dolohov, Tonks went to find him 
627 – they enter the Room of Requirement of Hidden Things 
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628 – just as Harry reaches the diadem, he’s confronted by Draco, Crabbe and Goyle; Draco has his mother’s  
           wand; Crabbe finally speaks! 
629 – Goyle finally speaks! 
630 – Crabbe tried to kill Hermione 
631 – Malfoy tried to save Goyle (honorable), Crabbe is the worst one; the fire chased them 
632 – Draco, Crabbe and Goyle were out of sight; the enchanted, ferocious fire surrounded the trio; Harry  
           grabbed two nearby broomsticks 
633 – Ron and Hermione save Goyle; Harry saves Malfoy (crying here); Harry caught the tiara! 
634 – they escaped into the corridor, Crabbe is dead by his own account, the Headless Hunt joined the battle 
635 – the tiara was destroyed by Crabbe’s Fiendfyre! 
636 – Fred and Percy were fighting Death Eaters that were now in the castle; Percy zaps the Minister! The side  
           of the castle had been blown away 
637 – Oh, God! FRED!!!! (sobs) 
 

Chapter 32 – The Elder Wand 
 
639 – a huge spider climbed in 
640 – Hermione pulls Harry and Ron behind the tapestry reminding them they had to get the snake 
641 – Harry sees Voldemort (in Shrieking Shack?) with Lucius 
642 – Snape is there; Voldemort needs him to perform a "service"; Nagini has a protective shield around her 
643 – they escaped the two Death Eaters by Hermione making the steps a chute 
644 – McGonagall and the galloping desks! ROFLMAO!!! 
 
 
645 – under the cloak, they came upon Draco, the coward, and Ron punched him telling Draco it was the  
           second time that night they saved his life (I just thought maybe Snape will take the protection away  
           from Nagini? Just a thought—trying to figure how he’ll be a hero ‘cause the only thing in this book that’s  
           shown him to be the good wizard we KNOW he is was that the headmaster’s office let him in!!!); in the  
           entrance hall, Neville with Venomous Tentacula 
646 – two bodies fell from the balcony, one was Lavender whom Fenrir tried to bite, but Hermione zapped  
           him, then Trelawney got him with a crystal ball; more spiders in the entrance hall 
647 – Hagrid charged into the swarm of spiders and they carried him off 
648 – Grawp calling for "HAGGER"; Harry realized Grawp was an undersized giant in comparison to the others;  
           dementors now part of the battle 
649 – Seamus, Ernie and Luna casting patronuses and Luna encouraging them as if it was a D.A. lesson; she  
           helps break Harry out of their effect on him 
650 – the trio heads for the Whomping Willow 
651 – they had to crawl through the tunnel to the shack 
652 – they reached the shack; Harry could overhear Voldemort talking with Snape; Snape was recalled from  
           the battle; though Snape insisted he could find Potter 
653 – Voldemort asking Snape why the Elder Wand doesn’t work extraordinary magic for him 
654 – Snape keep insisting for Voldemort to let him return to Hogwarts to find Harry (to protect him!!!) 
656 – Voldemort says that as long as Snape lives, Voldemort cant’ master Dumbledore’s Elder Wand; he made  
           Nagini attack Snape (NO!!!) 
657 – Voldemort and Nagini leave the shack; Harry went in the room to Snape; Snape said "Take…it….  
           Take…it." as the silvery substance poured out of him (a memory!!!) 
658 – Snape—"Look…at…me…" he whispered. (sobbing again; he wanted to see "Lily’s" eyes one more time) 
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Chapter 33 – The Prince’s Tale 
 
659 – Voldemort speaking to Hogwarts and surrounding area again 
660 – Voldemort says there’s one hour of retreat, then Voldemort will come for Harry Potter 
661 – they reentered the castle, everyone was in the Great Hall, the dead lay in a row in the middle; the  
           Weasleys were huddled around Fred, George at his head, Molly across his chest (sobbing profusely  
           here); Remus and Tonks! (Oh, God!!!) 
663-90 – Harry dives into Snape’s memory 
- 663 – Petunia and Lily in the playground – Lily flew! 
- 664 – Snape tells Lily she’s a witch 
- 665 – and that his mother’s a witch and he’s a wizard – NEW memory: 
- 666 – Snape and Lily are friends, he tells her it makes no difference she is Muggle-born after telling her about  
              Hogwarts and owls etc. 
- 667 – Snape tells Lily his parents still argue, that his dad doesn’t like much of anything 
- 668 – Petunia was spying, got caught, she insulted Snape and his anger made the branch fall on her, Lily was  
             mad at him for it; NEW memory: on Platform 9 ¾ 
- 669 – Petunia’s obviously jealous she can’t go and decides to be cutting instead, calling Lily and Snape freaks 
- 670 – Snape and Lily read Dumbledore’s response to Petunia’s request 
- 671 – Snape and Lily in compartment with James and Sirius, they having just met; they talked about Slytherin 
- 672 – the beginning of James and Sirius picking on Snape and Lily disliking them for it, leaving with Snape,  
             "Snivellus"; Lily, Sirius, James, Lupin and Pettigrew sorted into Gryffindor 
 
 
 
- 673 – Snape was sorted into Slytherin; Malfoy was a prefect then, NEW memory: Snape saying how he and  
              Lily are best friends, she agrees, but doesn’t like who he’s hanging out with (Avery and Mulciber); he  
              compares Mulciber’s Dark Magic with the things Potter and is gang do; this argument was only days  
              after James "saved" Snape; Lily doesn’t like James at that point, so she said; Snape’s jealousy and  
             resentment very obvious, and when she insulted James, Snape relaxed and had a new spring in his step 
- 675 – the scene by the lake that Harry’d already seen with the taunts, the gray underpants and Snape calling  
             Lily a Mudblood; NEW memory: Snape apologizing for calling her a Mudblood 
- 676 – this basically severed their relationship; NEW memory: adult Snape on a hilltop, waiting…for  
             Dumbledore 
- 677 – HERE IT IS!!!! Snape did ask for Lily to be spared, not thinking of James or Harry; he disgusted  
             Dumbledore by that 
- 678 – Snape begged Dumbledore to hide them; NEW memory: now in Dumbledore’s office, Snape weeping  
             over their murders; he tells Snape Harry survived, then mentions LILY’S EYES 
- 679 – Snape vows to help Dumbledore protect Harry and begs Dumbledore to never tell anyone, especially  
             Harry, then Dumbledore says (Oh, God, am I sobbing!), "My word, Severus, that I shall never reveal the  
             best of you?" NEW memory: during Harry’ first year: Snape complaining about Harry, Dumbledore says  
             Snape sees what he wants to; asks him to keep an eye on Quirrell  
- 680 – NEW memory: entrance hall after Yule Ball: Snape saying the Dark Mark is getting darker, that  
             Karkaroff will flee, but Snape won’t, that he’s no coward; Dumbledore says how brave Snape is, telling  
             him he thinks they Sort too soon (Snape could’ve been a Gryffindor); NEW memory: Dumbledore’s  
             office, his hand burnt: Snape tending to Dumbledore’s would, gives him golden potion to drink;  
             Dumbledore puts on the ring ‘cause he was tempted (as a Hallow?)  
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- 681 – Snape trapped the curse in one hand, said Dumbledore had maybe a year because the curse  
              strengthens with time and won’t stay contained 
- 682 – they discuss Voldemort’s plan for Malfoy to kill him; Dumbledore suspects that Snape has to kill  
             Dumbledore if Draco doesn’t; Snape doesn’t tell him about the Vow, but confirms Dumbledore’s  
             suspicions; Dumbledore tells Snape he must do the killing 
- 683 – He says only Snape knows whether helping Dumbledore die painlessly will rip his soul. Snape agrees to  
             do it. NEW memory: on the grounds at twilight  
- 684 – Dumbledore explains why he can’t tell Snape about what he teaches Harry, especially since he’s  
              around Voldemort so much on Dumbledore’s orders! (YES! We knew all this!) 
- 685 – "In the case of Harry and Voldemort, to speak of one is to speak of the other." (the part of what Hagrid  
              overheard); later at 11pm 
- 686 – OOOOOH, MYYYYYY GOD!!!!! I barely allowed myself to think this was possible, because there’s now  
             way that the spell it takes to make a Horcrux could have happened by accident. THIS explanation  
             makes sense, and though Dumbledore says he’s a Horcrux, he’s really not a "true" Horcrux because it  

wasn’t a spell that made it; it was the fact that the fragmented soul searched for the closest living soul 
near it to save itself! Because there’s no curse on Harry through the spell of the Horcrux of by 
Voldemort’s doing, destroying the Horcrux shouldn’t have the same destructive effect on Harry!); 
Dumbledore says that Harry must die at Voldemort’s hand! (Sorry, I really can’t handle this and I don’t 
believe this is true and I think Dumbledore is lying about Harry HAVING to die! I think this means that 
only Voldemort is capable of destroying this Horcrux and because Dumbledore knows Harry, he 
somehow meant for Harry to learn this info, somehow through Snape. Maybe Snape would’ve told him 
if he’d been able to get to Hogwarts before Nagini killed him. Dumbledore knew that Harry would 
choose to sacrifice himself and be killed for the sake of the people he loves! LOVE! I’m sorry, but I don’t 
believe Harry will die.) 

- 687 – Snape resentful and feeling used by Dumbledore and Snape showing he cares for Harry; Snape initially  
              tries to deny it, sends a "doe" patronus (to whom?!), then with his eyes full of tears, Snape tells  
              Dumbledore he has always cared for Harry 
- 688 – NEW memory: Dumbledore’s portrait instructs Snape on things: the night Harry leaves Privet Drive,  
              planting decoys, confunding Mundungus, on Voldemort, Hogwarts and the Carrows 
- 689 – Snape in Sirius’s bedroom taking the second page of the letter with Lily’s love and signature and ripped  
              the photo, taking only Lily laughing; Phineas tells Snape they’re in the Forest of Dean; Dumbledore  
              tells him the sword must be taken under conditions of need and valor; the real sword was hidden  
              behind Dumbledore’s portrait before Snape planted it. 
- 690 – after Harry got the sword, Snape had a plan… (somehow he steered the events that played out with  
              Ron and Harry with the sword so Ron would be there having to save him; maybe Snape made the  
              Horcrux start to strangle Harry) 
 

Chapter 34 – The Forest Again 
 

691 – Harry contemplating what he learned—"Neither would live. Neither could survive." 
692 – all Harry’s thoughts on having to die, how he lived, how Dumbledore knew these things 
693 – accepting that he must die, why Dumbledore made sure Ron and Hermione knew how to destroy  
           Horcruxes along with Harry 
694 – Harry intended to go to the Forest alone; Colin Creevey dead; Neville went to recover more bodies 
696 – on the grounds Harry tells Neville the snake must be killed; he sees Ginny; he passes her by 
698 – Harry remembered the Snitch, it opened with the ring inside it, he was right! 
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699 – Harry turned the ring three times and, like the memory of the young Riddle, appeared James, Sirius,  
           Lupin and Lily; Harry asked if it hurts to die, Sirius says not at all 
700 - he apologizes to Lupin, Lupin said he hopes his son will understand; all of them are only visible to Harry;  
           they will stay with him to the end; he asks his mother to stay close to him 
701 – he follows Yaxley and Dolohov to the clearing where Aragog once live 
702 – the Death Eaters crowd in the clearing 
703 – Harry shows himself; he drops the ring and his parents, Lupin and Sirius vanish; Hagrid was there, tied to  
           a tree 
704 – Harry hit with a spell (A.K. or is there another green one I can’t remember? Maybe the wand didn’t  
           work?) by Voldemort 
 

Chapter 35 – King’s Cross 
 
705 – Harry was naked on a white floor; he felt like he was in a white Great Hall 
706 – there was a naked repulsive baby under a seat (who is this baby? Voldemort’s Horcrux?!) 
707 – ‘You cannot help," Dumbledore said; Dumbledore said he himself is dead, but on the whole, Harry is not  
            (YES! I knew it!) 
708 – Voldemort killed the part of his soul that was in Harry, but he couldn’t kill Harry because… 
709 – Voldemort took Harry’s blood; Dumbledore says Harry WAS a Horcrux! 
710 – Dumbledore continues to explain the bond between Harry and Voldemort 
711 – he explains how the Priori Incantatem gave Harry’s wand some of Voldemort’s wand’s power 
712 – Harry thinks they’re in a clean King’s Cross Station 
713 - Dumbledore tells Harry about the Hallows, begging his forgiveness 
714 – he confirms that Harry was Peverell’s descendant; why James gave him the cloak 
715 – Dumbledore admitted he was selfish; he wanted glory, told him all about him and Grindelwald 
717 – Dumbledore said he refused the position of Minister of Magic ‘cause he learned he couldn’t be trusted  
           with power 
718 – Dumbledore explained his and Grindelwald’s fears and what led to the duel 
 
719 – Harry understood what Dumbledore would’ve seen in the Mirror of Erised; Grindelwald showed  
           remorse; Dumbledore tried to use the stone, forgetting it was cursed Horcrux, hoping to see Ariana and  
           his parents to apologize 
 
720- Dumbledore tells Harry he is the worthy possessor of the Hallows; he explains why he didn’t tell Harry  
          outright about the Hallows, so he would ultimately possess them safely; that Harry is the true master of  
          death 
721 – Dumbledore intended for Snape to get the Elder Wand, but it didn’t work out 
722 – Harry has the choice to go back or move on; Dumbledore tells him if he goes back, there’s the chance  
           Voldemort could be finished for good and that Voldemort had much more to fear than Harry, in  
           returning to where Dumbledore was 
723 – as Harry returns he asks Dumbledore if that place was real or inside his head. "Of course it is happening  
           inside your head, Harry, but why on earth should that mean that it is not real?" 
 

Chapter 36 – The Flaw in the Plan 
 
724 – Harry was back and Bellatrix was crying "My Lord…my Lord…" 
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725 – Voldemort was knocked off his feet (knocked out?) 
726 – it was Narcissa who had to check to see if Harry was alive; she asked Harry if Draco was alive; she lied to  
           the crowd, saying Harry was dead, so she could get back to the castle and Draco; Voldemort Cruciated  
           Harry’s supposedly dead body four times; Harry was able to continue feigning death 
727 – Voldemort ordered Hagrid to carry Harry back to the castle; Harry continued feign death 
728 – they passed centaurs; Hagrid yelled at Bane; Voldemort lies, saying Harry ran from him 
729 – Nagini was no longer protected, but was lying on Voldemort’s shoulders again 
730 – McGonagall screamed loudly, then Ron, Hermione and Ginny’s screams were even worse 
731 – Neville charged at Voldemort from the crowd and Voldemort disarmed him 
732 – Voldemort summoned the Sorting Hat, he placed it on Neville’s head and set it aflame 
733 - everything erupted; Neville sliced off Nagini’s head with the Gryffindor Sword!!!! That came out of the  
          Sorting Hat once again!!!! Harry shielded Neville; Hagrid yelled from Harry; the centaurs now battled the  
          Death Eaters; thestrals and Buckbeak come 
734 – Harry shielded many students and jinxed many Death Eaters from under the cloak; they were in the  
           entrance hall, then Voldemort backed into the Great Hall; Charlie Weasley, Horace Slughorn and all  
           measure of witch and wizar4d, centaurs and elves joined the fight; Kreacher led the elves! 
735 – details of who was fighting whom, including McGonagall, Slughorn and Kingsley battling Voldemort;  
           Bella fought Hermione, Ginny and Luna 
736 – Molly fiercely takes on Bellatrix. Way to go, Molly!!!! Molly KILLED BELLATRIX!!!! 
737 – Harry shields Molly and pulls off the cloak and his battle with Voldemort finally begins 
738 – Harry’s willingness to die has protected those fighting for him just as Lily protected Harry with her  
            sacrifice 
739 – they battle with words about love, Dumbledore, the magic and weapon more powerful than  
           Voldemort’s 
740 – Harry tells Voldemort that Snape was loyal to Dumbledore; Snape’s patronus was a doe ‘cause Lily’s  
            was. (that’s right!) 
741 – Voldemort said Dumbledore tried to keep the Elder Wand from him; Harry tells him to try for some  
           remorse (remorse can mend a ripped soul) 
742 – Harry tells him Snape was never the master of the Elder Wand, as Voldemort thought, so killed Snape  
            
 
743 – then the true master of the wand became Draco Malfoy (I sensed something with Draco’s wand might  
           be possible with this when Harry obtained it and it felt comfortable); They finally attack each other— 
           Voldemort with "Avada Kedavra", Harry with "Expelliarmus"—and the Elder Wand flew from  
           Voldemort’s hand… 
744 – …into Harry’s 

VOLDEMORT IS DEAD!!!!! JUBILATION! 
 
745 – Kingsley Shacklebolt is the temporary Minister of Magic; Luna understood that Harry wanted some  
          peace and quiet; suggested he use his cloak; under his cloak he saw Ginny with her mother he looked  
          forward to years of being able to talk with Ginny; Neville with the Sword by his plate; the Malfoys  
          huddled together, alone 
746 – he found Ron and Hermione; he explained to them about the pensieve and Forest with Voldemort 
747 – they entered the headmaster’s office; the portraits applauded; Dumbledore was there crying 
748 – Harry speaks to Dumbledore’s portrait; says he’s leaving the stone lost in the Forest; that he doesn’t   
           want the wand (Ron did!), but uses it to try and repair his own wand 
749 – it works! He will bury the Elder Wand with Dumbledore 
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Epilogue – Nineteen Years Later 
 
753 – Harry and Ginny were married, they have two sons: James, then Albus, and a younger daughter, Lily 
754 - Percy was yelling about broomstick regulations 
755 – Ron and Hermione married, they have a daughter, Rose and a younger son, Hugo; Malfoy married 
756 – James saw Teddy Lupin snogging their cousin Victoire (Bill & Fleur’s) 
757 – Harry still had Fabian Prewett’s watch; Neville is a Professor of Herbology – of course! 
758 – Hagrid’s still at Hogwarts; Albus has Lily’s eyes; they name him Albus Severus (tears upon tears!) and  
            told him that Snape was one of the bravest men he ever knew; he told little Albus the hat takes his  
            choice into consideration 
759 – everyone on the train was staring at Harry; Ron joked that he was the one extremely famous; Harry felt  
           a pang of bereavement watching the train with Albus, his first year (and James), pulling away; Harry  
           touched his scar; it hadn’t pained him for nineteen years. 
            
                                  All was well. 
 
 

THANK YOU, JO ROWLING!!! 


